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By LOWELL ATCHLEY
structure is, "angled" at about 67
Murray Ledger & Times Staff Reporter
degrees and faces south, the optimim
Bill Yanda has taken the concept of a
direction for maximum efficiency.
A number of barrels will stand o_n the
_greephouse,-that Structure most often
associated with year round food and
interior of the structure. "During the
,
_poweragpdprtion ategorther
day,--whea you have partiolly clear or
WHAT WAS AU. THAT SMOK2f ?right have been the question many
Yanda and his,wife Susan are proving _ clear ConditiOns, the greenhouse helps
early risers weir-41,61g themselves as they made their way to -work this
greenhouses can be used to help- heat
heat the -home (through a window
mornins. At times, it looked like the whole town mien be on fire. Actually,
homes. And they're demonstrating -the
opening to-the-house).- And during the
workmenwho are tearing down thk tassiter Auto Sales building at 12th
'concept on a-model home located in this
night, you shut the greenhouse off, and
and
Chestnut
were 'burning scrap and rubbish -from the building. The
Calloway County community between
water,
filled
with
barreln,
which
are
the
building
is
being
torn_down to make room for two new eating establishMurray and Hazel on U.S.641.
help the greenhouse maintlin good
ments, a Pizza Hut and a Wendy's Hamburgers. Construction is expected
. The Purchase project, co-sponsored
growing environment. They absorb the
to begin on the new btisineis buildings in the near future.
by U.S. Department of Agriculture's
sun's rays during the day and as soon as k
*
PsiP-D Photo by PhiRip Owens
Rural Development- Service, Murray' they are warmer than the outside air at
State Center for Regional Services and. night, they start losing beat to the air
•
West Kentucky Allied Services-, is one
spate, helping to maintain a constant'
of five throughout the East and
temperature," Yanda explained.
Energy Par
ckage Fate
Southeast United States.
How valuable is the solar greenhouse
Yanda this week is coordinating
in heating a home? "We figure that one
construction of an 8 by 16 feet solar
square foot of solar glazing can meet
greenhouse addition to the home of
the heating requirements on a year
Mrs. Helen Hodges;the part of a workRests With
round basis of two to four square feet of '
lectureswing through the area
home. In other- words a 100 square foot
•
"This, with all the energy diitO
collector should heat 291/ to 4W aztarc
The Senates-energy tax-bill ignored
- WASHINGTON 4 APi — The fate-of
we've had,seemed to be an appropriate' feet throughout the winter," Yanda
this tax altogether. Democratic
President Carter's program to conproject," Ray Dunn, director of MSU
said.
congressional leaders hope it, along
sx
serve energy and reduce U.S. reliance
Center For Regional Services said
The year-round solar greenhouse also
with other administration tax
on foreign oil rests with House-Senate
Tuesday at the Midway work site. The
provides growing potential beyond the
proposals, can be revived -in the conconferees following completion offloor
'center, which Dunn heads, tackles a
summer growing season."Mrs. Hodges
ference committee.
action.
number ofo non-academic.
, applied
has a place to raise hundreds of
-Rebates to Consumers for Energy
Alfelements of the energy
" -restorer----pleets-*IthrOughout • Owe' Seeding -Mr' -tier- garden," Yandr
Taxes: The Nouse passed the adfirst Tproposed by the president in a
Purchase region.
explained.
ministration plan to rebate revenues
nationwide television ' address last
Yanda says he and his wife hit on the
Yanda said the structure also acts as
from the crude-oil tax to consumers, at
April, are-before the negotiating panel.
solar greenhouse-home heating unit
an insulating barrier for a portion of the 'The committee
least for one year. It would give about
has the task of
idea about five years ago.
home,adding two extra "walls."
$22 to each adult in a household.
working out a compromise on the
"My wife and I built a solar
Yanda, former director of the Solar
Because the Senate bill does np,t
complex energy conservation and tax
greenhouse to stretch the length of our- . Sustenance Project in New Mexico..has
contain this tax, it did notformally deal
legislation.
growing season, which-where we-live-- spent theiast fom-yearsclesigningand
with-The-jibale-T-saire.-Riff-the.&eifate 'The panel must reconcile rouse
can be short." The Yandas come from
building "attached solar greenhouses."
appears to favor uaing revenues from
measures endorsing most of what
northern. New alexia° where_ Rocky . He hasconducted Dornornott workshops
one -is ultimately
Carter requested with Serufte-billa that "such -a - tax --friounfalietrtiontrrise- over1,001)- '- similar to Owe-ones scheduled-this week - -rejedt many- stirini- Major preprolialn: • adopted 'Ur errcourage energy dinlevel.
feet above
throughout the Purchase Area,training
servation and increased production.
Senate passage of its-tax bill earlier this
"What we noticed was that not only
low income communities to build their
Smile combination of this proposal,
week .o_peped the v_tafor the committee
oivn structures.
was the greenhouse providing an area
. with part of.the tax revenues being used
to begin serious work.
back of
' for the plants to grow,but In
Estimated cost of the Midway atas rebates and the rest as energy inBut.enroute to the committee, how
tached solar greenhouse ranges from
. this partic,ular greenhouse, there wk§
has the the president's energy program centives,. appears„likely,-to emerge if.
q
a bit of excess heat that we were • $500 to roq. Allied Services supplied the._ 'fared since he unveiled it last April 20?
the conference committee goes along
moffey and manpower to build 'the
jus venting initil6ors.
with the crudeowil tax.
Here is a rundown on how each house
structure, according to Dunn.
"We then thought we could design a
—Natural Gas Pricing: The House
dealt with the major proposals and
Yanda, who has sat on a. UNESCO
greenhouse that could be put next to a
what decisions are 'nowfacing the • approved Carter's plan to raise the
confereneeon solar energy and-ison the
house to use the excess heat during the
price ceiling on natural gas from $1.46 -conference panel:
advisory board of Solar Age Magazine,
day, plus grow things on a year round
—Crude Oil Tax: The House ap- per thousand cubic feet to $1.75 while
sayseven a vertical south-facing wall
basis. That what we started doing,"
proved the presidenrs-- proposal to maintaining price- -controls—and- ex.will work for a solar greenhouse-home
Yanda explained.
make domestic petroldun as expensive tending regulation to gas produced andheater. "The problem is that in the
The Yandas coordinated construction
used in the same state. The Senate
as imported oil by 1980 through a tax
spring, fall and summer,because of the
of the solar grenhouse here using
that would add about 7 cents a gallon to rejected the proposal, voting instead to
See GREENHOUSE,
greenhouse quality fiberglass, wood,
gasoline and otherpetroleum products.
See ENERGY,
Page 14-A, Column 1
lyethelene, and insulation. The
Page 14-A, Column 2

Conferees

onto Itr,
o--un'Voters
Reeitterod Here
Some 16,290 Calloway Countians are
Jr., Martha Sammons, David Willis,
registered to vote as the upcoming Nov,Dick George, Ruby Hale• and Billy
8 General Election draws closer.
According to ligUres Calloway
In Ward B for the city of Murray
County Court Clerk Marvin Harris
council ,Itepu.b11-can John Neubauer ,
stipplied, 14,867 Democrats and 882
faces Democrats Johnny Rickman,
Reptiblicans areregistered-to eist their
H. Nix, William Furches, Dr. J. b.
ballots in the Tuesday election. ,
Outland, Dr. C. C. Lowry, and-Howard
Also registered are 538 Independents
Koenen.
and ii'embers of other parties.
Thontas Rushing and William C.
local
interest,
Among the, races of
Adams are also unopposed in their bids
Democrat nominee Dr. Melvin Henley
to sit on Murray Independent School and H. Ed Chrisman. an Independent,
Roard.
'
are vying for a four year stint tisinayor
Twenty-three of the county's polling
of the city of Murray.
places, including two new ones
-In the
Calloway County Sheriff's Deputy
city of Murray, will open for voters at 6
Ted Alexander is running on the
a.m. Nov.8and close at6 p.m.
Independent ticket against Democratic
Polling places, their locations and the
nominee Max Morris.
number of persons registered there ,
A city-wide race will name members
Include:
to the Hazel city council.
—Precinct. One, Calloway County
Running in•the Hazel race -are Ira
Courthoose,73_2,Morgan, Nancy McClure, 'Joe Thom—Precinct Toro, Murray City Hall,
pson, Dewey Ealey, John F. Shendock,
846;
William Pratt and Preston Oliver.
—Precinct Three, Murray Middle
Traditionally the top' vote getter in
School,564;
Hazel is named mayor of the city.
—Precinct Four, Dwain - Taylor
Countians will also face a question on
Chevrolet,521;
the Nov. Ltallqt,,,whether voters are
Precise Five, Murray - State
either in favor or not in favor-of calling
University Field House, t,889;
a convention to rewrite Kentucky's
—Precinct Six, Murray State
Constitution.
University Library,888;
Kenneth Imes will appear on the
. —Precinct Seven, Robertson School,
ballot unopposed for a repeat term as
704;
state representative in the Fifth
Precinct Eight, Murray-Calloway
Representative District.
County VoCatiotialSchoOl,1,087;
'iatOrney
Current-Callaway Connti
—Precinct Nine, Army Reserve
Sid Eailey is unopposed in his bid tofill
Building on Center Drive,802;
the new office of district judge for
—_,Precin_c_t Ten, Navy Retruiting
rMIlbway and Marshall Counties.
— Office in Bel-Aire Shopping Center,679;
Other county officials unopposed
.—Almo,Imes Grocery,851;
_going into the Nov. 8_ election are: • —Calloway High Calloway County
Robert 0. Miller, county_ 'judge- - Nitgldieisseilhailding,4111; - - -- •
executive, Max Parker, cdunty at
—Clayton Creek, East Elementary
torney._ Marvin Harris, county court
School on POtterteym Road,418;
clerk, Charles E. Hale, property,
—Coldwater, Kenneth" and- June'
Huel
valuation- administrator,
Grocery,405; "Wimpy" Jones, county jailer, Thomas
—Dexter,Dexter Community Center,
L. Walker, county coroner, Charles
362;
Thomas Bogard, magistrate, district
See VOTERS, •
one, Gil Hopson, magistrate, district
Page 14-A, Column 2
two; Billy-ErivIn; magistrate, district
three, and Dan Bazzell, magistrate,
district four.
In the Ward A Murray City Council
race Republicans Stephen Yarbrough
and Irma LaFollettee face Buel Stalls

oreenhouse Experiment
— The Midway home of Mrs. Helen
Hodges -is being used in a combination U. S. • Department of
Agriculture, Murray State University
and Western Kentucky Allied Services project to test the effectiveness
of a 'combination greenhouse solar
home heater. lethe photos(top, left)
Mrs. Hodges listens as Susan Yanda
la r
explains the value of usi
ght
l i)
greenhouse fiberglass as atil!ilil
attractor (bottom lefty Bill Yancia, a
solar greenhouse expert, chats with
Ray Dunn, director of Murray State
University's Center for Regional Services (left) (bottom right) two
workers on hand to Construct the
solar greenhouse Monday andTuesday put the finishing touches to
a roof vent on the structure.
Staff Photos by Lowell Attfilev
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Three Sections-26 Pages

Ann Utidberg's Cooking Corner this week presents Joan
and Phillip Neffenegger, a Murray couple who eat and
enjoy Greek cooking. Read about theNeffeneggerstoday,
Page 1-B.

sunny
and
mild

today's index

Partly sunny and mild with a
chance of a shower today, high in
the low and mid 70s. Mostly
cloudy and mild with a good
chance of showers and possibly
thundershowers tonight and
Thursday. Low tonight in the
upper 50s. High Thursday in the
upper 60s to around 70.
•,
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Horoscope
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Inside Report
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8-A,9-A, 10-A
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Official Says
May Not

Robert MacDonald of the Department for Human Resources said county
unemployment figures released this
week indicate 6,000 more Kentuckian
had jobs .in September than in the
previous month.
"Kentucky's employment generally
is highest during the fourth,quarter,"
MacDonald said. "I expect September's 4.1 per cent to remain about
the same for the rest of theyear."
The September rate-up onehalf per
cent froin August—was the-lowest since
May when 3,7 per cent of the labor force
was out of work, MacDonald said.
The national unesaployment-rate
September.was.64per;ent.

-4

The4ourth Annual _Band Citrus Sale
will be conducted Thursday evening,
-Nov:3, according to Joe Sills, MurrayHigh Band director.
Band students will work in teams,
canvassing the community beginning
about 5:30 p.m.
Orders will be taken and delivery will
be Nov.28 and.29,Sills said.
Both large and small boles of
oranges And grapefruit will be
available. Most of the fruit comes from
southern Texas and the Langdon
Barber Groves,Sills said. _
"This is the last fund raising drive to .
be conducted by the band members
before the December trip to the Orange
Bowl Parade. They still need approximately $16,000 to make the trip.
Last year there-was about $5,000 raised
by the sale-of citrus and it is hoped this
sale will be better," Sills said.

State Jobless

Rise

FRANKFORT, Ky. AP) — The
number of jobless Kentuckians
probably will not increase the rest of
this year,according to the state's chief laIxTr market analyst.

-

Band Selling
Fruit To
Raise Funds

The Rest

Part of the decline of the jobless rolls
is because of the gradual end to the
wildcat strike by eastern Kentucky coal
miners. MacDonald said. The mining
industry reported jobs increased from
39,400 to 51,500 in September-1,600
more than when the strike began in
.
June.
Of the 62,550 jobless Kentuckians in
September, 16,992 of them were in the
15-county northcentral portion of the
state that includes Louisville. MacDonald said. The 4 per cent unemployment rate there was down from 4.4
per cent in August, when 18,388 were
unemployed.
The highest rate of unemployment
wasin the 13-county northern Kentucky
area,'which had 8,475 jobless for 5.7.per
-cent.
The August rate in northern Kentuckr was &2 per cent or 9,113 unemployed.'
The 1-7-county Bluegrass region
_

Rate

Of Year
retaioed its reputation of having the.
lowest unemployment in the state.
September'S 3.1 per cent represented
8,148 jobless. -That's one-half per cent
lower than in August, when 9,229 were
unemployed in the Bluegrass, which
includes Lexington.
Eastern Kentucky unemployment
figures are high but the percentage is
comparable to other areas. The 34
counties of eastern.Kentucky had 1-3,856
jobless in September for a rate of 4.9
per cent, down frotn August's 5.6 per
cent or 15,835 jobless.
The 24-county area that makes -up
eastern Kentucky reported 10,107
jobless in September for a rate of 3.9
per cent— down from August's 4.2 per
cent.
•fs ,
Unemployment remains3ow in the 17county soidhcentral area„Septambees
rp per cent for 448/2 unimployea was
down threie-tenthA of one per cent in
—August when there were 5,204 jobless.
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Adjusting To Dentures Takes Time, Practice

.ixociprms

/

More than A mouthful and
Occasionally, a dental pamake speaking difficult Flow tient may .receive new denever the. _mouth
-turautthavti-nu trouble
adaptable and with practice
justing to them. • .
Most patients, however, ex- is able to adjust.
Patients who complain of
pect some temporary problems learning -to --eat, speak loose lower dentures may
and generally get Usecito den- have an unrealistic view of
how tightly the lower denture
tures. These problems' can be
the "help of. should •-ftv"--LOwer' dentures
dvercothe
will be "tight" only in the
your family dentist and with
practice, patience and a posi- sense that they remain in place
for most mouth functions.
tive attitude.
The position-of the tongue
There is .no such thing as
from her
"the perfect fit." Dentures is often the key to stability
JEWELRY EXPERT-Mies' Clara EAgle, right, shows a special piece of jewelry
zest on soft, pliable, living for the lower .denture. The
held
Club
Woman's
Murray
of
the
Department
Theta
the
collection- at the'-meeting of
tissues and are held in place lower denture rests, it• part,
of
'Department
Art
the
of
Eagle,
head
retired
as
Miss
house.
club
the
at
As
17
on October
by facial muscles, the tongue, on the floor of the-mouth:
a
making
by
demonstrated
Gems"
and
also
"Jewels
ridges in the mouth and a the tongue moves, it raises
Murray State University, spoke on
Seated
winner.
lucky
Ian
with
Hough
the
being
away
gave
partial vacuum created by the and lowers the floor of the
she
which
special necklace
mouth 'which in turn moves
chairman, who mstructure of., the denture.
in the foreground on the front row is Maxine Scott, program
is
tongue
the
If
denture.
the
exactly
are
mouths
tWQ
No
Dr. Durward
husband,
rear
the
in
her
seated
with
Beatisc
Wilma
troduced Miss Eagle,
the same, and no two dentures retracted from a normal PbsiThurman, back
Mae
Anna
is
picture
the
in
visible
Also
meeting.
not,
the
will
dentures
at
the
tionf
presided
the
Therefore,
Beatty,
are the same. Theta members
results obtained from wearing remain in position. A normal
left, secretary. Dortha Jones, Arthritis drive chairman, reported that
Mainbe
Can
plisition
Martha Enix,
Were
Hostesses
dentures will not be the same. tongue
drive.
businessmen's
the
in
far
thus
5527.50
had collected
,
Some patients have a4ifficuW *•-tained with practice.,_
Trooper
State
Kentii"Ficy
that
Oneida Boyd, and Betty Beaman. Mrs. Scott announced
gagging sensation
motlth structure which com- , • Any
nett
the
at
Home"
the
in'
Against
Crime
"Defense
on
speakRichard Wright will
plicates denture care proce- usually passes with familiarity
" Photo by lennie B. Gordon
with the dentures. Some /Sedures and the patient's ability
meeting on MondaVr, NOVerriber 21.
tients complain at first that
to adjust to dentures.
Common complaints of the upper .denture extends
new denture wearers are that too far toward the back of
eating arid speaking are dif- the mouth. The dentist may
ficult, the lower denture is trim the dentures, but if too
loose and the upper denture -much Material-is cut from the
denture it will become loose
causes gagging.
Many of the problems pa- and difficult to keep in place.
The number of visits necestients have in learning to eat
with dentures stem from their_ sary for immediate followup - The Kentucky Personnel Association and Professor of
habits acquired 4ith natural adjustments for a denture var- and Guidance Association Education, University of
teeth. Dentures will not per- . ies from individual to indiviheld its 20th annual Fall Missouri-Columbia, provided
form certain functions as well dual. Patients with denture
Confererte in Louisville on an overview of current plans
their
citinstat
shOufdproblems
'as'
manner
same
the
in
or
adto
attempt
not
Do
_dentist.
October 24-26. The theme for and future directions of
example,
natural teeth. For
•.the -tearing ..motipn_ involved just the dentures yourself or this year's conference was APGA.
Sports writer for the
with eating a' sandwich will allow anyone to tamper with "Counseling: Cooperative
can
them, Only -your dentist
usually dislodge the denture.
Climate," reflecting reneled Louisville Courier Journal,
The denture wearer cannot examine,adjust or repair them.
and Billy Reed was the featured
For a copy of the denture efforts of the guidance
bite with the same force as
speaker at the awards
'with natural teeth, and at, care pamphlet, "Your New counseling profession to bring
Dentures,- write the American together the many varied banquet held on the last night
tempts to do so could injure
the soft tissue beneath the Dental Association, Dept. C, professionals who help young of the conference.

Local Counselors Attend

Guidance Meet, Louisville

BURKEEN GIRL -Mr. and Mrs. Gary Lee
Dugger, Rt.8, Murray, Dorris
Burkeen of Dexter Route One
1047-77
A. McCuiston, Rt. 1, Henry,
are thtparents of a baby girl, • -Adults 116
Tn., Mrs. Elkin M. Parker, Rt.
Kristy Gayle, weighing Sit 'Nursery'?
7, Murray, Mrs. Ruth M.
ounces,
eight
pounds
4 inches, born NO NEWBORN ADMISSIONS., Outland, Rt. 8, Murray, Floyd
1
measuring 19/
htiVe. WO 1. Puryear,
- an:Spturdlly, October 22, at
Mrs. Louisa Allen; 1013'
DISML,SSALS
6:14 a.m. at the MurrayCalloway County Hospital.
Buell Donelson, 6.04. Sunny Reynolds, Paris, Tn., Mrs.
They have one son, Jason Lane, Murray, Mrs. Fern S. Velma D. Lusk, Hales_Tr. Ct.
Lee, age three. The father is Doughty, 1312 Olive, Benton, No. 2, Murray, Harlan R.
I employed at General Tire and Robert Kirks, 203 E. Maple, Gough, Ftt. 3, Murray, Mrs.
Rubber Company, Mayfield. Murray, Michael H. Mille, Rt. Marcia J. Darling,805 College
Grandparents are Mr. and 7, Murray, Mrs. Glenda N. Cts., Murray, Preston Jones
Mrs. Leon Burkeen and Mr.. Garner, Rt.-6, Murray, 14ie E. Bos 328, Murraz,_Mrs. Linda
and Mrs.Stanley Dennis,all of Dehughes, Rt. 4, Paris, Tn., S. Hill, 1015 Payne; Murray,
Dexter Route One. Great Mrs Mary J. Lovett, 1417 Vine, Otis G. Falwell, Rt. I, Hazel,
grandparents are Mrs. Jessie Murray, Bradley F.- Bncy, Wanda J. Grahm, 715 Poplar,
Chadwick and Mr. and Mrs. Gen. Del., Alm°, Mrs Patty J. Murray, Mrs. Attie M. Spann,
Galon Chapman, all of Dexter Puckett, Rt. 1, Hardin, Mrs. Rt. 4, Murray, Mrs. Inez
Route One.
Sherran Stevenson, Rt. 7, Waggener, 209 So. 16th.,
Benton, Roger S. Gordon, 2109 Murray, Toy W. Grooms, 304
Brookhaven, Murray, Mrs. N. 5th., Murray, Mrs. Robbie
ROGERS GIRL
Landers, New Staples, Rt. 1, Kirksey, Erin
Nicole Lynn is the name Melba 11D. Cardwell, Montgomery, 1619 Miller,
Harvey
Concord,
chosen by Mr. and Mrs. Leon
Murray.
Rogers, 411 , Prfor Street, -Rt.. -1,.Gilbertsville. Tony
Tn.,
Waverly,
1,
Rt.
Anderson,
Mayfield, for their beby girl,
10-29-77
2 John G. Taylor, Box 381 Rt. 1, Adults 1i3 /
'weighing seven pounds 111
Smith; 7TI
Nursery 8
ounces, measuring twenty Hardin, Orien B.
H.
William
Murray,
Payne,
inches, born on Monday,
Mrs.
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
October 91, at 5:05 a.m. at the Hollan;Rt. 5, Mayfield,
Baby Girl Delk (Donna), Rt.
W. Main,
1001
Fulton,
M.
Opal
County
Murray-Calloway
Qutland _3, Paris, Tn.,,Baby Boy Howell
Mrs
Mae
Murray,
Hospital.
Nursing (Brenda), 613 E. 12th., BenThe new father is employed (expired), Westview
ton, Baby Boy Farmer
Murray.
Hm.,
at Ingersoll Rand, Mayfield.
(Somsri), Rt. 1, Sedalia..
Grandmothers are Mrs:
DISMISSALS
Vada Rogers of Marion and
10-28-77
Mrs. Myrtle A. Jordan:Rt.
Mrs. Geraldine McCutcheon
Adults 105
1, Murray, Mrs. Audrey L.
of Paris, 'hi.
Nursery 6
Sills, 902 Pogue, Murray,
Willie B. Beane, Rt, 1, FarNEWBORN ADMISSION'S
mington, Ray C. Elam, Rt, 2,
MYATT GIRL
Mr. and Mrs. James M.
Baby Boy Darnell (mother- Piuyear, Tn., Mrs. Judy A.
Smith, Rt. 1, Dexter, Willard
Myatt of Hazel Route Two Barbara), Rt. 1, Benton.
T. Pace, 307 S. 11th., Murray,
announce the birth of ,a baby
DISMISSALS
Mrs.Gaynell Canady,Box 454,
girl, Julie Ann, weighing
Murray, Mrs. Beth N. Falwell
2 ounces,
/
seven pounds 101
Anthony L. Duncan, Rt. 1,
and Baby Boy, Rt. 4, Murray,
born on Tuesday, October 4, at
Mrs. Ginger B.
Kirksey,
County
Mrs. Belie E. Henley, 517
-Calloway
the Murray
Anderson Ave., Mayfield,
Hospital. Mrs. Myatt is the Norsworthy and Baby Boy,
Mrs. Clotille V. Wisehart, Rt.
former Sharon Lee Un- RI. 1, Murray, Mrs. Judith C.
F6y, Rt. 7, Murray; Mrs.
1, Almo.
derwood.
Rt.
, Grandparents. are Mr. and BiendaT.S.
HEAVY PANS Mrs. Donnie Myatt and Mrs. Hazel, Mrs. Eva M. Hale, Rt.
aluminum
Heavyweight
Bowles,
6,
A.
Murray,
George
of
all
Underwood,
Eupal
Hazel. Great grandparents 318 N. 6th., Murray, Wesley saucepans function better and
are Mrs. Eulah Erwin of Veacti, 24 Maple St., Owen- are easier to keep clean and
Murray and Mrs. Lorena sboro, Mrs. Mary M. Phillips, bright than lightweight pans
of this sort.
Rt. 1; Dexter, Mrs. Nellie
- Myrtle
_
_ Myatt and Mrs.
rTn.
Housden, both of Paris,

Party-Bound

;
21.1 E.,,ChicagnAvez,.Chicago.,_ and-old alike deal With"their-IL • 60611_, EnciOse 15 cents problems.
to cover handling and postage.
Brownfield, Golden .-Ige Club
Geneva
Ak ,
counselor at Murray Middle
Waldrop, It ill !lure
Joy
tit 1•.0t0i 4'rot
School,
Elementary Counselor for
Calloway County Schools, and Ltintheon Friday
SandralTurnbow, teacher at
Murray Middle School, parThe Golden Age Club - will
the many ac- hold its luncheon meeting on
ticipated
4 tivities,'interest sessions, and Friday, IstoVember 4, at 111-30
7 30
general sessions which a.m.'at the social hall of the
. featured nationally-known First United Methodist
JULIE CHRtSTIE CARRIES
Speakers.
Church. Members note the
Urania&
_ ATTEND MEET
Atcor ding 'to -Dr-. Thomas earlier time fOr'the Potluck713t"DEMON
920
Ola Outland, Lucy AlderHolcomb, XPGA President luncheon meeting:
110030
SEED"
- dice, Louise .Short, and Iva
and counselor educator at
Anna -Markham will be the
Alford, members of the
Murray State University, the guest speaker and.will aka-1ms
Homdthakers Pottertown
Dr.
was
speaker'
keynote
her travels to Alaska. A movie
"DAY
Ends Tonite!
CL
Club, weft among those ata nationally
Wilbur,
Cornelia
will
'Scenic
/Sentuck,y"
"JABBERWOCKY"
OF THE
tending the Purchase Area
know'n psychiatrist and author also be shown, according to
7.30
Homemakers meeting atarand
honks
numerous
of
president.
Mary
Gertzen,
(1)8)
ANIMALS"
Starts Tomorrow,
Hickman on October 20.
•
ticles for, professional jour- In charge of- arrangements'
nals. She is best known for her will be Mr. and Mrs. Harold
HOSPITAL PATIENT*
book Sybil, which was made Marvin, Mr. and Mrs. Bill
tichord Pryor
J. Easley of FarLinda
into an Emmy-award winning Marose, Mrs. Tennessee
The Little Girl
a faster than
Route One was
mington
Who Lives
movie in 1977.
Outland, Mrs. Katie Overcast, PLEASANT PEASANTfrom the Comdismissed
Down The
Gysbers,
Dr. Norman
Mrs. Mattie Parker, and Mrs. Face framing peasant
munity Hospital, Mayfield, on
Lane,:=7„
of the American Thelma Parker.
president
1-01,0
0;
blouse pairs with long October 10.
Personnel and Guidance
party pajama pants, in
4:liana- pastels or -chic
PADUCAH PATIENT
Ends TRION'S.
Ends TifeRS.
darks, for the perfect William McNeely of Murray
F771.
Frio
romantic ensemble for has been dismissed from the
holiday happenings. (By Western. Baptist Hosigtal,
few -hours.
Christmas, planning
Paducah.
Russ.)
already? That's right!
You'll also want to collect_
an assortment of large and
Especially if you want to
Eyelash item
HOSPITAL PATIENT
small acorns. Acorn nuts
try making your own
Try using an eyelash eonHolland Shelton of Farpop out of their cups when
decorations • this year. If
ditioner at bedtime to keep mington has been a patient at
they get to a certain stage
you're going to use things
your lashes soft and silky. the Western Baptist Hospital,
of dryness. Be sure to pick
from the woods, you'll need
Always remove makeup first.
Paducah.
up both the nuts and the
to start collecting them
- cups under the tree you
now.
choose - you can sort out
The 117.S. Department of
which nut fits into which
Agriculture has some tips
cup later. Large acorns can
on what to collect and how
be used individually but
to make wreaths, trees, and
small ones.show up best in
other decorations. For your
-re
il P
.r.
clusters.
free copy of the factsheet,
Christmas Decorations
"4Although
your
Made with Plant Materials,
roi 015
will
decorations
consist
_41110"
send a postcard to the
'It
mumisi,L• -410
mostly of plant material,Consumer.... Information
a
you
need
few
will
things
igt
t
ma
ilw
Center, Dept. 619E, Pueblo,
from the store like' glue.
Colorado 81009.
maybe some plastic foam
You can gather most of
•
wire:- •-and
the plarifs'You'll need from
Florist wire is the easiest
fields or along country
to Work with. The--most
roads. If it's private , economical way to buy it is
property, get permission
'in roll form. If your florist
Modal 4468 from the owner first. And
doesn't carry it, check a
Mediterranean styling
don't forget that most parks
craft or hardware store
Pedestal base optional
have regulations against
St extra cost,
And, you can buy an
fr,
41
plants.
taking
Model 4464 inexpensive wire cutter at
than
things
more
Collect
Early American
either a hardware store or
you think you'll need. It
the florists' supply house
takes a lot of pine cones and
When you use the wire on
seed pods to make even a
your cones, just slip it
small decoration.
between the scales so that
When you bring the dry
the wire- is hidden from
material into the house, put
sight or shows as little as
it immediately in a warm
possible. To wire acrons
oven (about 150 degrees)
Distinctively Magnavox -in styling and performand nuts such as pecans
for 15 to 30 minutes. This
ance-this outstanding value automatically brings
and walnuts, you'll need to
All
you eye-pleasing pictures in any light,
will kill any insects.
drill a small hole first.
brilliant color on its Precision In-Line Tube. and
Pine cones will most
Christmas Decorations
the reliability of a 100% solid-state chassis.
likely head your list. For
Made with Plant Materials
tailored wreaths you'll need • tfreei is one of over '20(
ones that are as uniform in
selected Federal consumer
You Haul it
Reg 1,499 00 SALE
size and shape as possible.
publications listed in the
To
For free-form wreaths,
Fall edition of the ConOnly 7 To Sell
collect as many different
sumer Information
sizes as possible, from tiny
Catalog. The Catalog is
°ff
hemlock cones to huge longpublished quarterly by the
leaf pine cones. It's best to
Consumer Information
gather cones after the
Center of the General
QUALITY IN EVERY DETAIL
scales have fully opened
Services Administration
5
but. But, the scales close up
You can get a free copy by
again if the ecfnes become „sendinl; a postcard to the'
wet. To °wit them, just put
Consumer' Information
the cones ib a warm oven
Center, Pueblo, Colorado
Murray, Ky.
ChesThut St
.753-7515
/*about 150- riegreeer for a KLOCK*
•

detainer,

-

Sometimes the presence of
a new denture may seem -like

Christmas-Decorations Made With_Plant Materials

MAGNAVOX
FLY

-•

Issues In
Chrisman
Campaign For
Mayor
*GOALS*

There are any number of traffic problem areas and if
elected Mayor,top priorities on my personal list are:
1. Traffic lights at 16th & Main '
2. Traffic signals and lights at 16th & Sycamore
3. Turning radii at 12th & Main plus any other help
possible at that corner.
4. A determined effort to reduce traffic accidents.
As, you know the first three will depencLon,
cooperation from the state but I will spend whatever
time is necessary in Frankfort to accurnplish these
goals. I can effectively represent Murray in Frankfort.
Please Elect-Ed Chrisman, Mayor

Please Clip
More Issues To'Follow
Paid for by Chrisman Campaign Fund
•For Mayor,Forrest Priddy. Treasurer

f

Save On Your Christmas
Gifts & Well Wrap
Them For You

VIDEOMATIC 19"diagonal
DECORATOR COLOR TV

-

Sweaters

$39900

2('/0
50%

MAGNAVOX

.1 3 B MUSIC-MAGNAVOX

-

'New'Altrrivals Daily
fa/

•

'813 Coldwater
Road

Sale
On Select Group Of

Jeans
' Get 2 Pairs For the Price of One
(Many Other Jeans 25% to 30% Off)
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Wednesday, November!
Cherry Corner Baptist
Church Women, Baptist
Young Women, and Acteen
will meet at seven p.m. at the
Church.

•

Ett.
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ay,
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Rt.
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ilcox Family, Ball Knob,
Ark.., Visit In _community

Friday,November
Fall Festival and Potpourri,
sponsored by St. Leo's
Catholic Church Women's
Guild, will start at seven a.m.
at Gleason Hall, North 12th
and Payne Streets.

Mission groups of Flint Rummage sale will.be held
Baptist Church will meet at by Dexter Homemakers Club
seven p.m. at the church.
at the Dexter Community
Center.
Murray Lions Club Radio
Comniunity workshop on
Auction will continue from
8:30to 1130 p.m. over Radio Ministries to Families of-and
to Retarded Citizens will be at
Stations WNBS-WAAW.
First United Methodist
Church;Murray„frorathreeto
six p.m. All interested persons
Thursday, November 3
Radio Auction by Murray are welcome to participate
Lyons Club will continue over and a nursery will be
,WNBS-WAAW from 6:30 to provided.
U:30 p.m.
Saturday, November 5
Rummage sale will continue
Ellis Center will be open
fromlen a.m.to three p.m. for today at the Dexter Cornactivities by the Senior 'nullity Center ,by the Dexter
Homemakers Club.
Citizens.4
Garden
Murray Wonian's- Club, will
Betkefft program 'for Tim-meet at 1:30 p.m. at the club Walls, injured in motorcycle
house.
accident, will be held at old
Faxon School building, just off
Murray Women of the Highway 94 East, starting at
Moose will meet at. eight p.m. seven p.m. Country and gospel
at the lodge• hall.
music will be featured. _

CLASS REUNION-The KETV (Kentucky Educational
Television)-GED School recently -held a reunion at the
Community Room of the Hopkinsville Savings and loan,
Seventh andArtaip- Streets, Mugrayi. The school-as a
night school at the Calloway County library in 1970-71
with Gerald 1. Millet as teacher_ Music was by Calenda,Dale, vocalist, with Row ticnrsemarrand-Onieda-Winter
Other guests were limmy WdsQn.. Joel Thorn, Judy,
Baucum, Roy Clark, and Master Chris Thorn. Class members attending, pictured left to right, are, front row, Linda Wilson, Brenda Thorn, Frances Garriscin, Cozy McCuiston, back row, Morris Baucum, Dollie Clark, Freda
Pendergrass, and Carrie Beale,

Seventh annual Chemistry
Scholarship Tournament,
sponsored by Department of
Chemistry and Student Affiliates of the American
Twenty-seven homemakers
Chemical Society, will be held
Xi. Alpha Delta Chapter of from nine- a.m._ until moon in; from Calloway • County- atBeta Sigma Phi will meet at Room 320 of •the Blackburn tended the Purchase Area
7:30 p.m. at the Ellis Com- Science Building, MSU. This Homemakers Club meeting
munity Center.
program is open to high school held October 20 at the National
Guard Armory in Hickman.
only.
students
Thursday, November 3
Harriet Jones, area president,
Asnerican Diabetes Club
Preaided.'
Meet - at
First
will
The the of the program
Presbyterian Church at seven. Bluegrass State- C.F. Clah
convention will be held in was "Steering Out Way To A
Pin.
Besheir gymnasium, from Better Tomorrow"- and was.
carried out in the riverboat
North Calloway elementary five p.m. to eleven p.m.
decoration and bales of cotton
School PTC will meet at seven
Community workshop on on the docks.
pail. at the school.
Ministries to Families of-and
Guest speaker was C. Don
.Girls Wrestling will be at to Retarded Citizens will Ensor,- artist" from Kentucky,
test Kentucky Livestock and continue at the First United who spoke to the women about
exposition Center at lFit Methodist Church from eight his work. He said that perhaps
a.m. to 12311 .p.m. All -in- he was on- of the vershew
rdn.
terested persons are welcome people who was doing exactly
'Friday,November 4
to participate and a nursery what he wanted to be doing for
World Community Day Will be' provided.
-a- living. Ensor has been
grogram by Church. Women
• g thissareer seriously
United will be At the First
since 1961 and paints still life
giristian Cliwk at ten a.m.
in' a nostalgic- style, one
with Walt APperson as
described as similar to the
MAYFIELD PATIENT
speaker and Ron Hampton
Kennerley of style 'of Norman Rockwell.
Golden
Joe
presenting special music.
Hazel Route Two was One of his paintings was given
_
Itsznissed October 7 from the as a door prize.
Buddy Roberts presented a
Exhibit in graphic design Community
Hospital,
special program singing a
.and photography- by Vicki Mayfield.
- medley of river songs with
Masden, Louisville, and an
Mrs. Roy D. Taylor as the
exhibit in drawing by Rodney PATIENT AT MAYFIELD
Flint, Paducah, will be on Orpha Mae Keel of Murray pianist.
Mrs. Larry Walker of Fulton
display acthe Clara M. Eagle was discharged October 8
,Gallery, Fine Arts Center, from the Community Hospital, County was named as Master
MSU, through November 16. Mayfield.

Mrs. Ovie Wilson visited Mr.
and Mrs4Clerr1s Wilson on
Sunday.
• Mr and. Mrs- Alton Wiletka .Mrs. Bertie Jeriltins and
of Ball Knob, Ark., visited Mr. Mrs. Milford Orr Visited Mrs.
and Mrs. Henry Sykes Irma Shupe in the nursing
recently.
home. They also visited Mrs.
Mr and Mrs. Larry Nichols Gladys Baucum.
visited Bro. and Mrs. Warren
Mr. and Mrs..Orfield Byrd
Sykes on Friday.
visited Mrs. Sadie Bucy on
Mr. and Mrs, Cooper Jones Sunday.
-11r- and Mrs• GIyanr - -Bro.-Glynn Orri Rickie-and
attended revival services at 'Bryan, visited Mrs. Jessie
the Cuba Baptist Church Paschall on Friday. -FridiY night' to tiear Bro. -Mr. and Mtg. Milked Orr
Glynn Orr.
and son, Terry, and Mr. and
Mrs. Bertie Jenkins and Mrs. Morris Jenkins and son,
Mrs. Gloria Jenkins shopped Kenny, were dinner guests of
in Paris, Tn.,•Friday.
Mrs. Bertie Jenkins on SunBro. and Mrs. Warren Sykes day.
and son, Mitch, visited MrMr. and Mrs. Enloe
and Mrs. Larry Nichols on Tarkington, Mrs. Holice
Thursday.
Grooms, and L C. Tarkington
-Sins Terri Lynn Sills visited spent the Weekend Viltft-Met
Mr. and Mrs..Douglas Van- imd Mrs. Jackie Taikington in
_dyke on Friday.
--Alabama'
-MrS:--MaiiireT
-7Skillie-tib-- Bro. and-Mii -diyiin Orr,
and Miss Como Crawford of Riokie and Bryan, were
Memphis,Tn., visited Mr. and supper guests of Mr. and Mrs.
Mrs_ Glynn Orr on Saturday. Glynn Orr on Friday.
Mr. and Mrs. Douglas
Mr. and Mrs. Glynn Or;
Vandyke and Mrs. Mark attended church at Sedalia
Paschall visited the Rev. and Baptist Church on Sunday and
Mrs. Terty Sills of Paducah on were dinner guestp of Bro..and
Sunday.
Mrs. Glynn Orr.
"
Mr. and Mrs. Jesse Hopkins
Mr. and Mrs. Vernon Nance
and son,
spent the visited Mrs. Myrtice Nance on
weekend with Mr. and Mrs. Sunday.
Rufus Hopkins and Mr. and
Mrs. Sadie Bucy, Mrs.
Mrs:-Taylor Owen.
Jennie Sykes, Mrs. Estelle
- Jerry Boyd and son visited Brisendine, and Mrs. Saucie
Mr. and Mrs. Carnol Boyd on Tyler visited Onas Thompson
Sunday.
in the Crestview Nursing
Bertie Jenkins is Home on Sunday.
visiting Mr. and Mrs. Milford
Mrs. Jessie Paschall is
Orr this week.
confined to her bed part of
Bro. and Mrs. Warren Sykes time with back trouble. Mr.
visited Mrs. Judy Summers and Mrs. Glynn Orr, Mrs.
who is in the Huntington Bertie Jenkins, and Mrs.
Hospital.------- --Hilda Orr visited- her-Sunday
Mrs. Jessie Paschall and afternoon, and Mr. and Mrs.
Howard Morris visited Mrs. Charles Paschall on Sunday
Ola Morris on Monday. They night.
also enjoyed a visit with Mr. Mr. and Mrs. Clerris Wilson
and Mrs. J. C. Paschall who and Lavettiaoand Mrs..-Ovie
are here visiting Mrs. Morris Wilson visited Mr. and Mrs.
from Warren, Mich.
Maburn Key on Sunday.

Candidate For
Ward A

We're
atlittle
ood place
that serves a
mighty good
hamburger.
Just about any kind of seafgod you caa_name, delicious
and freshly cooked, plus good Nmburgers That's our menu
So bring the whole family We think you're all going to enjoy it

SPECIAL OF THE WEEK

Fish -Dinner
just$199
(Regular Price $2.29)
Good Mon.through Thurs.
'4Captain

D's

A great little seafood place.

12th & Olive
753-9383

By Abigail Van Buren

They carnal(),Dinner
Bringing Their Own
DEAR ABBY: I had a dinner party recently, and invited
five couples. I worked hard because .1 wanted everything, _
to be lbst right.
'Two of my guests brought their own "dinner" in ajar. It _
was some kind,of diet.'concoction. I was angry and thought they had a lot of nerve
"
accepting my dinner invitation when they knew they
weren't going to eat anything. I told them how hard I had
worked preparing the dinner, and urged them to "fall off
the wagon" for just that meal, but they wouldn't do it.
I finally decided to be a good sport, but deep down I was
hurt. What do you think of such guests, and how would you
have handled it?
STILLBURNING
DEAR BURNING: Guests who are otu special diets
should say so when they're invited out. Were I the hostess,
and_dieters appeared with their own "dinner," I'd have
said nothing and permitted them to "drink their dinners"
as inconspicuously as possile. (Never would I attempt to get them to "fall off the wagon" or make them feel guilty.
for sticking with their diets.)
DEAR ABBY: I read with pleasure, the letters in your
column from women who thought sex was overrated and
-said they were tired of "faking it" in the bedroom.
It's about time somebody told the truth about sett. lam
normal man, and I don't go crazy over sex either, but I
have to be careful where 1 make that statement.
Women are lucky they can "fake it" in the bedroom. We
men have no choice. We have to "perform" in order 1..o
prove Our "masculinity,"-and r;ro-r one, am Sick of it! Nitiny
times 1 have wished that-I could say, "Not, tonight, dear, I
have a headache."
Women have no idea how much pressure we men are

Farm Homemaker from the
Purchase area. -The Walkers
Care to comment?
have been married forfifteen
PRESSURED
years ana have two childfen.
They own 135 acres and rent
DEAR PRESSUREI
staki- allow yourself to be
750 acres.
"pressured" in order to preserve the "mucho -macho"
illusion, that's your problem. For my part, a man is just as
The nominee for the honor
entitled to have .a:'headache" _as a.wonutn.
from- Calloway_ CntinAy . was
-— Mrs. Jancia '(Judy)
-DgAR ABBY: Last night 1 went-tcrsleep With-rhe pillow
Others were Mrs. Billy Ray
over my ears to drown out the noise of my parents
Sullivan, Ballard; Mrs.
quarreling. I am the oldest of four, and I feel sort of
Brenda Filbeck, Marshall;
responsible for the younger ones. My folks have been
Reddick,
fighting ever since I can remember.
Ginger
Mrs.
-They-fight- about little things1ire--wftslolftW-M-1=KerarCarlisle; Mrs. Joe„ Hart,
last, and also over big things like money or my father's not.
Graves; Mrs. Robert Holland,
spending enough time with'my Iittle brothers
Hickman.
Abby, this is giving me a nervdus stomach because they
fight a lot at the supper table. What can a 13-year-old girl
Purchase Area division
dot
leaders giving reports-wereas
FIGHTERS DAUGHTER
follows: Mrs. Wayne Hardie,
family -life; Mrs. Alfred
DEAR DAUGHTER: Parents who quarrel a lot are not
Taylor, clothing and textiles,
likely to accept criticism, advice or suggestions from theit
McGUIRE GIRL
chosen by Mr. and Mrs. Jeff young children. Indeed; they would probably resent It,
and. Mrs. West-Fulton,_home
Mi. 'and Mrs.' Larry Wilson of Sedalia for their
and management, all from
that
McGuire of Route Six, Paris, baby boy born on Saturday, there's nothing you can do. Just pray land so will
Calloway Cnunty; Mrs.
they see this fetter, recognize- 'themselves and do
baby
of
a
parents
Tn.,
are-the
Sowell, cultural arts; Mrs.
October 15, at the Murray- sqfnething about it.
Edwina Turner, issues and girl, Tara Leigh, weighing- Calloway County Hospital.
ounces,
Grandparents are Mr. and
concerns; Mrs. J. W. Chan- seven pounds fourteen
October 8, Mrs. Bobby Joe Wilson of
Everyone has a problem. What's yours? For a personal
dler,foods and nutrition; Mrs. born on Saturday,
reply,
write to "ABBY: Box No: 69700, L.A., Calif. 90.69.Murray-Calloway
at
the
Mrs•
Mrs.
Mayfield and Mr. and
Henry Wells, health;
, Enclose stamped,self-addressed envelope please.
Gladys_ Medtey, pnblicity. County Hospital. The mother Jimmie Wheeler of Sedalia.
Mrs. Bill Fenwick, housing: Is the former Patricia Baker.
EASLEY BOY
Mrs. Carl • Evans, Inboy, Jamie Lynn, •••••••••••••••••••
A
baby
Robert
ternational; Mrs.
born
to Mr. and Mrs.
was
ALLEN
BOY
Russell, home furnishings;
Aron is the name Donnie Easley of Farmington
Jeremy
Fenkii-...
Jennings,
Mrs. Ruth
chosen by Mr. and %Mrs. Route One on Friday, October
Ronnie Allen of Route One, 7, at the Community-Hospital,
Savings & Loan Assoc.
Springville, Tn.,for their baby Mayfield.
boy, weighing seven pounds,
-- CLAYTON BOY born on Tuesday, September
Mr. and Mrs. Charles E.
27, at the Murray-Calloway Clayton of Hardin Route One
County Hospital. The mother-. are the parents-of a baby boy,
-The Gamma Gamma headstart Halloween parties is the former Lone Rogers. Dale Allen, born on Friday,
Chapter of Beta Sigma Phi will be held on Monday, OcSeptember 30, at the Com- ..,..••••••••••••S•
PASCHALL BOY
held a Halloween weiner roast tober 31.- Becky Phillips
munity Hospital Mayfield.
Mr. and Mrs. Donnie
on October 27, at six p.m. in reported that the next meeting
0the Murray Calloway County will be, held at the home of Paschall, Route Three, Paris,
Tn.,
birth
of
a
announce
the
Park.
Julie English with Mrs.
baby boy, Joshua Ray,
Ten members, two guests English as the hostess.
Marsha Horton presented weighing five pounds eight
and a transfer were present
for the evening. Guests the cultural program entitled ounces, born on Satur'day,
present for the event included "Goals and Training." She October 15, at the MurrayMrs. Chris Loffis and Ms. presented a discussion on Calloway County Hospital.
Elizabeth Geurin. The tran- goals and values pointing out The mother is the former
sferee, Mrs. Debbei Bastin that one should set short, Debra Hart.
was from Hopkinsville.
realistic goals to build selfCLAYTON BOY
The group enjoyed hot dogs, confidence. Each member
A baby bpsiz Andrew Brent,
marshmellows, hot chocolate, then named something in her
/
2
pumpkin cake, haunting life that they valued the most. weighing seven pounds 71
and
Mr.
ounces,
was
born
to
the
music and ghost stories.
by
The meeting closed
Social committee chairman, members repeating • the Mrs. Jeff Clayton of-Route
ANN
Marsha Horton directed the Closing Ritual and - joining• Two, Buchanan, - Tn., on_
fiharrilacfsi R-0-n Housman. of Paducah
at
the
9,
Sunday,
October
group in composing their own hands for the Mizpah.
Pharmacy. congratulates Mrs McVVaters
on her successful weight lo5s
ghost stories. The door prize, a
Present were: Rita Burton. Murray-Calloway County
lovely pumpkin candle, was Julie English, Linda Fain, Hdspital. The mother is the
won by Mrs. Linda Fain.
Beverly Galloway, Marsha former Kathy. Simmons.
"Since beginning the NaturSlim Weight Loss Prograin tssro mbnths ago. I have
f
After the social, a business Horton, Brenda Jones, Trisha
lost 14 lbs_, and haven't gained a bit -of it back,- says'Mr.'Patsy McWaters,
STURDIVANT GIRL
meeting was held around the Nesbitt, Becky Phillips, Linda
manager-receptionist for a local doctors office "When I round myself havinq
Shelley Renee is the name
fire. Reports were given by Rogers, and Edna Vaughn
to squeeze into my clothes, I knew it was time' to do somethinQabout my
Mrs.
chose
and
by Mr.
the various committees. Guests present were Chris
weight. My friend had gotten good results with NaturSlim, so f decid&I to
Service chairman Brenda Loftis, Elizabeth Geurin, and Stephen Sturdivant of Route
give it a try. From the start, I was surprised him./ easy and enjoyable it wasOne, Puryear, Tn., for their
Jones reported that the Debbie Bastin.
I simply had my two NaturSlim.drinks fOr tyr,al.fast and iiinCh, and ate a norbaby girl, weighing seven
mal, well-balanced meal for dinner"
pounds, born on Wednesday,
October 19, at the Henry
,v,..tok In
"Unlike most diets, NaturSlirn didn't 1-?aV0 me lityytry
beforp
.han
i
County General Hospital,
fact, since starting the prograrrr, I 4-...-ri-n-brit!er and lldVe
Paris, In. The mother is the
Now, in order to maintain my weight, I simpiiy drink N-ont Stith. fin break ia-st
that
former Barbara Langford.
and eat what I want for lunch and 'tipper. For someone as L,L.5 JS
kind of-convenience means a great dean- NaturSlim is a program I ,:an live with.
I recommend it to anyone who really wants ii ty.o•
Karen Park, Murray State the new officers at th,
CREWS BOY University student, spoke on meeting held at the lovely no;
Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth
•'Summer
Missions
In home of Becky Nance.
Der notaccept subs-titu/es NaturSlim is tot So!ci
Florida" at the meet_ng of the ,The new officers are Susie Crews of Union City, Tn., are
the
baby
of
a
boy,
parents
Gladys Williamson group of Scott, president; Joyce
the Baptist Young Women of Gibson, vice-prehident; Mar) Nathan Avery, weighing nine
the Mailing Spring Church Jitnice Cooper, secretar), pounds one ounce, born on
Tuesday, October 11, at the
held at the chuiat„,,,
Becky Nance, treasurer: Gaii Union
a nutritional aid to
City Hospital. The
Marketia
The hostess,
Turner and Susie Cathey.
Eva
weigh! redtictron
mother
former
healthful
is
the
served refreshments to Miss reporter; Natalie Brown and
Nall.
Park, Natalie Brown, Laura Laura Paschall, program
AVAILABLE AT
Grandparents are Mr. and
Paschall, Mary' Janice Denecia Lovirts.and Markets
Mrs.
Avery Crews of Puryear
CoopervirieriecUt Lovins, and Cain, mission; Becky Vane,
' and
Mr. d'fid Mrs. Douglas F.
Susie Scott.
prayer.
Nall of Route Six; Paris, Tn
Mrs.
gill
Rebecca)
Also attending the- in
Whittaker was special guest stallation were Gladvc
109-S 4th St
1205 Chestnut
WRVS/BOY
speaker for the installation of Williamson and Vickie Carter
Jeffrey Darn is the name
,•.:

74r-Bk214.4.

Security Federal

Gamma Gamma Chapter
Has Wiener Roast

City Council

"Dean.-466y.

• By Mrs. R. D. Key
October 17, 1977

Callowa'y Homemakers
At Purchase Meeting

Faculty recital by Carl
Rogers, baritone, and Thomas
Baker, pianist, will begin at
8:15 p.m. in Farrell Recital
Hall, Fine Arts Center,
Murray State University. •

Aeics - -

Is Coming
To Town

Paducah
Receptionist t
Loses 14 /UT.
With
NaturSlim ...
For Good.

Miss Park & Mrs. Whittaker
Church Women Speakers

Holland Drug

Uncle Jeff's
Health & BeaUty 'Scott Walgreen
Aids Delft.
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FOOD PRICES THAT SA
LOW Overhead
Means Lower Prices

Yeg-A11
Mixed

Kraft
1 lb. bag
Save 10'

41:
Style Only
Save 48*
Save 20'
23 oz.

Kleenex

Super Value Sandwich

Bread
24 oz, Save 36

Golden Delicious or Winesap
31b. bag

Boutique Facial Tissue
•

Bonnie

125
Print
Save 12'

Loaves

Dog Food

•••

Red Emperor

Grapes

lb.

Florda Red
5 Lb. Bag
Fabric Softener

FREE $100.00 BILL
'
Register each tine You
are in the store for the
$100given away each week

This Week's Loretta Adams
Rt. 7, Murray
Winner:

25 lb. &wok 2.79

33 oz.
8' Off
Save 26'

Given Away Each Week •

49c
99

40.
4/4"."
AyriP1111/

Godchaux

gefiaftetartritgiMMMONA*Ca&a.*4iVseeiNgt

—

*Nothing to Buy •No Cards To Punch •All You Do Is
Register Each Time You Are In TheStore Drawing Wednesday. at 800 p. m. New Contest Starts Thersday-Morning.
.Employees of Parkers and their Families not eligible to win..Adults
ritly may register..You do not have to be present to win. •

32 oz.
Save
32'

Laundry
Detergent

Totino's
Hamburger Sausage, Cheese,Pepperoni
-

79
29c

Minnesota
Valley Early June
Armour Test Tender Beef

Reg. Size

l
ot 89C

8 oz. 496

17 oz. Save 22*

Armour Test Tender
Boneless

Armour Test Tender

Grape Jelly
C

Shoulder Roast Chuck Roast Chuck Steak
$109

16 oz.
Save
40'

Toastettes
Field Worthmore

Tropicana
Pure
12 oz. pkg.

Field
Pure Pork

1

Sausage
$109
lb.

TROPICANA
tom fp

Field Smokey
Link

issm

Sausage

luol11.114111

Orange
Juice

99c

TOASTETTES
Toaster Pastries

Alka Seltzer
„

AlkaSeltzer

Chapstick
Lip Balm
Cherry or Mint
Reg. 69' Save 20'

4
17 oz. pkg. 79

ectO
pewrnaetded
and

We Reserve the
Right to limit
Quantities

Home
Joe M. Parker
and
Sammy Joe Parker
Owners

We Accept U.S. I, •
Goverpment
lood Stamps

Downtown Shopping Center
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. Inside Report

awl Rolwri"Nioiek

Collision Course?
•
V.

JERUSALEM-Although resumption
the ban on the highly politicized PLO, larger problem. Syrian concern over
of the elusive -Geneva' confirm* is - WhatitmergeS cin-hd calleda political the growing-pOwer ofthe-PI.0 prëtted
closer than ever before, the decision of
entity by a long stretch of the President Assad's army into Lebanon
Prime Minister Menahem 13egin tq
autonomy _ftir_the to cutitdown. thos-denxing Israel a
r exclude any semblance of the Palestine Palestinians, 11111rky
local administration pretext-or a reason for invading
._ liberation Organization 4PLO)-is not, under-Jordanian law, liossible watt in southZrn Lebanon.,
• s',..:-`- af gli
\:
;
\
sn.
'
--subject
to
change
whatever
the
Arabs
W.
years
for
Syria
despite
that,
the
Jordanian
But
parliament, possible
_
- and President Carter say.
membership in the Jordanian cabinet, been a prime'PLO sponsor. The Begin
,
AO
That determiniation helps explain the
Israeli defense lines on the Jordan. government seems $o caught p1n the
bunker •inOod here that the U.S. and
_
is
Syria
River and down the spin.. of the rectitude of its plan,thareven
Israel may be on collision course.
Samarian Hills.
given a chance-"at one minute to
....
What:s more,the new leader of Isra#1 . ij the PLO could be made to disap- --midnight"-of going to Geneva with
is supported by politicians Of almost
pear,and if some similar(and probably only slight conceisions by
every stripe-as of today. Outside the _ unavoidable) Isubstitute Palestinian_ Egypt attend.%
SOUTH
handful of Communists in the 120nationalism could be magically ruled
The Begin plan may be more submember Knesset, the exceptions are a
designed
appears.
It
is
out by edict,the plan might conceivably stantial than it
AFRICAN
few brave, unconventional politicians
work. It might preserve a West Bank- to leave Israel with these assets: peace
who feel the "discussing" the future of
Gaza Arab population as docile
with Jordan, Egypt and possibly Syria
the West Bank with non-PLO
inhabitants in a greater Palestine (assuming there can be agreement on
"notables" without the PLO present is
•
dominated by Israel.
territorial concessions); a consensus
like,k, wedding with no bride, pnly
Boycotting the PLOis also see/there.- _ among moderate.AiabAitaten that-thc,
br4i
aids.:
in a judgment that may or may not be PLO, as a loose -cannon, must-'he
"Diseussing" - not negotiating right, as inlifrance for Jorciiiiiis King silenced; continhed Israeli dominance
„the West Bank was a limitation agreed
News Service
Hussein, Jordan's .Inundation by the of greater Palestine (whic) Begin and
to In the U. S.-Israeli working-Paper
PLO(made up-of Palestinians efugees) ntany-others
earlier th.is month. Israelis ready for
led to a dangerous threat to Hussein's
But while not ceasing to hope, realists
- -News editor
"negotidtions" leading to final peace
Hashemite monarchy in 1970 before his
here (and that certainly includes
-.treaties with,Egypt„ Syria and Jordan
Menahem Begin) fear deeply -and for
army expelled tens of thousands
- but as regards the West Bank, the
good reason.- that the plan probably
Palestinians(who fled to Lebanon with
operative word is "discuss."
. .
won't wash in Assad's Syria, Sadat's
tragic results).
Foreign Minister Moshe Dayan put it
Egypt and even Hussein's Jordan. If
Moreover, if the PLO virus could be
•
explicitly to the Knesset: "We will
won't wasir in Mr., Carter's
killed, it might do a service for Egypt.
discLuis the issues _of the West Bank
Washington, which explains theisunker
President Sadat is perceived by Begin
(formerly under Jordanian rule) and
mood. With Begin's bag of considerable
as a peace-seeker and thus not hostile to
the Gaza Strip (formerly Egypconcessions just about empty, that
measures designed to smother PLO
..tian)-not a peace treaty and not the
would mean very hard times ahead for
activists.
service months, which need not be
establishment of a state."
HEARTLIIVE is a service for senior
Jerusalem and Washington.
Syria is correctly viewed here as a
consecutive, an Individual has rights to
citizens. Its purpose IS to answer
"Jimmy Carter's notion of the
By The Associated Press
questions and solve problems-fast. If
a railroad retirement annuity whether
Palestinian issue is one that we cannot
Today is Wednesday, Nov. 2, the 306th
you have a question or a problem not
or not.he or she stays in the railroad
_
..,...t...Adamach," one,highly-informed official day.of l97. Them are59-days left in the
industry.
answered in these columns, write
=Aoki us Mr. Carter has long favored a
-year.
If an individual does not acquire 12)
HEARTLINE, 114 E. Dayton St., West
homeland for the nearly 1.5 million
Today's highlight in history:
service months before retirement, the
Alexandria, Ohio 45381. You will
Palestinian Arabs, but Israeli leaders
On this date in 1962, President John
Social Security Administration takes
receive a prompt reply, but you must
feel they have not foiled that objective
- Kennedy announced that Soviet missile
jurisdiction over the payment of his
Include a stamped, self-addressed
and blunted his flirtation with the PLO.
bases in Cuba were being dismantled.
retirement benefits, and the railroad
envelope. The most useful replies will
But in addition to Israel's deterOn this date:
retirement creditg Aare .transferred
be printed in this column.
mination to insulate Geneva_ from any
In 1782 Gen. George_ Washington
accordingly to that agency upon MS Or
1-DEAIRTLINE: I have been working
taint of the -PLO, Begin is pushing an
delivered his farewell address to the
her Tittirernentt.;Many - individuals..
-, Lind% Social Security • for the last 25
Israeli fOrtnulation covering the future
near Princeton, N.J.
mistakenly believe that a refund of
year!. Before that I worked eight years
status of the West Bank that defies
In 1889, North Dakota and South
railroad retirement taxes is payable if
in the railroad industry. Will I be endefinition. The government descrives
Dakota became the 39th and 40th states
the individual leaves railroad servile
titled to a railroad retirement check
this future status as a "functional
of the Union.
_
before qualifying for a railroad
also?
—J.T.
arrangement," including vague ties to
In
1920,
radio
station KDKA in
As a voter service project the
will have the program underway before
retirement annuity.
A.
The
basic
Jordan but no Jordanian or any other
requirement
Pittsburgh
for
an
began
the
first
regular
Murray-Calloway County _ League of joolong_
,
HEARTLING: I am sure there are
employee annuity under the Railroad
-sovereignty.
schedule of broadcasting. It reported
Women Voters has prepared a can- "(Bus service is) an important asset
many senior citizens that would apWhen this formulation is affixed to
Retirement Act is a minimum of 10
election returns in which Warren
didates' questionnaire which was sent -10 any number-of people but...such a
years (120 months) of creditable
Preciate thIs Information necessarY to
to all Poo& campaign for election on
seroim cannot be 'paid vut of city--- Rarding was elected president,
help in choosing 'a Supplement In-120
railroad
service.
acquiring
After
In
1930,
Haile
Selassie
crowned
was
Nov. 8 according to Pat, Baker, a
revenue ,at Rresent,_yernmeni_ it'
surance
pritcy to tit -am! piirtIcillir
emperor
ofEthlopta.
member ef theleague:
essen'
need.
In
1942,
German
troops
under
Field
Each individual was asked to return
"There iS a need for a few additional
Letter
My Idle and I are both- retiredni
Marshal Erwin Rommel-began _ a
the questionnaire after resp9rkdthli to
_
lights and possibly some signs.Thecity
,
coveredimder MedicareParts"Ani
-.
det
ese
re
rt.
frOrn
El
Alzunein
bibs
African
questions about imams of concern to
is now putting up a. large number of
"B." I need to know the average stay
.
Murray citizens.
$40,000.
Signal
sIgns frta cost of over
(nunii2er of days).fir wlii„cha Medicare
Sheriff-- Cohen Stubblefield today- • PreSenteN today are respond -froth
In 1948,-Harry Truman -Vias-eiected.
,
iights are Tinstalied'-n-ofmallir -by the
patient is tuvered in a hospital during
- reported that $675,000 in taxes- have
president against heavy odds: .4
mayoral candidates Ed Chrisman and
•
state?
one given period- of
wing- years
-ago:
been c011ected thus far out of a total of Melvin Henley.
White
Ten
-inercendritor
"Yes, Murray should have more percentage Medicare- pays ob
troops
invaded
the
Congo
• nearly - $900,800 for- Callaway County ° • The remainder of the gandidate-s
and
black
'-sidewalks."
everytbfrig, including hospital, doctorg,from Portuguese Angola.'
this year.
responses are scheduled to appear later
Dear Editor"
HENLEY: "If it is envisioned that
etc.
Five
years
ago:
American
Indian
Deaths reported include Luther P. this week, Ms. Baker said.
As Co-Chairmen of the Lab School
this ., (h_icycle „pattivysys) means a
If I had this information-it would
activists seized control-ofthe-Bureau Of
Jackson and-SedleyC. Lovett.- a-- -It is the league hope that this :posting of signs along a roadway,...it is
Steering Corrim
- Mee, we Express our
me in choosing the
inIndian
Affairs
building
in
Washington
Clyde 'Johnson of Murray was publication will serve to communicate
PP
sincere appreciation to you and your
not worth the money. If the consurance for my particular need.
and demanded reforms.
recently elected treasurer of the
platforms of the candidates to the
staff
for
the
excellent
Coverage
your
to
adjacent
throughways
struction of
Thanks.
One year ago: Jimmy Carter eked
Kentucky Association of Home Builders Murray-Calloway County voters in a
paper gave the event The space you
roadways or the widening of roadways
'
411. A. You have up to 90 days hospital
out a narrow victory over President
for 1968 at the meeting held at clear and concise manner,and to assist
the
thoroughfares
is
provided
for
the
outstanding
article
bicycle
to include
coverage for each benefit period. The
Gerald Ford and was elected the new
Lexington.
voters in making an educated informed
prepared by L. J. Hortin was exprogram of action then this would be
first 60 days, Medicare covers all
president of the United States.
Mr. and Mrs. A. B. Wyatt observed choice of their elected officials.
traordinary. Other notices and new
time and money well spent."
hospital charges except for the first
Today's- birthday: Actor Burt
their 64th wedding anniversary on • The questions, and the candidates'
articles were-timely and most helpful.
"Bus service for all residents would
$124.
Lancaster
is
64
years
old.
October 24, and Mr. and Mrs. Roland responses,are as follows:
From our perspective,and we believe
be a desirable aspect of Murray life
From the 61st through the 90th day,
Thought for today: Only in growth, -this_fu....e.ling sharedby the more than_
their, 59th wedding
Kimbro observed
.
Q. Should „Murray..have. a comis
because of the abnormal percentage.„01
Medicare
pays all charges except for
reform
and
Wall&
is
true
security
to
be
anniversary on November 1.
prehensive zoning plan from which we
750 people who came, the event was a
elderly people in the city."
$31-per day. After 90 days of conthIlloth,
found-Anne Morrow Lindbergh-4- Miss Carol-Yu Ann McNeely,daughter_ -should not deviate -for exclusive-spot
big
success.
Since
an
activity
of
this
Statethe-city Can do is ask the
-stay in the hospital, your benefit period
of Mr. and Mrs. Howard McNeely, and zonings?
size and complexity does not just
Department of Transportation for a
expires, but you can elect to use your
Mrs.
FredRob F.Enoch,son of Mr.and
CHRISMAN: "I have opposed spot
happen,
the
list
of
those
who
conthe
time
stop light or sign and most of
60-day "lifetime reserve."
C. Enoch, were married on September zoning for four years because this....has
tributed in a variety of ways is long.
we are refuied this request:"
Your "lifetime reserve" is 60 more
8.
created some of our major problems in
Appropriate
- Individual
"Unless an increase in taxation is
days of coverage in which Medicare
city government."
acknowledgement cannot be made,
envisioned, the _construction of
pays all of the hospital charges except
HENLEY: "Murray already has a
therefore we express our thanks to all
sidewalks at public,expense must be
for.$62 per day. Once you use all or any
of thern.- -comprehensive_zoning_ plan which
limitcdto- eilieL gritty -rases such- as
part of your 60-day lifetime reserve,
.Sincerely yours,
Carter and Robertson schools. It is my
Calloway County Judge Waylon prohibits 'spot' zoning and -prohibits
Thou tildwest lovingkindness unthat part can never be replaced. But
Dan
zoning
except
for
the
not
Shipley
feeling that most city residents do
Rayburn held a hearing for three any type of
to thousands . . . The Great, the
remember that your regular 90-day
juveniles and released them to their following reasons (Article -W,
desire an increase in taxes, nor do they
Mighty God, the LORD of hosts is
benefit period will automatically renew
the
paragraph
61.5.A
and
61.5.B
of
services
Wilson
Gantt
desire to give up'the limited
parents yesterday morning.' The
his name. Jeremiah 32:18.
itself
after you are home for 60 days.
Co-Chairmen
provided now. This leaves us at an
juveniles had been arrested by Sheriff .Murray Zoning Ordinance):
God is not afraid to let us know
Where your medical costs are conzoning
A.
That
the
original
Lab
School
Reunion
Steering
available
impasse in terms of money
Brigham Futrell.
who He is He shows His love to us
cerned, Medicare Part "B" pays 80
Committee
for new construction."
Deaths reported include Mrs. Erwin classifications given to the property
percent of all reasonable doctor fees
or
improper.
inappropriate
was
Reed,
Harold
Wolfe, age 76, and Mrs.
after
you have met your 860 deductibles
B. That there have been minor
age 23.
This means Medicare will pay 80
economic
physical
or
changes
of
an
to
yesterday
McElrath
left
Dr. Hugh
percent of what the Medicare carrier
attend the meeting of the American social nature within the area iuvolved
decides
is -reasonable. You are
which were not anticipated in the
Dental Association at Miami,Fla.
responsible for the difference if you do.
comprehensive
plan
and
conununity's
Good quality fat steers sold for $18 to
not have a private Insurance that will
$21 last week in sales at the Murray which have substantially altered the
pay the difference. The 860 deductible
'
such
area."
character
of
basic
Livestock Company.
goes
with the calendar year, not viith
Q. What are your views concerning
"God Is MyPartner"starring Walter
each benefit'period.
for
time
and
money
Murray's
spending
Iron"
Brennan and "Ride the High
Medicare Part "B" will pay 100
starring Don Taylor are showing at the the following transportation issues? A
percent of reasonable charges by
for
all
B.
Bus
service
bicycle
pathways,
Varsity Theatre.
By TOM RAUM
The administration may sumers.
With floor action now endea, doctors for radiology service and
residents, C. Traffic_control in the form
pathology services (such as bloodtests
also ha Ve to accept Senate
Associated Press Writer
The plan on which Carter the seine reconstruction effort
of more stop lights and signs, D.
suggestions
and
'urine tests) when receiveil as a
that
tax
reputation
of
revenues
the
staked
has
that
O'Neill
and
his
Sidewalk construction.
hospital in-patient. These charges do
WASHINGTON (AP) - be spent, at least in part, to his first-year's domestic lieutenants managed in the
"Murray
needs
CHRISMAN:
High School cheerleaders
not count toward your deductible.
Although President Carter's encourage greater energy program has had a hard time House is being attempted by
pictured today are Janice Weatherly, (bicycle pathways) and in my opinion
HEARTLINE: My neighbor said he
from the outset, even in the conference committee
energy program has faced production and mass transit.
Norma Jean Farris, Jeanne Wisehart,
has joined a group called the National
And to get its proposed tax House.
some rough going on Capitol
leaders.
Olene Wilson,and Jackie Maddox.
Association of Older Americans. I have
Those recurring reports that
Hill, its chances for enactment on big. gas-thirsty cars, the
Rep. Harley Staggers, DDeaths reported include John B.
never heard of these people. Do you
seem to be improving now that administration may have to the program sailed through W.Va., the
conference
Boyd,age 79.
Mi.frray Ledger & Times
know anything about them! — F.K.
some of the smoke of accept a compromise that the House nearly intact before committee chairman, said he
Rudolph Thurman caught an 18
combines the tax with a being dismantled by the expects the end result to be the
A. The National Association of Older
congressional
Walter L. Apperson
battle
Publisher
has
pound blue channel catfish October 30
.
R. Gene McCutcheon
Americans t NAOA is Ii group designed
Editor
Senate passed ban on the Senate aren't quite accurate. basic Carter energy package.
cleared.
The Murray Ledger di Times is published
below Kentucky Dam. J. C. Maupin,
to aid older Americans regarding a
The House did pass most of "We've held the line pretty
And while the president worst-offending.autos.
every afternoon except Sundays, July 4, Christfishing with Thurman, caught a 12
Despite
mas Day, New Year's Day and Thanksgiving by
monthly newsletter and offers
such
but
proposals,
give-and-take,
president's
the
surely
won't
get
well
to
this
point,"
he noted.
everything he
Murray Newspapers Inc., 103 N. 4th Si,
pound catfish.
asked for, he might end up congressional Democratic only after -a major recoilBut
he
added:
Murray, Ky.42071. Second Class Postage Paid at
"We
all
have
Peggy Sue Shroat and Gordon Enix,
A. The-National Association of Older.
Murray,Ky.42071,
with more than some allies in leaders seem determined to structiOn effort directed by to give a little bit on
SUBSCRIPTION RATES: In areas served by
fourth grade students at Murray High
pivare as much of the Carter House Speaker Thomas p. 6eilYthing. .. It's not like a
Americans(NAOA)is a groupdesigned
Congress have expected.
carriers, $2.50 per month,payable in advance.
School, won prizes for best decorated
By mail in Calloway County and to Benton, Harto aid older Americans regarding
followed game otrmarbles where if you
that
Some compromises seem plan as possible.
din, Mayfield,Sedalia and Farmington, Ky., and
bicycles in the Murray High School
problems or questions- they may have.
And its central theme - to numerous setbacks before get mad at someone or don't
inevitable as a House-Senate
Paris, Buchanan and Puryear, In., $17.50 per
homecoming parade.
year. By mall' o other destinations, $3240 per
NAOA publishes a monthly newsletter
force conservation of energy House committees and sub- like the rules, you pick up your
eonfernce
committee
forges.*
year.
Members of the cast of three act play
and offers a prescription drug plan that
by making scarce fuels more committees.
final version of the bill.
marbles and leave."
Member of Associated Press, Kentucky Press
to be presented November 7 by the
Association and Sguthern Newspaper Publishers
expensive and taxing their
gives substantial savings on its
one point, a House "I've said right along that I
At
For
instance,
the
Association.
Lynn Grove High School freshman
inefficient
subcommittee
use
members'drug,bills: •
seems
Commerce
likely
pr
i
The Associated Press is exclusively entitled to
dent's supporters may
think we're going to come up
Class with Mrs. Fred Sandefer as
republish local news originated by The Murray
For a free brochure explaining the
to prevail.
voted to scrap Carter's with an energy program this
even
ha
to
give
c
in
their
bid
Ledger 8, Timmons well as all other AP news
sponsor are Carolyn Hughes, Betty
on
course,
controls
NAOA
in detail, Write Heartline-NAOA,
Of
no
price
one
keeping
ever
said
it
plan
to keep
TELEPHONE NUMBERS
year that the president can
the price of
Underwood, Swift Edward Parks,
753-1916
Business Office .
114 E. Dayton St., West Alexandria,
weitad be easy pushing natural gas in favor of a sign," observed Sen.-Henry M.
natural
gas
---,ili
a
possible
......
Classified Advertising .
Gene Summers, James Earl White,
Ohio 45381. Please entlose a long, selfswap to win approval of through Congeen • a, cam, deregulation scheme more Jackson, D-Wash., chairman
1919
Retail Display Advertising
Beauton Suiter, Bob Brown, Vera
753-T916
Circigation
Prehenalve national energy sweeping than that eventeventually'Of die Senate Energy Comaddressed,stamped envelope with Tr-Carter's
Iproposed
energy
753-1918
- News and Sports Dept........
Tinsley, Phillip Murdock, and Thomas
request.
taxes.
/
4. bill that raises costs to con- voted by the Senate.
.
. 11
Lawrence.

'N
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Today
in History

hEART1

andidates Respond
o Questionnaire

Lookinglhek
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To TheEditor

-10-Years Ago

Coverage
_
Appreciated

Bible Thought

20-Years Ago

Chances Seem To Be Better
For Aivro4va1 OfEnergy Plan

30 Years Ago
----Murray
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anniv

A

•Bei-Air iiittitit4se9 Celtic r

A

Al

Pure Veg
INSPrveisi
°limit Right*

59,C

Del Monte 46 oz

Tomato Juice

10 PM
E" 11 :MY
Evirry Day
Low SheffPrices

Sco'Lad2ib..

4/89'

I 6 oz

Dinner -

4/99'

7 oz

89

4!
9
12 oz _.$

roll

------

59C

Parkay 1 lb.;

Margarine
C.

a.

24 oz 99

Philadelphia 8 oz

69'
83'

Cream Cheese

Bush 15 oz

Scat Kitchen Mac 8 Cheese

21b.

_Baun t y
16 Oz.

-6r_ope•
ii
Syrup
Pinto Beans

Veiveeta
Singles
Towels

Friskie s

Dog Food

31b

Kraft Amer.

Queen of Scot_Coffee'

Creamer

-1159

Crisco

Scot Lad 6 Pack
'Biscuits

Bush Blackeye
Del Monte

,60i 3/89'

Corn

Gelatin

Peas

jeuo

Scot Lad 18 oz

Grape Jelly

Merit Saltine

Crockers

SAVE

Hamburger

20°I..

Delta .

Tissue

4 roll

4 oz

74'

Emge Sm.

tfit-Dri"
'

mrin

Towels__
Mrs Ahson's

Cookies
BorderiAstant

-Potatoes'
Scot "cid

as

16 oz

Priagle's Twin Pack

Potato Chips
Friskie's 25 lb
D
()

Pyrex Lig

Produce Dept
Turnips
Yellow Onions

Detergent
lb

3 (h Bag

Red or Golden

Apples
Pears
Red Grapes
Bell Peppers

• 25'c
5
8c
39c
59c
$100

3 lb bag.

.

,11)

Fields Shred

Bologna

lb

for

Fields

I

Chili

•

ilv
L$.1-4 1 Per For
,

Concentrated

All
$119 I
res
II ,77

COUPON
t,,,,t I Per

Dishwashing

COUPON
Glad

Li'qe Garbage

Bugs

•-

COUPON
I 1 Pe- c

COUPON
v

Blue Bonnet

Gold Medal

Spread
b 88'

Flour

COUPON
„ t P,

COUPON

Dream
Whip

Bar Soap

t 'Per Ferr''y

Dia!

4.

51b beg

39

Exp.,,, • I 8 7'
Goa 1)fll'oiiiStItti

lb

3/994

0 of bo,

Fr

77

Exo,res 1 8 77
0o3d Only AI Strr#

89'
79'

I COUPON

1
Fo-,-

Genera: Mills

Bisquick
6C

,

t`'.

$1'
1

Exp
'
Good 0,%, Al s-

•

—

-a
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Carnation-6oz.

Coffeemate

QmpariThesertowr-SheffPrices
Tosstie

Charmin

4 roll

79

Ear,itii with
Iron
Drink

13 oz.

H$ C

Heinz Strained

16'

Baby food
s,„„kic

.
59'
Applesauce

Sauce

5 lb

CM-1 Powdered..

Sugar

1 lb

Liquid
22 oz

dit
Scot Lad Vanilla '12 gal.

46

Ice Cream

Godchaux
Alger

69 -

Cake Mix—
16 oz

99'

Liquid •

88'

Scot Lod

49'

Gt Sze

Dawn

32 oz

99'
'
35

.Tissue
Stokely
Gatorade

4 roll

Corn

16 oz

49 oz -

Wonder

Shortening 3 lb.

Lb50°
USDA Choice

Quaker

Oats

Bone In

18 oz

56`

16 oz.
Country
Style

Duncan Hines 18 oz

/ROUND STEAK

Hunt's Fruit

Eagle Brand

-

t3az 73•

_

79'

_Ice Milk
Ryan Lo CAI

Milk

gal

Towels

63C

4
*roll

-000

Tissue.

30°Lb.

4 roll

88'

Unsweetened

Kool-Aid

Family Pack

PORK STEAK

- -erbor-3tra1Med
2
---

Baby Food

pkg 12'
lic

R'irp So ,

59'

Margarine
S. Gov. Inspected
Grade 'A' Whole

Fryers
•fam

Chops

lb

1 49
/b

79'

39'

1 lb con

51 19
lb

Sausage

lb

79'
IS
Week
Wirt

hiceSteak
c
dlu
U AC

Ground

USDA Choice Boneless

1

lb

Coffee

Store Made

Family Pack

Sirloin Tip
Steak

49'

Loin Pork

USDA Choice Boneless

Rump Roast
100,
Or. Beef

lb

ly Pork

Fryer Orts.
Round Steak

Folger s with coupon below)

99'

Chuck
Si99
lb.

Ar

Dogs

It)

89'

'299

18'
S1 29

Tide

94'

Corn Meal

USDA Choice Boneless

SiI 21

Northern

_
Sunflower 5 lb

AL- SAVE

S169

Napkins

Betty Crocker 18 oz.'''

Ocean Spray Cranberry

Peanut Butter

4 lb

--- Coronet 180c1

Biscuits

Carnation
silt

----Scot Lod 15 oz

99'

37'

Beans
.Morton
Salt

Pillsbury

46-ot

13 oz..0

Jiff 18 oz

Gt Northern_

Musseimann's

APPLESAU

I
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Standing On
The Firing Line
By

Mike -Bro'ndbn
Sports Editor

Football:A Great Thipg For The County

e

met. And of course, the games are another course in.a
Just two weeks from Saturday. basketball season will
diet of football which always manages to end last
,steady
High
County
Calloway
when
open in our immediate area
,
go crazy. Then after a week or two of no gamesI
before
School begins its season. It doesn't seem quite possible:
begins and...
basketball
Football.
Why?too.
fans
the
for
And it seems the same
Next- week, well take an in-depth look at Calloway Com--,'Noire?jibe-doe-ail .come
- For the ,,n-football -a-eh-riots
leg,
first Year and we'll look at the future for the success of
ty's
around soon enough Airnply because there isn't anything
first
the
this,
year,-youon
football-in-the-systeni. And based
.SCh0015 with foOtball programs,-Novem'
else to do. Hut f01
know-things-are-goingiabe-evenbetter.next year
"
lOtir--a
with
begin
we
e
wherTthat's
Xria
soon.
tó
ber comes
at the football program in Calloway County.
MEM
Usually, the junior highs in the county open their basketand
Austin
players of the week and
Perine
MSU
(left)
(right)
were
co-offensive
the
Ruzieh
STARS-David
OFFENSIVE
RACER
open
won't
they
year,
ball seasons early in November. This
were presented at the Thorobred Club meeting Tuesday by Big M Club president Dick Stout (center). Rurich, who passed 249 yaruntil around the first of December. The reason.: football.
ds was also named as Kentucky's College Player of the Week. PerMe rushed for77 yards and scored two touchdowns in his but
Many of the youngmen who_played football in the county
The wornen.'s.tr,ackand cross country program at Murray
_
showing of the season
And
the
money.
Riders
of
&VP
need
in
is
school system will also be playing basketball."Andior those
State University
will
there
field,
football
the
who saw much playing time on
decided to do something about it.
30 at
be a few surprises.
The Racer women will hold a Jog-A-Thon November
- .
" When they go on to the basketball mart. thel will find
StewartStadium. A goal of $3,000 has been settheir endurance is better. When they are battling }Hider the
The cross country an track teams have a total of 45
backboard--4o- a -_rebatind,--they„:areal_going to mind
worneminvolred and-the money is netrded to help the Racers • -someone doing a little pushing with the rear-end. It ma?
complete their indoor and outdoor schedules. The money will
take a few years but because of football in the county school
be used for expenses and for additional equipment.
. system, there..artgoing to be some very positive results in
The Jog-A-Thon will be conducted around the 440-yard
other sports.
track at Stewart Stadium. Each person will have one hour to
For instance, let's take a defensive tackle who comes in
walk or jog as many laps as possible around the track.
Will Washington be looking
Campbell warns that they and 1975 but Penn State got
as a freshman. Naturally, he's goirlg to be pumping a lot of
An average person can walk 12 to 16 laps in an hour. A
By HERSCHEL N1SSENSON
to Southern Cal Or will
ahead
this
41-20.
And
and
year
hunk
last
youngster
"aren't playi,ng as well as
-eights over four years. Take that same
. AP Sports Writer
jogger can comQlete 20 to 25 laps though it is possible for'
California be looking back to
State
34-14:
Penn
...
year
Something
capable.
we're
- give him no football programs-Now, he goes out in the
•
Back
NEW YORK (AV) someone to do 30 or 40.
Nebraska at Missouri: 01' Southern Cal? The former ...
spring for track. If that young man has played football
If you wish to sponsor someone, contact Margaret Sim- -- in 1949 and 1950 when Charlie little always seems to slow
got back in the upset California 34-24.
Mizzou
saving
we're
Maybe
down.
and
us
track
country
guarantee you he'll be better in the shot put.
teams.
cross
women's
the
the
for
McClendon played
mons, coach of
Wyoming at Arizona State:
the
last week, shocking
basketball,
business
play
not
For the football player who does
She can be reached at her office at 762-4424 or at home by. University of Kentucky the it for somebody 'down the
dethroned ASU last
Wyoming
winter is usually spent in some sort of weight training
coach was a fellow named line." Like Houston, maybe ... Colorado. But the Cor- year and the Sun Devils don't
calling 753-3157.
on
be
to
seem
have
also
nhuskers
is•goingto
man
program. It simply means the young
The Jog-A-Thon will begin at 3:30 p.m. on the afternoon of
Paul William Bryant, also- Texas 21-10.
kindly to things like that
Oklahoma at Oklahoma the right track ... Nebraska 21- take
better muscle tone.
known as "Bear."
November 30.
State 29-12.
Arizona
...
•
.
'
17.
•
county
the
in
happen
team
to
Football is the greatest ping
- -He was," McClendon State: Guess- which
at Iowa State: The
Colorado
When
West
Virginia:
Pitt at
school program.
remembers,"the meanest son wants revenge for last year
Buffs, ranked third in
Golden
get
rivals
backyard
these
the
of
some
with
impressed
quite
38-21.
Already, I've been
of a gun I ever saw," adding: Oklahoma
nation just three weeks
Georgia Tech at Notre together you can usually the
• things that took place this season.
-It was a gift from heaven for
ago, appear somewhat tarWest
like
things
discount
team
Monday
which
14-12
Camden
Guess
beat
that
Dame:
The junior-varsity team
a boy from Lewisville, Ark., to
three nished after a tie with Kansas
evening would find itself competitive with many other
have an opportunity to go to wants revenge for last year ... Virginia losing its last
and losses to Nebraska and
28-17.,
Pitt
...
games
some
had
teafli
35-7.
freshman
Dame
Laker
Notre
The
teams.
junior varsity
Kentucky. It was certainly the
Missouri ... Iowa State 24-21.
'Carolina:
North
at
Clemson
Ohio State at Illinois: No
key players lost because of injuries. Give the frosh back
_greatestexperience for me.
Memphis State___ at_ Tem_
Techbeen-one of the
Virginia
has
Clemson
against
passes
5-4.
IWjls
(API
M,
been
AIR:
have
here.
--BIRMINGHA
motive
cOilld
record
revenge
thei13-6
and
7 _those Ayers
-Conch -Bryant- ilia- a:
Do you know how nessee:
per
but
-teams
completions
surprise
7.1
nation's
to
drop
to
Football teaches young then more things in life than does -- -Lonisiana'Sfate'áhirled
disciplinarian. He knew how hasn't beaten the Buckeyes
is to being
Memphis
close
If
Alexander was held to a game to Wright's 7.3.
any other sport. It builds character, teaches reason -and
to win and he taught me how to -- since 1967 and the point dif- the bubble is due to burst.
loss to,
four-point
A
unbeaten?
57
next
of
then
total
this
week,
not
Ramsey's
rushing
61
a
of
season-low mark
ference in the intervening nine
develops pride. And believe me, don't think for a minute
win."
to
one-pointers
and
Miss
Ole
the
North
...
leads
yards by Ole Miss last week, completions still
school playing for' its first year doesn't have pride. The
Come-Saturday, McClendon years has been 331-90 in favor against Notre Dame
North Texas
and
Louisville
touchdown
17-7.
Carolina
six
his
and
SEC,
the
in
third
to
him
Mondropping
defense
on
jayvee Lakers played with as much pride
and Bryant will be on opposite of ... Ohio State 49-7.
Stanford at -- Southern • -State, that's how close ...'
nation with a game average 01 passes ties with ISU's- Steve sides of the field in Baton'
Northwestern at Michigan:
day as they could have possibly had
Jeff
The Trojans un- Tennessee 20-13.
Alabama's
California:
Ensminger.
yards.
Yettegsters
the
as
144.3
this
More than anything else, football teaches
Rouge, La. - Bryant and Would you believe
passing
y have lost
most
the
characteriaticall
has
FOOTBALL
Alexander's total still leads Rutledge
cooperation and coordination. You learn to do yourlob, to
second-ranked Alabama on Upset Special? Not unless you
four games,
last
their
of
three
787.
yardage,
Conference
OXNARD, Calif. - Greg
Southeastern
the
...
the
people
away
on
11
put
all
If
be
be.
to
to
be only where you are supposed
one
side, McClendon and No. 'want
beating up only on hapless Cole, a 17-year-old high school
, field do that, if all the people on the assembly line do-that, in rushing though-- he's the - Vandy's Martin- CAnt is the 18 Louisiana' State On the 7-Mfehigah 414- - - •- •
26
with
It's time for the real football player, died of inreceiver
-Oregon.
leading
fnore
for
Vanderbilt:
SECtitekttYrter
first
it
result:
end
Kentucky
the
thetp.g better prodifet-is
other.
to stand up ... Southern juries suffered in-a game last
There's only been one 'major problem this year in the than 1,000'yards this season. catches, while Alabama's
For the selection in this The Wildcats, on probation, USC
-Saturday, St. John'e Hospital
Alexander, who trails Earl- Ozzie Newsome paces the game,- lend an ear to Bear aren't going anywhere after Cal 31-21.
_ eouiWsystethand that one is rather obvious. Some young
513
With
- officials said.
yards
Washinglon-iff-ZalirMlia:
catchers
add-Texas
of
possibly
Campbell
foot-,
except
playing
.... men had to make a choice between workingor
3ryant, who twitted this the season,
Oklahoma State's Terry gained. LSU's Carlos Carson corner for fruitlessly picking higher in the rankings
' ball.
Miller in the national rushing has eight touchdowns and a Mississippi State to beat his Kentucky 21P7:
•s I greW up cel a farm and I'm quite proud of that. And.1
rankings, has gained,- 1,010 23.4 yards per catch average crimson Tide,last week:
BaYlor at Arkansas: Most Of:.
realize a great deaLat.th!se_youriptershave a tough choice
yards in seveni games and has to lead those departments. - - "I- think -Alabama's gonna the Southwest Conference
of
rest
the
for
work
can
you
this:
say
:tto make. But let me
The statistics were com12 touchdowns
win," he says. Okay, Bear, so headlines have gone to Texas,_
:::rhur life, you can play high school football for only four
His 17 passing yards and 27 piled by thee SEC com- do we ... Alabama 24-14.
Arkansas:Texas A&M,Texas
it.
relive
and
back
go
-:rears. You can't
in receiving give him a total of missioner's office.
and Houston and they've
Tech
52
was
score
week's
Last
Football isn't like any other sport. You can miss a prac1,054 yards for the SEC total
a overlooked a pretty good club
ties,
two
wrong
and
19
-right,
percent
90
in
and
track
or
baseball
basketball,
'Aim or two in
offense leadership. That's an
.732 percentage, including on the banks of the Brazos in
of the cases, it's not going to hurt you very badly. But foot- average of 150.6 yards per
Indiana over Minnesota in one Waco. Upset Special of the
':ball is like missing a couple of weeks in geometry each time
game.
of the Upset Specials. For the Week ... Baylor 23-16,
By The Associated Lress
you miss one practice session.
Derrick
Kentucky's
Penn State at North
we're 350-141-12-.713.
season
BASEBALL
You study football everyday. Then on the night of the
Ramsey has a total of 1,071
State: Back to
The
Carolina
at
Houston:
Texas
National League
game, you go out and take your test.
Paid for by Chrisman Campaign Fund For Mayor, Forrest Prutils
yards - 378 rushing and 693
Wolfpack beat
The
having
1,
revenge.
No.
are
Longhorns
MONTREAL EXPOS . There are more good things about football we haven't
but in eight games.
passing
that
how's
outscored seven opponents the Nittany Lions
:even mentioned. For one thing, it prevents youngsters from
His average is 133.9 per.game., Recalled Frank Ortenzio, 264-44, but running back Earl for an animal act? - in 1974
Reece,
Bob
and
infielder
• becoming burned out early on basketball.
Ramsey and Vanderbilt's
If the, season starts on the first day in November, the
Mike Wright continue to play • catcher, from Denver of the
.players are tired long before the season is over. The same
musical chairs in_passing. American. . Association.
holds true for the fans.
Wright took the top spot in the Recalled Stan Horn,'pitcher,
The fans.. they are the ones who benefit almost as much
league this week, even though from Quebec of the Eastern
League. Recalled Roberto
as the players. They try and learn as much as they can
Vandy was idle.
Ramos, catcher, hum Palm
about the game so they can become Monday morning quaronly
five
completed
Ramsey
Beach ot the Florida State
terbacks. It even restores youth in some to the point they go"
League. Placed on the roster:
out and throw a few passes with Junior on Saturday mor- •
Bowling
Joe Keener, Don De-Mola and
ning or job around the block just before kickoff of the big
_ ...Standings
Gerald Hannahs. pitchers.plro game on television each Sunday afternoon.
Sent Dave Gronlund and Jeff
Even for this sports writer, there are other good things.
Dinar or Dollar
Fri. Morning Ladies
Terpko, pitchers, to Denver.
With five more football teams to cover,naturally I'm going
. Bowling League
SOCCER
to get to know a few people I would have otherwise never Team
L
W
9
27
Ilny Tots
North American Soccer
11
25
M.F.A. Ins.'
League
15
• 21
Keel's Purchase Tire
204 154
AstrciCar Wash
OAKLAND STOMPERS 164
194
Boone's Laundry-Cleaners
Oyer 10 POO wring
Named R.C. Owens as
Kv. Lake Oil Co
edges grip the road.
osvIng radial
looEp avoid the risk at
7
117
Allen-Thompson Chrysler,
9
119
con...lotion smooth.
director of marketing and
hydroplaning
noting pmts.'s' coed
19
17
Paradise Kennels
beady
promotions.
24
12
T.y. Service Center
High learn Game I SC1
FOOTBALL
563
Paradise Kennels
Rent your own personal warehouse for pennies a day.
National Football Leagike
, 569
Tiny Tots
569
Ky. Lake Oil Co.
MINNESOTA VIKINGS -EXTRA STORAGE SPACE
557
.Astro Car Wash
Signed Manfred Moore, kick
High Tear!,Game r MC
For.. home owner, apartment dweller,,,mobile home
Charbre steel cord
bens tor Woolen and
794
Paradise Kennels
returner.
dweller, small or large businessman, mover, anybody
Wong soar
766
Ky- Lake Oil Co..
iflue
SEATTLE
SEAHAWKS
Whinwoll
OUR F.E.T
, .761
with a space noblem.
Astro Car Wash
Metes
High Team Seriel iscr)
PRICE end
Signed Fred Rayhle,tight end.
else
Includes...Individual bays ( any size, 24 hour private
Id Ike
1644
Astro Car Wash
WASHINIG TON REDSKINS
entrance, security, lights,insurane- 1592
Ky. Lake Oil Co.
P195/75R14 ER 78-14 853.00
1586
Joe
Signed
Tiny Tots
Theismann,
P205/75R14 FR 78-14 $57.00 Erg
Estosolis co...wounded
1586
Allen-Thompson Chrysler'
quarterback, to a multi-year
treed rubber maintains
$2.61
P215/75R14 GR78-14
High Team Series(HC)
or dry,
leer
in
grip
it.
Scan tier
2256
contract.
Astro Car Wash
hot or Paid
P225/75R14 HR 78-14
Snip. pecr•oet
2240
Allen-Thompson Chrysler
seals ogsblerol corb
HOCKEY
P205/75R15 FR 78-15 659.00 $2.68
2201
*cults and damage
Paradise Kennels
TIEMPO RADIAL - The
P185/ 75F1 13413678-13) whitewall P215/75R15 GA 78-15 861.00 $2.68
National Hockey League
High Ind. Game SCI
radial fire cimened specifically
plus 51 S3 F E 1 and old bre
Terry Underhill.
P225/75815 HR 78-15 $68.00 MEI
to handle all weather conditions
LOS ANGELES KINGS 180
Lois Smith
winter or summer. wet roads or dry Keep
P235/75R15 LR78 15 871.00 $320
It on your car season after season tieropo
175
Traded Gene Carr, center and
Glynda Black
earl
Only froth G
High Ind. Game(HC)
Dave Shultz, winger to the
240
Terry Underhill
230
Pittsburgh Penguins for Syl
Glynda Black
BIAS BELTED `POLYGLAS'
POLYESTER-6 RIBS WIDE
.
North, Center Drive
220
Marion Rerberich
Apps, center and Hartland
Phis
'CliStOM POWN Cushion
Streak' 78 . Our
101111W
1
Ind.
(SC)
High
Series
New patios Puma,!louse, behind Carl Howard (hod Cori
F.E.T
polyester Ilecbwall Pair
Poly as'
best-selling diagonal (bias)
515
Monahan, winger.
lois Smith
Plc tire
for
polyester
belts,
cord/fiberglass
lure,
Price
with
Sin
ply
.„
Size
458
U-STORE IT
Margaret Morton
U-LOCK IT
and rad
PHILADELPHIA FLYERS
positive traction on wet
strength and dependability
tires
444
Joan C.00ksey
2 WIDE BELTS
or dry roads
U-KEEP THE KEY
- Purchased Terry Murray,
,
it
874-13
2/652 8180
High Ind. Series(HC)
11
078
$2 09
2/544
OF
RBERGIASS
2/951
$221
E7814
591
.loan Cooksey.
F75-I4 2/$74 52 42
defenseman, from the Detroit
178-14
21443 $237
590
678-14
Lois Smith
2/$78 it 58
678-14
2/$44
month
S'x 1 0'
• $116
M75-14 24112 62 so
Red Wings. Reassigned
Glynda Black
2/$85
Is
Fie
678.15
5 60-15 or 07$-I) Whitewall
2/578 82 65
High Averages
2/548
678-IS
A78-13 blackwall plus $1.73 678 15 2/$44 $2 68
Danny Clark, defenseman, to
plus $1 700, $I 73 F E T
2/ 73
678.15
165
I nis Smith
F.E.T. per tire and old tires
month
5'x16'
Per tire and old tires
149
Milwaukee the International
Mary Harris. .
rain check assuring future delivery at the advertised price.
RAIN CHECK - If we sell out of your size we will issue you a
146
Margaret Morton
Hockey League.
142
month
8)(10'
Nancy Todd
Just Say'Charge It'
140
ST. 'LOUIS BLUES Jean-Bland .
Credit Plan • MaSler Charge
Use any of these 7 other wars to buy Our Orel Customer
140
Jane Parks
Inge
Acquired
ner.can Ispress Money Card • Carte Blanche • Diners Club • Cash
Ham• BankArnericed • A,
S4.0°°
month
ti
10'x16'
140
Terry Underhill
139
marstromrforward, from the
' Janda Johnson
136
Marie(lark
Goodyear RevoINAng Change Account
Maple Leafs in exToronto
135
Vickie Baker ...
change for Jerry Butler,
Dealer to, 4I5 Irpr, and Cress.; lermo er,,, As Snow. al Goodyear S.,,,:. Stores to All COrtiells0.10111 Sensed By Ms leeineellr SereSeS Net Ar0.1e1.• Al Vorred in, arsons
Set 70.
forward Sent Yves Belanger,
gNitender, to Salt Lake of the
GOODYEAR SERVICE STORES
Home Fe Hearth Health Foods
Central Hockey League.
Store Hours: 7:30 AA. veil 6:00 P.M. Daly- Op.. Friday Pohl 8.00 p.m.
SOCCER
NATWINAL Veessoloo•100.1.41..._ SuPPLUNIE04711
My. IL Davis
Mgr I. 'Nitta
Ser. R. Caiteriekt
100S. Statehne
North Amerleia /soccer
LONE OS. PLAZA
600 Jefferson
Qat"• Mo. 7toulll 10 TO 6
• 7;1S. 12th St.
Fulton, Ky.
League
Paducah, Ky
Murray, Ky.
wevey a IIKOUTI4
472-1000
11 0,00Cost 10 TO •
,
442-5464
COSMOS - Signed David
753-0595
PaOt)CAl I V
Davis.
Broic and Rickie
,
. •

Jog-A-Thon

labama Picked To'
At LSU,'Cats Favored

Ramsey Leads League
In Pass Completions

Sports Deals

Elect A Mayor
Who Is Free
Of All Obligations
And Pressures

VOTE CHRISMAN

A new kind of tire

Stow-A-Way Mini
Warehouse

for every kind of weather
Tien",

753-4758

•1994

•

sl6w
$2300

GOOD/YEAR

•

•
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Ruzich Kentucky Player Of Week, Martin OVC Defensive Player Cif Week

.Rutich, Martin Honore
ITuEsday:At 'Bred C
r

•

•

total offense, one of their best When you lose a game you
Players who were on hand foe, Austin Peiy.
By MIKE BRANDON
Ledger & Times Sports Editor offensive shiiwings in several lose. And when a call is wrong, at the meeting and reeagniged, Athletic diractoe.Cal Luther,
The Murray State football years.
it's wrong," Furgerson said in for their play Saturday in. said 13 people'hive signed tai
program, already electrified
Martin had 11 tackles and reference to the call which the eluded Austin Perine, Sam to make the trip with the.
criticDavid... baseball team to-Hawaii nextby the fact it has won-three four assists in (ling niurog, ,official bitg admitted_ was rt Franklin,
urgerson, -Spring arid more Inquiries are
co-meet/live football games, the OVC Defensive Player of btant mistake, as the film
has been bestowed more the Week. Based on points verified.
David
Thomas,
Hank coining in every day.
Racer basketball coach
given for such things as
honors.
"Our defense came right Lagorce, Brute Martin and
OVC PLAYER OF WEEK- Bruce Martin (right) had 11 tackles, four assists and two quarterback
Fred Overton announced his
United Press International tackles fir minus yardage, back after the penalty and Dan Hutchisoa.
socks to be named as the Ohio Volley Conference's Defensive Player of the Week for his per
"We have some very team would hold an inhas named MSU quarterback unassisted tackles, assists, made a gallant defensive
formance in Saturday's win over Eastern Kentucky. On the left is Big NI Gob president Dick
Steut
David Ruzich as its Kentucky etc., Martin accumulated 19 stand. I'd like to compliment courageous folks who have trasquad game at 7:30 p.m.
who premisted Martin with twe mere plates to odd on to his Big ?A Club
Playmeet-the Week. And to points. .
my coaching staff for getting gone through some very- Saturday at Paducah Cornmake things even better,
His nearest competition for our kids so well-prepared for trying times. A guy asked munity College.
Then on November 14 at 7
Racer defensive tackle Bruce the honor came from his own the game," he added.
assistant coich11111111na dOWII
Martin has been named by the teammitee,. Defensive and ,_`,___Mother one of the keys for "atflid,dle hew-did-we kaeiFeal.-ehe Racerrwiii hold an-Ohio Valley Conference Sam Franklin gathered 17 the Racers was the play of the-inn& up'I'll tell you how, when intrasquad game at Mayfield
. -Commisslonar's-Office as this points and linebacker Bobby- offensive line. Center Jim-Jes- You have quality foilW-they High &boa
.The offidalBlueiGold Game
_
07.M1Wensilialayeral*:_Cr-ale-hid-Jut/2 points. graded64per.-eent as-did Dims-llut.keee-morking.In addition, Eddie Mc- Hutchison. But on pass TheY sign on for 11 Weal will be held in the MSU Sports wThe mrimmomumts were Farland had 10 tackles in the protection, Hutchison graded. of tenure and don't quit until Arena at 7:30 p.m. Monday;
made Tuesday evening in Roy contest and linebacker Willie 78 per cent. Two other Racer the job is over. If they get the /1st. The 21st will also be
NEW YORK (AP)- "I'm between $1.25 million and $1.5 the owners are going to get hit Stewart Stadium where the Wilson played his best game
of linemen graded 80 per cent on beat, they just work harder. the next meeting, of the
anxious. to see what my million, and say they will with a sledgehammer and see first Thorobred Club meeting his career as a Racer.
That's the kind of folks we Thorabred Club. At that V."
pass protection.
market value will be," said continue to try and sign what damn fools they are."
of the year was held.
have representing our town meeting, Furgerson
"I
l'Homecoming
guess
all
of
yoe
folks
is
most,
_
New York Yankees pitcher Toffez.
There are several wrinkles Ruzich passed for 249 yaids kflpoitazit to us," Racer head - knew we had it won, even and university," Furgerson review what, hopefully, will be
• Mike Torrez, looking ahead to
a 7-4 season while Overton will
"We
the
Racers' 24-20 coach BM Furgerson said.
never
stopped in this year's draft with new in
when we were down 20-17," added.
Friday's re-entry draft of negotiating and we still categories added to the option Homecoming win Saturday
Furgerson concluded his preview his basketball team
'Everyone comes out for all Furgerson jested to the club
baseball's free agents. "I won't," says club President playouts who formed the over
appearance at the meeting then the meeting will adjourn,
powerful
Eastern of the dinners, the dances, the members.
can't sell myself short."
Gabe Paul."You've got to run talent pool a year ago, when Kentucky. In all, Murray parade and the rest of the
"When we came back and with a brief look at Saturday's for the Blue-Gold Game
The 32-year-old right- the ball out."
Reggie Jackson .. of the State rolled up 436 yards in festivities. But at 2 p.m., they won at East Tennessee, we
hander, who won 17 games for
That's not the situation in Yankees Was the Mcist exall congregate around the big took the ball 74 yards in nine
the Yankees during the Chicago,. where White Sox pensive selection at $2.9
blue 'M' for the game and plays and rammed it down
regular season and two in the owner Bill Veeck says he is not million. Among -the- -new
that's where our part comes their throats. So when we fell
World Series,, reportedly ta - 110ing tei-Ety-and sign out- categories is a list of players
in," Furgerson said.
behind 20-17, I told the kids to
seeking a five-year contract fielders Oscar Gamble and with major league contracts
"We made up our minds we use up some time.
for between $1.75 million and Richie Zisk, both of whom will for 1976 who were outrighted
Ti hootors, Fishermen and all Early Risers in and
were going to put on quite- a
"We didn't do it exactly the
$2 million.
go through the draft Friday.
to minor league teams.
armed LIL Area...
show for them and I think we way I wanted. When David
He could have pulled out of
"It would cost $1 million a
did just that," said Furgerson, Ruzich hit David Thomas with
As of Nov. 4, 1977
the draft as late as Monday year to -sign them for Clubs losing players in the
who was greeted with ap- that pass, Thomas forgot we
midnight by ,signing with the anywhere from three to five six-year veteran category will
were-going -to kill the clock
1,0111fIVILIA,-11.7;-.-(AP).- plause after the statement.
Aurora
Yankees,. with -whom he-and pars," said Veeck: "That's be compensated with
free . After- aft imconunintly quiet "The game didn't go exactly and ran over three people and
his agent, Gary Walker, have ...What their two paychecks agent selections from -next weekend, Louisville Bishop the way we wanted it to
will be open for Breakfast
go. We took the ball down to the /0been
holding
steady would have added up to in June.
at 4 a.m.,6 days a week
David, Henderson County, would have liked that otheid- yard line," Furgerson joked.
negotiations. The Yankees 1978.''t The Toronto Blue Jays will Danville, Bardstown and touchdown in the first half and
"He (Thomas) isn't a
4
a.m.
to 7 p.m.(closed on Tues.)
reportedly have offered
And Calvin Griffith, owner open Friday's draft, followed Harrodsburg continue to a 21-7 lead. And of course finesse player, he's the kind
of the Minnesota Twins, says by Atlanta Oakland, the New maintain healthy advantages there was the pass in- who will bull you down,"
he will make no effort to sign York Mets,Seattle,San Diego, in this week's Associated terference call on McFarland. Furgerson added.
Bowling
nine of the 11 players from his MllwaUkee,ontreal, Press high school football
Standings
3rganization who will betome- Cleveland,
Francis* polls.
Dillar re Dollar
free agents. the =gaps_ Pettolt.ffie Chleilia_CuYst"Sad-.There weie few..changes laFri. Morning Irdies
being. outfield stars. Lady. California.
Bowling League
•
_the polls, vgjo,Elimbettotork
Make Up Games)
HisleindLiman Hoirock.
Thin- Hotis1iaMkiireeota, 74, the only newcomer. The
Team
L
W
The 55-year-old Griffith is a St- Louis, the White Sox, Panthers moved into fifth in
Tlny Tots
6$-?
M.F.A. Ina.
107
-strong opponent of - the free-Clactanntt.
111
-TemmPHtakourSk;..the State AAA ratings in plate
Boone La mdry-Cleaners
V% 12%
agent system."It's going to be Boston,,
Los
Angeles, of Fort Thomas Highlands, a
Ky. Lakh,Q11 Co.
II
.
Astro CIFWash
1746-14441- the ruination of baseball," he Baltimore, Philadelphia, the 22-19 loser to Covington
Keel's Purchase Tire
_ .15
predicted. "One a tbpsa-days Yankees_andiCansisaCtiy.,..---__71. Holmes.
Paradise Kennett
• 17
Allei-lbompson ovreater.::12
17
Elizabethtown, meanwhile,
T.V. Service Center
U 21
nipped LaRue County 6-0.
__
High Team Game(SC) ,
sse
Bishop David, 10-0, was
Wash
Astro Car
• - 578
Astro Car Wash
a imanitnous choice in
•
again
565
Ky. Lake Oil Co.
Jefferson County AAAA while
High Team Gana(AC)
790
Astro Car Wash
Harrodsburg, 9-0, missed by
772
Astro Car Wash
one vote of duplicating that
'771
Astro Car Wash
High Team Series(SC),
feat in State A.
Astro Car Wash
17117
he has played his last game as
By DAN SEWELL
Henderson County, 9-1,
1567
Icy. Lake Oil Co
Bill,
but
a
up
may
in
turn
the commanded 13
145
Tlny Tots
Associated Press Writer
first-place
High Team Serital(HC)
BUFFALO (AP) - A uniform of a National Football votes in State AAAA while
Astro Car Wash
ssis
League
contender
next
Ky. Lake Oil Co
2164 depressed 0. J. Simpson said
Danville, 9-2, and Bardstown,
Paradise Kennels
3104
four weeks ago that "it will season.
10-0, each earned 12 first-place
/Ugh Ind.A•nse(SC)
"Luckily the injury wasn't a votes in leading
203 take a miracle" for him to
Hilda Bennett
the State AAA
180
Lois Smith
serious thing. It won't end his and AA polls, respectively.
goal
greatest
to
his
achieve
Margaret Morton
172
Ind.Garae(FIC)--.___
career,"
said
Joe
High
Play in II-Super Bowl.
Bishop- David downed
Hilda Bennett,
DeLamielleur,e, an All-Pro Valley 28-14-, Henderson
444,
14-1N
teammates
Bills
Buffalo
His
Sandy West.
Margaret Morton
214 think that miracle may have lineman and a team leader.
County routed South Ver207 come
Linda Johnson
DeLamielleure noted that million, Ind., 51-6, Danville
in the form of an injured
207
Valta Ross
it's no secret Simpson would blanked Madison Central 10-0,
knee.
High Ind. Series(SC)
531
Lois Smith
welcome a trade to a con- Bardstown got by East Hardin
humiliating
Bills'
the
After
Hilda Bennett.
and that Simpson 7-0 and Harrodsburg rattled
tender
seattle
the
loss
56-17
to
Margaret Morton
High Ind.Series(HC)
might be more excited about Berea 30-8.
Sirnpson's
Seahawks
Sunday,
955
Hilda Bennett
coming back next season if he
Lois Smith
Doss And DeSales switched
wil...-. -594 left knee, ailing for three
572 weeks, was examined by two were traded. •
Margaret Morton
_
places in the Jefferson County
High Averages
"I see no reason why they ratings after DeSales, 8-2,
164 Los Angeles specialists.
Lon Smith
150 Tuesday the Bills announced should keep him. It's going to
Mary Harris
dropped a 21-20 decision to No.
146
Margaret Morton
rebuilding process here 2 Southern. Greenup County
144 that Simpson will undergo be a
Nancy Todd
141 surgery for cartilage damage that's going to take a • few
Jean Bland
and Lexington Lafayette also
141
Jane Parks
141 early next week and will miss years. He deserves a chance swapped after Huntington,
Terry Underhill
to play in a Super Bowl. We'd W.Va., East clipped Green up
139 the remainder of the season.
Linda Johnson
135
Vickie Baker
Some of his teammates feel all like to see it," he said.
135
Marie Clark
72-20.
,
Reggie McKenzie, offensive
By The Associated Press
lineman and a close friend of
Here are the top teams in
Simpson, indicated on his
the five Kentucky Associated
morning radio show that
Press high school football
Simpson would not return as a
polls, with first place votes in
Bill.
parentheses, record and total
receiver Bobby
Wide
Chandler said, "There is a points:
Jefferson Co AAAA
feeling that he might not be
1. Bishop David (5) 10-050
back, but nothing was said as
2. Southern 10-0 40
such. But the definite feeling
3. Trinity 9-1 30
there."
is
4. Doss 8-2 18
Last season Simpson asked
5. DeSales 8-2 12
for a trade to the West Coast,

Torrez,lisk.erestedTlO
Seeing Their Markd
eS

t

Polls Remain
Unchanged s
Top Teams Win

it-

0 -

0
3

11

-

NOTICE

ito-Jaks
-Hry.88Restaurant

Simpson May Have Been
In Last Game As Bill

Aren't you glad you started a Christmas Club account last
year? Why not help fill Santas Christmas list next year by
starting a 1978 Bank of Murray Christmas Club Account.

EXPERIENCED SHERIFF?
UNTRAINED SHERIFF
They are the Same Price!
Vote For

TED- ALEXANDER
For ,

SHERIFF .
A fully trained staff
at your service
24 hours.a day!
Paid Ror Sy Candlitita

preferably the Los Angeles
State AAAA
Rams, but the Bills' asking
1. Henderson Co(13)9-1 14
price was reportedly too high.
2. Bowling Green (1)9-1 144
Simpson signed a three-year
3.
Lox Tates Creek (1)9-1 78
contract, then began sim4. Lox Lafayette 8-252
mering as the Bills finished 25. Greenup Co 7-222
12 last year and lost six of
their first seven games this
State AAA
season.
1.
Danville
(12)9-2 144
Before the Seattle game
2. Franklin-Simpson (319-1
Simpson said he was more
126
frustrated than at any point in
3. Russell 8-184
his career and offered another
4.
Montgomery Co 9-256
round of criticism aimed at
Elizabethtown
6.
7-354
the Bills' management, which
he said has not helped the
----State AA
team through trades.
1. Bardstown (12) 10-0 144
He concluded, "I just want
2. Mayfield (3)9-1 124
to get my years over and get
3. Corbin 8-2 88
out of here."
In a statement Tuesday, 4. Somerset 7-346
5. Middlesboro 8-242
Simpson said he Would make
no decision about his future
State A
until after his recovery.
I. Harrodsburg (14)9-0 148
"That's a subject I can't
2. Paintsville (1) 10-0 122
deal with right now. I have
3. Nlcholas Co 9-1 82
another year on my contract
with the Buffalo Bills," he • • 4: Bellevue 9-1 545. Tompkinsville 8-1 28
said.

FIVWVVRIMTVITIZTITMTIVTIT/WWWWW1717171717VT/131:1
ig
4

ti
Pig A Free Gift for our 1977 Christmas Club 4
Account members. Pick up your free gift 4
0
fi4
4
I;
when
you
get
your
Christmas
Club
Check
4
I;
4
LI cashed.
ti
ti
qtataaaaariataaarLanataatiamati.atzaarlaaal

Bank of Murray
Main Office
4th at Main Streets

South Manor Branch
South 12th St.

University Branch
North 12th St.
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Cy Young Award Given
To Phillies' Carlton
baseball
By ALEX SACHARE
first-place s'otes and 104 the sixth 'pitcher in
history to win the Cy Young
AP Sports Writer
points.
--Tonirrri*--Jutut'of -the West-- A ward-- more than once.
t
" NEW YORK t
and
Carlton, the left-hander who Division champion Los Seaver, Sandy Koufax
it
won
have
each
Palmer,
Jim
finesse
second
_Angeles Dodgers was
parlayed power and
won it
into 23 victories for the with 54 points, including three three times, Bob Gibson
Philadelphia Phillies in 1977, firstplace vores. Tom Seaver twice and Denny McLain won
was named winner of the Cy of Cincinnati and Rick it once and shared it once. The
1956,
Young Award today as the Reuschel of Chicago tied for award was instituted in
baseball
the
1967
in
and
League's out- third with 18 points each,
National
Seaver- getting two fireg-piAei-.4striters.. _ beganzmaking
standiag pitcher.
separate awards _for___ each
It was - the second time votes and Reuschel one.
Carlton has won the -honor, Others receiving votes were league.
Carlton is currently on a
awarded . annually to the Pittsburgh's John Candelaria,
outstanding pitcher in each 17 points and one first-place three-week hunting expedition
league after a vote of a mention, and Chicago's Bruce in British Columbia, Canada,
committee of members of the Sutter, a relief pitcher, five a spokesman for the Phillies
said.
Baseball Writers ASsociatiorr
Phils Manager Danny
Five points are awarded for
of America, two from each
league city. He also wonit in. a_first-place vote, _three for a Ozark from his home in Vero
Beach, Fla., said he felt
'
second and onefota.third.
1972.
Carlton, the major leagues' The American League Cy Carlton would get the award
Award-- ..,virsher, from September On. He was
w_inningest 'pitches_ _sylms_ yoting
compiled a 23-10- record in announced last week, was Pitching that Well: He won
leading the Ph:illies to the East relief pitcher SparkY Lyle of some big games for me."
After winning 27 games in
Division title, was an easy the world champion New York
Carlton tailed off to three
1972,
Young
Cy
the
Yankees.
winner in
balloting, receiving 17 of 24 The 32-year-old Carlton is mediocre seasons.- 13-20, 1613, 15-14 - in Ozark's first
three years as manager of the
-Phils. But last year he
bounced back to 20-7, and he
topped thatithis summer.
attributes the
Ozark
comeback to the Phils'
reacquisition_ late in 1975 of
veteran Tim McCarver, who
Carlton's
become
has
designated catcher.
As his designated catcher,
McCarver was perhaps more
familiar with Carlton's
moundwork than anyone else.
"The big guy used to
overpower the hitters with
that hopptng feat ball," he
said."Now he still overpowers
them, but he also gets them
out with finesse. It makes no
difference what he throws. He
can get them all over the
plate, and that's why he's such
,•
&great pitcher."

Poulanigers
SAVE$43.35

WINS TOURNEY - Doug Lance (right) of Murray congratulates Hal Houston of Murray
following their finals match in the second annual Alumni Homecoming Tennis Tournament held on
the MSU campus over the weekend Houston defeated Lance 2-6, 6-0, 6-0 to win the Class
singles championship.

NBA Central Division
Paced By Jazz, Hawk8

Chicago got 28 points from
Bucks 115, Kings 95
By ALEX SACHARE
guard Wilbiu Holland, but
The young Bucks moved
AP Sports Writer
The first-place New Orleans star center Artis Gilmore was into the lead in the Midwest
held to eight by Jazz pivotmen Division with a 4-2 mark
Jazz?
Joe behind 23 points from Junior
and
Kelley
The second-place Atlanta Rich
Meriweather. Chicago got Bridgeman, 15 points from
Hawks?
There was supposed to be a within 81-79 midway through rookie center Kent Benson and
dogfight for the lead in the the fourth quarter but 15 assists from Quinn
•
'
Basketbalr Maravich and Goodrich Buckner.
National
Warriors 108,Spurs 97
Association's Central helped the Jazz pull away
Rick Barry and Robert
Division, but the combatants again.
Hawks 102,Smiles 99
Parish combined for 26 points
were expected to be Houston,
Forwards Ron Behagen and in the fourth quarter as
Washington and Cleveland Drew hit two baskets Golden State pulled away to
John
certainly not New Orleans and
.' apiece in the' closing minutes its third, victory in a row.
Atlanta.
The.Tisti raised-R.9 riebrdra- -of the Hawks' triumph. Barry led all scorers with 28
5-1 and _retained its one.tudy Behagen put Atlanta in front points.
Blazers 113, Knicks 104
game lead over the 4-1 Hawks 94-93 with a short jumper with
Bill Walton clinched Porwith a 99-88 victory over 2:13 to play, then Drew
Chicago Tuesday night, its clinched the victory by con- tland's 22nd consecutive
first victory ever over the necting on a 17-footer, then homecourt victory - instealing the ball and making a cluding last season's playoffs
Bulls in New Orleans.
"The Jazz is a better, team :clunk following a courtlength - by hitting a short bank shot
and a pair of free throws in the
this year, with better people," drive.
final. minute'. Ire finished with_
Wins Tourney
said Chicago Coach FA---Cavaliers 110,Nuggets 93
- -.4141--rx.-Cleveland hit 54 per cent of 23 pointn,.- although he lima
Robinson - ,
Badger
HONOLULU I AP)- David Goodrist*--maka.-a-141..a... its shots in the first half in rested for much of the game.
Rockett hooked a rare fish to ference."
Portland's record now is 5-I,
opening a 70-54 lead and
win first place in the Lahaina
Forward Truck Robinson stayed comfortably in front. hest in the Pacific Division,
Yacht Club fishing cham- scored 28 points and grabbed Jim Chones led Cleveland with -while the Knicks' 3-3 mark
pionship off the island of Maui 10 rebounds for the Jazz, 21 points and Walt Frazier had leads the Atlantic Division.
4-pound black marlin, which posted its fifth straight 15.
3
-a 559/
Cooltidefed a rarity in2_ _victory. Pete PAirivich addict- .27 points and Gail Goodrich,
Hawaiian Waters:
Itockett's catch was by far- the reserve guard who joined'
the biggest of the tournament. New Orleans a year ago, had,
MISS
It was more than 200 pounds 10.
LITTLE
AND
WRANGLER
LITTLE MISTER
a
Atlanta stayed close by
WRANGLER-are Michael Manning and Jana Wilson heavier than the next best,
marlin.
blue
321-pound
HorSeattle
Kentucky
the
West
beating
who will compete for the
A black marlin weighing 559 SuperSonics 102-99.
semanship Associational titles at the banquet and awarpounds is rare at this time of
In other NBA games, the
ds night to be held Saturday. November 5, at 7:00 p.m.
year, said a spokesman for the
Bucks beat the
Milwaukee
age
Michael,
Paducah.
Armory,
Guard
National
at the
local billfish association. The
Kings 115-95, the
six, son of Mr. and Mrs. Mike Manning of Murray Route last one caught off Hawaiian Kansas City
Warriors
State
Golden
Calloway
Southwest
at
student
grade
One, is a first
was 394 pounds.
waters
Spurs
'Antonio
San
the
stopped
Elementary School. Jana, age five, daughter of Mr. and
108-97, the Cleve land
first
a
be
will
One,
Route
Mrs. Bobby YVilso,n of Almo
Cavaliers defeated the Denver
HOCKEY
grade student at North Calloway Elementary School
PHOENIX, Ariz. - Fines Nuggets 11003 and the Porare
families
their
next year. Both Michael and Jana and
totaling $1,725 were levied tland Trail Blazers topped the
members of the Wranglers Riding Club.
the
Phoenix New York Knicks 113-104.
against
Roadrunners and Kansas City
011.110NM ID0040ID OM"419 Red Wings following a benchclearing incident last Friday,
By The Associated Prese
Central Hockey League
President Bdd Poile said.
National Basketball
Poile said midway through
Association
the first period, Roadrunner
EASTERN CONFERENCE
defenseman Roger Lemelin
AtlantiC Divison
led the charge off the bench
W L Pct. GB
SAVINGS & LOAN ASSOC.
that began the wild battle N York
3 3 .500
between the two clubs.
To
2 3 .400
Phila
The Roadrunners were fined
2 4 .333
Buffalo
Johnson and Whitnell Ave.
$500 while each of its players N Jrsy
1 4 .200
was fined $50. Each Kansas
167
1 5
Boston
01,••••••••••01110..... City
player was assessed $50.
Central Division
833
5 1
N Orins
1.2
Atlanta
4 _1 100
3 2 .600
Houstn
4 3 .571 142
Cleve
4 4 500 2
S Anton
1 .3 .250 •3
Wash
WESTERN CONFERENCE
Midwest Division
4 2 .667
Milw
3 2 .600 .412
Ind
Thursday Night', Nov. 3,1977
4 3 .571
2
1
/
chcgo
'Western Kentucky Exposition Center
4 3 .571
v2
Denver
4 3 .571
khe
Detroit
Murray at 8:00 P.M.
3 5 .375 2
K.C.
The very first time you see this easy-to-use,clear
Pacific Division
plastic bottle in your supermarket, you'll know it's
5 1 .833
Port
something really new.
6 2 .750
Gldn St
Inside is the first real laundry detergent news in
See Four of the Nations
3 3 .500 2
Phnix
years.
• Top TV Stars in Action
•"NV .60,11,41.9 _
2 5 .286 31.;
Los Ang
...
44Lelkarkilgek.*,.46
yo, dore •
••••ow *nip
Bearcat Brown &
*vls
1 7 .125 5
• bill
Seattle
Results
Tuesday's
Whatley
Pez
Pistol
You see Fresh Start isn't a liquid. And it's no
Cleveland 110, Denver 93
vs.
ordinary
powder. Fresh Start is a highly concenAtlanta 102, Seattle 99
Angelo &
trated
granular
detergent. With ,more cleaning
Golden State 108, San Antonio
Leaping Lanny Poffo
.gredients per ounce than the leading powder or
97
Bochr
Milwaukee 115, Kansas City
liquid.

11111frAL,0

INCLUDES:
• frying case
• 4 pack of oil
• Quart of bar lubricant
• Spark plug
• Spark plug wrench
with purchase of
Poulan S250A-14" s• Extra cutting chain
or S25CVA-16"
• Chain file and holder

—

•Totza retail value ce bonus items $4535

ONE DAY ONLY-NOV.5,1977
Register For Free Poulos Sow
to be given sway Nov. 5th

Tidwell Lawn & Garden
Equipment

Hazel,Ky

04.

CASH IN THIS COUPON
ON REVOLUTIONARY NEW FRESH START.
YOU MAY NEVER GO BACK TO YOUR
POWDER OR LIQUID LAUNDRY DETERGENT AGAIN.

Cage Standings

Coming Soon

SECURITY FEDERAL

Wrestiin

GIRLS-GIRLS-GIRLS-:GIRLS

Main Event

Girls Match

95

Two of the nations top
ranked lady wrestlers
Miss Beverly Shade
vs.
Miss Tracey Richards
Cowboy Frankie Lane
vs.
Frank Stanley
oo,. Advance Uckets can lag.parehased at the Expolationntez -.
General Admtssion 3.00 - ringside .150

p

Iii.&overly Shads

New Orleans 99, Chicago 88
Portland 113, New York 104
Wednesday's Games
Cleveland at Boston
Denver at Buffalo
Los Angeles at New Jersey
Chicago at Philadelphia
New Orleans at Kansas City
Atlanta at Detroit
Seattle at Indiana
Thursday's Games
Milwaukee at Cleveland
Phoenix at San Antonio
Golden State at Houston

01977 Colgate Palmoiwe Co

What's more, you can
use Fresh Start's cap-tomeasure that 14 cup.
And size for size, Fresh
Start gives you more washloads than ordinary powder
detergents.
So if youwantsomething that's specially designed
to work on all four common laundry soils, get the
best of powders and the best of liquids in one. In
other words, get Fresh Start.
ra

am—

a um la

OFF„

Grasse

20i
4
ze

as— a d

THE BEST Of POWDERS AND THE BEST Of LIQUIDS. r
MIN ~MI CoPo voo on • ron Run pp..

Fresh Start is spetially designed to work'on all
four common laundry soils.
Ihe reason Fresh Start works so welt is that it
c.07birits the best dirt and stain fighting ingrediCints of powders with the best grease fighting ingredientldf liquids Into-granules so concentrated,
iust cup cleans the whole wastiload.
-•
.
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Ashland
.
Bowling Green
Covington .
" Elizabethtown
ftWard
. .. .
LexingTon•Richmond.
•
.
.... 'Madisonville

WKAS 25
INil(GEI
WCVN 54
WKZT 23
WKHA 35
INKLE 46
WKMJ 68
WKMA 35

Motehead
Murray -Mayfield
Owenton ....
Pikeville
Somerset

nno411.38
WKMU 21
WKON 52
WKPI 22
WKSO 29

TRANSLATORS
Barbourville

. .64
• 9

Boston-Butler
Colman Creek-Ebb.
Falmouth - ,
Louisa
Pineville
Whitesburg

SR -

v

10
8
66

12

3 Princeton
Teeft.Killecr
▪In Auto Crash
PRINCETON, Ky. (AP) —

THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 3 SATURDAY; NOVEMBER --6 -3710/2:30 - 'THE_ AMERICAN
TUESDAY,
'NOV Dan 8
Eastern/Central Time
SHORT STORY "Parker AdderEastern/Central Time
Eastern/Central Time
8:30/2-i-30"--aTin. to 340/4•39
12:30/11.:30 ._. p-m..
NEW .s9-9.. F.11.0%9Pner. bY AmOr9..W. -100/2,:312.-amt. Atigka;3012:30 •
- Bierce and -Tire linty Corner"
p m. KET IN SCHOOL PROp.m. KET 1N-SCHOOL PROSHAPES: EDUCATION .
by Henry James.
GRAMMING
GRAMMING
100/12:00 CEO SERIES
UNTHE
AGE
OF
5:00/4:00
3:30/2:30 VILLA ALEGRE
.3:30/2:30
VILLA ALEGRE
1:30/12:30 GED SERIES .
4700/360 SESAME _ STREET-4110/300- -SESAME Si netT
2:00/i:130"-PARENT'tFFEC- - CERTAIhIT-Y--Gaibraith.-recalls
5:00/4:00 MISTER ROGERS
5:00/4:00 MISTER ROGERS
T1 VE N ESS Parents' learn how the world-wide slump that
disaster
NEIGHBORHOOD
NEIGHBORHOOD
they can communicate their threatened economic
War
I.
after World
5:30/4:30 ELECTRIC COM•• 5:30/4:30 ELECTRIC 0OMvalues to their children.
•
CROCKETT'S
ICE:OM:00
PANY
.
PANY
.2:30/.1:30. DANIEL FOSTER, TORY GARDEN — '
6:00/5:00 ZOOM (Captioned)
6:00/5:00 ZOOM
M. D.
6:30/5:30 AS- WE-SEE--44-4R4:---4:430/2-110--ft-ONA'S--PALETTE- 6.VI16.111 CI-ED-SERIES6:30,5:30 AS WE SEE IT
.
7:00/6:00 THE MACNEIL/
7:00/6:00 THE MACNEIL/
3:30/2:30 CROCKETT'S VIC- 7.00/6.00 G 0
RUN
2:30/6:30
THAI_ElY
ME
LEHRER REPORT .
—
tEHREN REPORT TORY GARDEN
Westernlook at the
7:30/5T30 KENTUCKY NOW
7:0/6:30 KENTUCKY NOW
4:00/3:00
THE
ERtAIGH AGAIN A
Grernbling foOtball Seeelf-M8710/7700 'Unft.E. trPON:00 IN PERFORMANCECI-IEF ;
,
•
Bowl.
—
1973
Rica
CL AMC-- T he —Legend of
'Wet-AT"WOLF TRAP **Doc'
.
11-30/3:30 ONCE UPON A
VIMAT
EVENING
8:00/7:00
Robin Hood" Robin and his CLASSIC "The Legend of
son John Hartford and the
Airs
Ancient
Respighi's
PHONY
friends, on the run from the
Dillards fill the evening with
Robin Hood" (R from Thu)
sheriff's men, encounter Friar 5:0014:00 IHE BEST _ OF and Dances, Suite No. 1 and
bluegrass rpusic_ as this series
Dornastica • --by- begins a new season.
SyniptioniaTuck, then Little John.
FAMILIES IR from Thu)(CapRichard Strauss are the featured
8:30/7:30 STUDIO SEE A
9:00/8:00 MEN OF BRONZE
tioned)
works.
visit to the Nag's Head North
Documentary about the black
6:00/5:00 IMAGES OF AGING
MASTERPIECE
Carolina Kite Festival
infantry members known as the
An examination of the idea 9:00/8:00
First
CLAUDIUS
I
THEATER:
94-0014140- ---T4i4E ----BEST - that•1111-Orloves_what.ald'
aptVode of -a- -pm -edeptation
FAMILIES Sarah Baldwin and
n- rme
is until he or she is old.
liTiM-dortrig WorldRobert Graves' bestselling
James Lathrop beconie involved
War I longer ihan any other
7:00/6:130 BOOK BEAT "Adolf of
was
the_glory
that
on
novels
amid excitement. attending-the - - Hofer'
-John Torand--R119.1martt
uii
Rome, -and the TntiTg1E133
of the Brooklyn. 7:3Q41:30 MUSIC
'EYEWITNESS.;
1L7:00/9:00
todoiranfatt. Dramatized.
- led
lust
Thai.
Bridge.
are the Gary Gil8:00/7:00 RUN THAT BY ME
10:00/9:00 V4SIONS "Pleasant10:00/9:00
more case, the return to AmeriMASTERPIECE
AGAIN A look at the ff
University
.
•
villa" On a visit --her _warvd-.. ca of -round.thcasorid cyclist
- TNEATRE: DICK
of -L.
-Wirt:Oft-Long Beech foot- - OF
mother's farm,. a 16year-old
LONDON tn this concluding' ball game in the 1970 Pasadena
Robert Morris who finds hostilota. _tregins_ to live out her 'Ito- on :Oar hIghway,-and -the arse.
•
.
episode, Charles manages to Op - Bowl.
the
after
fantasies
deepest
set his recent American hosts
of Lyn McClure, who died •
8:30/7:30 SOCCER MADE IN
unexpected
grandmother's
after being beaten unconscious
with The critical "
- American GERMANY
death.
in boot camp training.
• 9-:30/8:30
CITY
Notes."
AUSTIN
11:00/10:00
THE
DICK
Walker
and
Jeff
11:00/10:00
THE
DICK
LIMITS "Jerry
CAVETT SHOW
CAVETT SHOW
the Lost Gonzo Band"
10:30/9:30 THE BEST OF
'
ERNIE OVACS
MONDAY. NOVEMBER 7 WEDNESDAY', fskNEMBER 9
FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 4 11:00/10,:00_ MONTY PY- Eastern/Central Time
Eastern/Central Time
THON'S FLYING CIRCUS
Eastern/Central Time
8:30/7:30 a.rrr. `'to 330/230 8:30/7:30 cm. to 3:30/2130
p.m. KET IN-SCHOOL PRO- p.m. KET IN-SCHOOL PRO8:30/7:30 a.m. to 3:30/2:30
GRAMMING
GRAMMING
p.m. KET IN-SCHOOL PRO3:30/1:30 VILLA ALEGRE 3:30/2:30 VILLA ALEGRE
GRAMMING
SUNDAY, NOVEMBER 6 4:00/3:00 SESAME STREET 4:00/3:00 SESAME STREET
3:30/2:30 VILLA ALEGRE
Eastern/Central Time
5.00/4:00 MISTER ROGERS 5:00/4:00 MISTER ROGERS
4:00/3:00 SESAME STREET
.
NEIGHBORHOOD
SESAME
NEIGHBORHOOD
5:00/4:00 MISTER ROGERS 8:00/7:00 • a.m.
530/4:30 ELECTRIC COM- 5:30/4:30 ELECTRIC COMNEIGHBORHOOD
STREET
PANY_
PANY
5:30/4:30 ELECTRIC COM- 9;0048:00 MISTER ROGERS
.
6:00/5:00 ZOOM
NEIGHBORHOOD
6:00/5:00 ZOOM.
PANY -SEE
IT
AS
WE
6:30/5:30
8:30/5130 AS WE SEE IT
9:30/8:30 ZOOM
6:00/5:00 200M
7:00/6:00 THE MACNEIL/ 7:00/6:00 THE MACNEIL/
6:30/5:30 AS WE SEE IT (R) 10:00/9:00 SESAME STREET
LEHRER REPORT
INFINITY_
FAC11:00/10:00
LEHRER REPORT
MACNEIL/
7:00/6:00 THE
7:30/6:30 KENTUCKY NOW
7:30/6:30 KENTUCKY NOW
TORY
LEHRER REPORT
8:00/7:00 THE AGE OF UN- 8:00/7:00 NOVA "The Tongues
11:30/10:30 STUDIO SEE
J:30/6:30 KENTUCKY NOW
of Men" In this second of two
A
sequence
CERTAINTY
WASHINGTON
12:00/11:00 REBOP
8:00/7:00
parts on the many languages of
filmed inside NORAD, the nu12:30/11:30 MUSIC
WEEK IN REVIEW
man, Nova investigates attempts
WASHINGTON
clear war command center in
WALL STREET
1:00/12:00
8:30/7:30
-Coioraele;- is-- a-- -1,tighligric'--of to develop a-univarsai languageWEEK IN REVIEW
WEEK.
9:00/8:00 GREAT PERFORtonight's program.
1:30/12:3(1 WALL STREET
9:00/8:08 PBS _ MOVIE THEMANCES "The Royal FimilY"
9:00/5:00 THE - AMERICAN
WEEK
ATER "The Servant" MeloThis production of Edna,Ferber
STRAUSS SHORT STORY "The Music
THE
drama concerning a handsome
2:00/1:00
George S. Kaufman's
and
School" by John Updike. (Last
and affluent young man who beFAMILY Johann Strauss expericomedy about the Barrymore
comes totally dissipated. His
ences failure with his marriage, show in series) •
family features Eva. Le Galli10:00/9:00 TBA
cynical manlervant begins a
his play and the girl he has
10:30/9:30 PARENT EFFEC- enne, Rosemary Harris, Sam
subtle, psychological campaign
fallen in love with.
Levene, Ellis Rabb and Keene
TIVENESS "The Perils of
to take his place. 119631 (2 3:00/2:00 THE TREASURES
Curtis. (2 hours)
'
hours)
OF TUTANKHAMUN - High- -Power,
DICK
THE
11:00/10:00
11:00/10:00
DICK
DICK, lights ot the recant King Tut
1100/10100CAVETT SHOW
CAVETT SHOW
CAVETT SHOW
exhibition in Chicago.
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MELVIN B. HENLEY
Democratic Candidate
For Mayor

41-Member Panel

Mental Health Review
TO Hold First Session

dTied
hreeTaPrinCet
esday
-a
lgenagers
one-car
)— federal financial angistance mental health grants.
crash on Kentucky 2fasouth of FRANKFORT,
(A)
said,
A
spelal
Princeten,atate ponce
COMMISSiCIB-named for the date's CeMlirehegilive
Carrell rid that the emThe victims were identified last month to review Keg- care centers has declined -to mission's evaltiation and
as Kimberly D. Sullenger, 16, nesda
tUCkY: community mental - the extent that we must either recommendations witi'-allow
"
s t° PlasX
the driver; Karen D. Carner, health program will hold Its reduce services.--:or tap -new-- the-cmni)Care centahead rather than flounder
15, and Kathryn E. Wurtrnan, first meeting here Wed. sources or revenue.
the from year to year as federal
15.
was
police said the ear The 41-member
funds continue to decrease." •
panel
State
Meanwhile, the Kentneiry
revenues and edeeitning
went nut of_controLleft_tbe_established hi response
for Mental ttealffi
road, struck a tree and request by Gov. Julian federal support must be AstodatiOn
recommended
that state
has
Carroll, who noted that identified," the governor to
overturned.
House Speaker William funds be distributed to the
Kenton; -13-fzirington, In a regional mental health
to
according
letter asking the legislature to agencies
population, and that each
study the problem.
Carroll said the study should region be required to .seek .50
determine what essential cents from each person living
services should be offered by in the region In order to obtain
the regional comprehensive matching funds from the state
care
,centers, and whether on a 3-1 basis.
. The association envisions:a -services now offered overlap
those provided by local health local contribution of $1 per •
-caplbyl981'82.--- - --------departenents.
State health. officials hay_0_
CarroU said he, wanted to
to.cOmmit the
MG!till ltrni.9f Sta4 suPPRrt been reluctant
LOUISVILLE; Ky. (AP) — cancer specify the greatest for the
ental health state to .a certain level of
The cancer depth rate in problem.
programs, and how much support-without further study.
Twenty-one members of the
several parts of Kentucky is
Sorpe _health officials said would be needed to continue
newly-formed -study cornhigher than the national Tuesday the death rate in essential services.
avgrage, and one health ex- Jefferson County was not out He asked whether in- mission were named by the-copert describes the difference of line with rates for other centives should be developed chairmen uf the Legislative
as significant.
metropolitan areas. However, to increase local funding for Research Commission. The
In Jefferson County, far a spokesman for the National the community mental health group includes 16 legslators
and legislators-elect. The
western Kentucky and Kenton Cancer Institute in Maryland program.
County near Cincinnati, the said the figures "do strike me Kentucky's community remainder have been apdeath rate is high for all age as significant." mental health care system pointed by the governor.
groups.
The KHSA-West report also was established in 1967 with
A recent study by the shoWs high death rates in federal "seed money" to run
Kentucky Health Systems other western Kentucky programs for the Mentally
Agency-West shows -that- for- area&
.
retarded, alcoholics and ether
For information
all age groups in Jefferson
In _an area including Jai- groups. ?dental health units
Regarding
County — as an annual ferson, Trimble, Oldham, were established in each of the
average for the three years Henry, Shelby Spencer and state's 15 area development
EledrOlYSiS
between 1973 and 1975 -- 188 Bullitt counties, the average districts.
persons per 100,000 popuption annual death rate for all ages But the seed money began
(Permanent
died of all forms of cancer. during the three years was running out in 1975, forcing
The national average for 182.2per 100,000.
_service cutbacks- at the4en_Removal
of Hair)
those three years was 170.4 in. the. region containing lert-111hr cleating a'-heed for
per 100000; according to the Ballard,, 'Carlisle, Hickman, -additional- state and local
Department for Human Fulton, Graves, McCracken, funding to replace the exResources. That puts Jef- Marshall and Calloway pit-mg --federal community
ferson County's rate about 10 counties the average annual
per cent above the national death rate was 200.6 per
average.
100,000.
Your Vote Please
The report by'MA-West,a
The death rate for the region
health planning agency for 47 containing Uniem, Henderson,
counties -- roughly. the Webster, Daviess, McLean,
western half of the state — Ohio arid Hancock counties
does not specify what types of was 182.2.
For
The lowest rate, 120.9, -was
ter the area with_ Meade,
Breckinridge, Grayson,
• Ward A
Hardin, LaRue, Nelson,
Ill P.M I?
and Mariv

tterrtiolveu
pre-rintepalater

Cancer Death

estern Kentucky

7

Call 753-8856
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STEPHEN LYARBROUGH

QUALIFICATIONS
6 Years Experience in.City Government.
Land Development and Mobile Home Park Operation Experience, affording a
background in:
Financial management of construction operations,
Financial management of business operations,
Construction of roadways and streets,
Repair and general maintenance of streets,
Lot design and layout,
Construction of both water and sewer systems.
Maintenance and upkeep of water and sewer systems.
Design, engineering, and construction of surface drainage systems,
Playground engineering,layout, and maintenance,
Design and implementation of garbage and trash pickup.
Extensive Education in the Physical Sciences, Furnishing Technical Know-How .
In:
Water Treatment,
erage Treatment,
San ry landfill engineering, construction, and operation.
Whe ou go to the polls on November 8 consider carefully the qualifications,
nd above all — the technical know-how for" technical society that
experien
we are all forcedlo live in.
Not only do I have experience in building and development — I have the
, knowledgo of repair and mV.ntenance necessary for the successful operation of
the various departments of the city.
Political Ad Paid For-Ay Melvinlfenley, Candidate

CITY COUNCIL

Blacks, Whites,Clash
SchoolWashington
In-Loutsvrile'Ffigh
•

•

•

LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) — suffered a Split lip trying ‘to
Additional security personnel break ep the fighting. Three
were to be on hand today after white _male students were
two fights broke out at Stuart treated at Southwest Jefferson
High School here, school of- Community hospital and
released,
hospital
adficials-said.
Three students and a ministrator William Price
teacher were injured in the said.
Michael Smith, 17, was
fights Tuesday between large
groups of black and white treated for a shoulder injury,
students at the school. None of Mark Frazier, 15, for facial
and head cuts, and Timothy
the injuries wasserious.
Some 50 students., about half Hambel, 18, for facial and
'of them black and half. white, head injuries, he said.-'
_clashed -about
and..
fought for several minutes in a
courtyard, said students and
teachers who witnessed the
outbreak. Stuart Principal Denzil
Ramsey said he was told the
disturbance began with a fight _
between two male Students,
Since the beginning of the
one white and one black.
Rid Cross Hospital Library
A second fight that erupted Volunteer Program there has
about 8:40 a.m. in the school been a great demand by
gymnasium involved at least patients and hospital visitors
100' students and continued for current magazines.
about 10 minutes befbre being. Volunteers visit the patientsbroken up.
On a daily basis and because
A teacher who was most patients have short
monitoring the hall outside the terms of hospitalization they
gym said the second fight prefer , magazines
and
started as "sort Of a talking paperbacks to books, aematch" among students cording to a hospital
gathered in the hall.
spokesman.
"Then one of them (one of
An appeal is being made to
the black students) grabbed the. public for current
one of our white students an
magazines in good conditionpulled him in the gym. It just Magazines in any field;
blew up;" the teacher said.
sports, news, religion, and
• "It was just one of those those designed to appeal to
situations where it tended to men, women, or children, are
mushroom,"said Ramsey.
needed. "We don't want them
'He Said no students were More than three months old,"
suspended and no arrests stated Jean Blankenship,
were made, although county executive director of the-fted
police and school security Cross Chapter, "and they can
police were called after the be brought to the chapter
first fight.
office in the courthouse or left
Ramsey announced at 9:40 at the Visitor Control desk in
a.m. that all students who the Murray-Calloway County
wished to leave school could Hospital. If any club or group
do so. Most did, though a few would like to donate subremained and attended scriptions to the hospital it
classes for the rest of the day, would be a worthwhile
officials said.
•
project."
A security guard at the
For further information call
school said one- teacher 753-1421.

ilittSCH'S
BIGGER, BETTER VALUES:

Red Cross
Hospital
Need Magazines

ale
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Toboggans
With Lettering
In School Colors
Murray Tigers
Or

Calloway Lakers

Nylon
Coats
Reg. 11.66

Ladies
3 Piece

. Ladies

Flannel
Shirts
$300

Pant Suits
Some with vests,
others with sweaters
Sizes 8-18
Your Choice

Reg. 3.66
Sizes 5/6 thru 1 5/16

Men's
or Boys
Boys White
Only, 5 Colors
In mens

Lysol
Spray
Disinfectant

Free for the Asking!
Mite

BIBLE CORRESPONDENCE COURSE
Box 307, Murray, KY 44671

8- Interco Co.
Olympic Plaza Open 91:30 to 8:00 kily 1-5 Sunday
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Russian Film
Slated At MSU

.'-a

"Shadows of Forgetten
Ancestors i Wild Horses Of
Fire
1964 Russian film
labeled
-superlative," and "ab-solutely enchanting" by
critiaa -, will be shoran' at
Murray State- University
Tuesday, Nov. 8, as part of the
Fitie Arts"FilM Series.
The 99-minute color. film
directed by Sergei Parajanov
-will be shown at 7 p.m. in
-Roorn"427--of the Price Doyle
Fine Arts Center__ Jointly
sponsored, by the Kentiicky,
Arts Coinn
a-nd the
-iiisiaraClara M. Eagle Gallery at
Murray Staa, it is open to the
public at no admission charge.
Subtitled, the film is a
robust and colorful panorama
of the life of the Gutsula, a
stnall sect of people living in
the Carpathian Mountains
during the 19th century. All of
the eustems involving birth,
marriage, and death are
woven into this episodic ac'count Of a young man who
marries Without love after the
death of his true sweetheart.
It has been acclaimed for its
chants and folk music aod
superb camera work, as wall
as its moving and affecting
impressionistic treatment of.a.
Carpathian legend.
The film series project
during the year at Murray
State is designed to promote
the showing_ and discussion of
quality*filrns and the exposure
-of-people throughout- the area
to film_ as.an art form_

Both Sides Of Constitution
Question Take Gloomy View

dr • a

1
..2•1111

The question of whether to been ignored in the past.
There have been indications
BOY RAMSEY
call a convention te change the- - -The chamber, while in the from at-leist one-informal Poll
Associated
Press
Writer
*am.
4t. Nit
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP)- state's 1891 document is the forefront of opposition to in the Louisville area that
Like football coaches using only statewide issue on next revision, has been joined by a Kentuckian, who know about
towel before a -big---Tuesday's ballot. It has been - wide siaeotaum - of - the issues -involved --111-4011:-. the et
sm.
three
times organizations in the business, stitution revision tend to favor
game, spokesmen for both rejected
labor and agriculture areas.' it heavily.
.sides in the constitution previously.
The *key iactor this year
The pro-revision coalition is
anceding this Point,
revision issue have taken a
fairly gloomy view of ,the apPears to be the requkeraent matnlY sUbPorted.. .ty most Thompson added that the
for
291,785 affirmative legislators, a few former chamber has been accused
outcome.
_
The proposed referendum, votes-.-a formidable goal for governors and numerous civic_ arcazgly of ',trying to NO
revision in atabset."
regarded unto Ile* aa losing revision proponents in an off- organizations.
Neither side ifirs—rallf0
The chathber plans to use us
cause, drew pessimistic year election.
"It's possible we could get a much money.
a
small sum in one twig swoop
comments 'from the chief
Pettey estimated his group Monday, Thompson said,
proponent and opponent majority without reaching the
291,000 votes," Perloy said.
collected about $3,000, gthich while Perley indicated his
y.
". .. My hope is at least for is hardly respectable for a coalition is relying strongly on
"Our problem is apathy,"
HRED FOR FIRST - The Murray State University ROTC Rifle Team earned the rating
volunteer * help at the
that,
which would indicate local race in Louisville.
Martin-Perley,
said
executive
competition.
In
addition,
the
of 1st place team in the Nation in the National Sectionals
polls-.--mainly
that
those
who
are
-If
we
could
have
had.,
aware
of
through haildirector of the Citalition for a
team won the Second ROTC Region Commander's Trophy (Championship Trophy)
brochures.
the
issue
favor
money
for
a
last-minute
blitz,
ding
out
revision
and
Constitutional
Convention,
at
_plus 1st place in the Region's_Postal Match. Presenting the trophies for the eight-state,
would encourage future ef- we- would have a good thanIf the referendum wins .
-Louisville.
ce.,, he sot
Second ROTC Region is COL Thomas L Scott,(front row, far right) Area Three Com- foct'
t
voter approval, it would Vise
"The
-g-seems
to
.be
mander from fort afro*: Accpetiag the trophies,along withthe Wick areagela tti right).
-Thompson estimated the -the way for a'complatarawritea-.
.ts one concern- of
harrowing' said PIMP
N.1'SG Howard I. Willson, Team Coach; Mike Gros, Team Captain;and LTC Randell G.
chamber took in less than of Kentucky's constitution,
.Thompson. ,
Thompson,
president
of
the
Routt, Chairman of Murray State's Military Science Department. Other members of the
"We would be disappointed $1,000-"and this came out of with another vote by the
Kentucky_chAipaer
of '
team." are:(bacirrow, left to right) lay_Stillivan, Hugo Adelson -Ronal. Withrow; tames._-. Commerce, which is the-most iven --if revisioh -` gets a people's pocketbooka, '" hat- people of - the -finished
Murray, and Bill Patzke. Michelle Soncrant was not in the picture.
document in 1979.
majority," he said, "because .from big companies."
vocal opponent of revision.
that wOtild mean similur
action in the near future."
Although five years are
supposed to elapse before the
same- type of proposed conSup- together
getting
People
a "-The person's ificOme unable taanage his -or her stitutionalamendment gets on
following
own funds.
plemental Security Income separation.
the statewide ballot again,
goes up or goes down.
i,SSI) payments because, they
The sPokesman. said these Thompson said the rule has
- The person , sells real
— The person moves into or
are 65 or older, or blind, or out of another person's estate or personal property. events are easy to report. All a
disabled have important household..
- If the person is disabled, person has to do is pick up a
responsibilities in connection
his
or her condition Improves, phone.and call .the SocialThe person is admitted to
We,the undersigned members of the'Calloway
Security office. Also, the
with those payments, a local a public
institution,_ skilled ...or he or she goes to work.
Deanocratie Executive CoMmitteeado support
'County
ahangea
in
LEXIIIqT0N,
KY.
(AP)
•
can
be
rePOrted
Social Security district
18-22
A
person
stopsgaaaity, Intermediate _
your support of au Democratic nominees on
urge
and
'71
;1.6
million
grant
from
the
writing
if
that's
easier.
spokesman stated today.
• nursing
attending school regularly.
nursing
or
facility,
care
in Murray and Calloway County in the
ballot
the
The following items should U.S. Department of Labor has
They, or someone on their
And someone should report
November8 general election.
behalf, should report to Social home; or, if the person "Is a if a person getting SSI be included in any written been awarded an agency here
to combat unemployment in
Security any event that.could patient, when he or she is payments dies or becomes report'
Violet Johnson, vice-chairman
Z.C.[nix, chairman
- The name of the person seven central Kentucky
affect those payments, the released.
secretary-treasurer
Hopson,
lane
counties.
aabout whom the report isspokesman said. These events
•
•
a
,
-a
- •
Susan B.Wul -director of
could affect a..person's SSI
made.
• '
• .
- Correct Social Security the Blue Grass Emplyment
Ronnie Jackson
David 'Montgomery, an payment in several ways. The
Loyd Arnold
claim number under which Training Program, said the
Bill Mceuiston.
editor of the London Daily payments could be increased,
Luck Burt
money would be allocated to
payment is being made.
Pat Miller
Mirror, London, England, will or reduced, restarted if they
Christopher
Ron
the
money
saved
on
heating
Remember those below zero
Change being reported. Bourbon, Clark, Fayette,
be the speaker at the. meeting were stopped, or stopped.
Suzann Shroader
Dyer
Joe
costs
will
be
reflected
by
this
Franklin, Madison, Scott and
By promptly reporting these temperatures last winter and additional insulation.
- Date it occurred.
of the Sigma Delta Chi, society
Larue Sledd
Clayton Hargrove
the cost of heating your home?
Woodford counties, according
address.
Signature
and
of professional journalists, on events, the spokesman conTaparauskas
Paul
The
Council
of
Better
Hooks
Polly
left out in the cold
Changes can be reported by to their jobless rates.
Thursday, November 3, at tinued, the person could avoid Don't be
Bureaus
has
Doug Tucker
again this winter'77 Business
Ms. WurI said The grant
calling
your nearest Social
500 p.m. in Room 111 of, any possible overpayments,
developed an illustrated
your
Properly
insulating
Wilson Hall, Murray State' which might have to,. be _ home ean-aaaeayou money." booklet written for the Security office. the telephone calls for 1,365 persons to unaverage homeowner_ _who_isr._ numbeafor the Padueithiffice clean Allis. trairling, coua-,_
University. -TT
--repaid.toUaing aaAreat dealof
Tairfor b CallOway Codn4, Elemacratic Executive OtannvItte. Jane' '
-heating bills as yi-efl as rathice
hardshiP..
is 443-7506; the telephone seling ,.and job placement
Hopson, treasurer
Montgomery will be on the
considering
installing
inEvents that should be the amount of energy you sulation. This booklet provides 'number for the Mayfield office services during the year-long
Murray State campus all day
•
'consume, according to a
grant period.
Thursday and will speak to reported are
a
homeowner's
checklist
on
is
247-8095mama of-the -'journalism- - - Change in- mailing -ad-- spokesman lor _.Kentucky -where to insuIhe and
Attorney General's office.
dress.
classes.
v ‘AAAA'1",
_ The peasela -leaves ea ,With the energy crisis discusses the types of
/
\ts
•Is\z
moterialsaused En insulation.
aausing-moreand
mere-people
- plans to 'elite the U.S. for 30
• for ahaasHag-aaaelashle
da$ or anoae.
- - to beamaareafways to save cm - Tilaa
contractor
are included; as
Kentucky Lake,7 a.m. 355.1.
The person gets married, energy consumption, home well as other important fac- a
,'
i
'dWPLWiiVC
Below dam 305.0, down 0.2. or a marriage ends by divorce -insulation is greatly inmaking
when
tors
to
consider
BarkleY Lake', 7 a.m. 354.2. or annulment, or the person's creasing.
Available in a variety of the installation a "do-itBelow dam 316.7, down 0.1. husband Or wife dies.
yourself" project.
Sunset 5:00 p.m. Sunrise
A
married
couple forms, insulation can be in
The Better Business Bureau
in
a
form
blankets,
in
batts,
6:21 a.m.
separates,'or starts living
which is bagged and ready to booklet also discusses the "R"
pqur, and in a form which value of installation which is
must be blown in place by a the rating given to the ability
contractor using specially of materials "to resist winter
designed equipment. If using heat loss and summer heat
the blanket or batting form, gain. InsulationmateriaLs can
you may wish to save money be judged by their different
Areas largest selection of Hoover,
by installing it yourself in- "R" values. This booklet
-Eureka,. Royal, Filter Queen, Regina,
stead of" ertiploying a"- con- explains the guidelines-for
minimum "R" values, These
tractor.
- Premier-, Raiabow,
guidelines also help you verify
If
you
decide
to
buy
do-it- We repair any vacuum ever made.
yourself insulation, there are the contractor's claims about
Our prices can't be beat.
your home.
GOMO safety precautions to what is needed for
For a free copy of the
follow including:.
- Wear protective clothing. "Facts on Home Insulation,"
- _Don't place insulationaaead a self-addressed stemover electrical heat producing ped, business size envelope to
0*_ pus,.
your local Better BusinessM-Tiurs, 10-6
-devices.
a
759-1636
No, 12th St,
Friday 10-8'
- Be sure there is good Bureau. If- there is no Better
Murray
Busirfass Bureau in your area,
SM. 9:30-8
ventilation.
Sal. 1-5
write the Louisville Better
- Avoid water vapor.
Because of the popularity of Business Bureau, 312 W.
insulation, some
inex- Chestnut, Louisville, Ky.
For further information on
How to get big company benefits when
perienced insulation .coninsulation, contact the Office
adtractors
may
try
to
t
ake
you're not so big...
vantage of unknowing con- of the Attorney General,
suniers. Investigate the Consumer 'Protection
EQUI-GROUP provides group. health and life inFiankfort, Ky. 46601.
reputation of insulation
surance plans like those offered by the big corcontractors before agreeing to The office has found that it can
porations. Even if your firm consists of just you and
hire someone to insulate your most effectively deal with
one other employee you could be eligible for a
home.
Ask the contractor for written complaints and enwide range of benefits. For example: Embloyee and
references
and check with his courages yotal.n.yaaite if you
dependent health-care. Weekly indemnitylif you're
other
customers
regarding the have a consumer,ctimplaint.
ick or hurt and can't work. Coverage for aacidental
contractor's
work
and However, if you have an
death or dismemberment, life insurance, ttlia7 with
reliability. Call your local emergency situation or just
Options to buy more later, without a,medical exam.
Better Business Bureau to find need information, call the
And dental insurance, if a minimum of 10 emout about the contractor's Consumer Hotline number at
ployees participate.
business reputation. Then 1-8907,372-2960.
compare prices for materials
So, if your company has. two to 160 employees,
and labor from other conmail the coupon. An Equitable Agent will give you
tractors.
full details on
Although insulation may be
4
a good investment, be careful
of companies that make
and
exaggerated
unreasonable claims. Claims
that state you can save 50 per
The honor roll for the first
cent or more on your heating six weeks at East Calloway
bills by insulating may be Elementary School has bees
misleading and untrue. If your released by the principal, Bob
house had absolutely no in- Allen, as follows:
sulation, and proper insulation
Sixth grade-Lisa Chaney:
CS. Martin & C.K.Hatchett Agents
Mat MOUSING
wasahan added, you may be Wayne Dunn, Jay Herndon,
OPPORTUNITY
C 0 EQUITABLE Life, P.O. Box 1176
able to save up to 50 per cent Evy
Michelle
Jarret,
Paducah, Ky. 42001
on your heating bills.
Geraldene MaCuiston, and
Most homes, however, Daysha Smith.
Please give me details on IEQUI-GROUP
•
already have some insulation
Name
Seventh grade-Perry
and only require a small Cooper, Lisa Maddox, Debbie
amount to -be added.• Walker, Tina, Robinson, and
4- Address
Therefore, you would not 'Sharon Williams.
receive enough new insulation
Zip
City
State
Eighth grade -Carla
to
make a 50 per cent savings Barnett, Marie- Brantiy,
Call 443-8765(Collect) or mail the calm No obligation
011. your heating bills. Each
Randy Dawson, Debbie
house will vary in the amount Fan-Is, Bob Houghton, Ladona
o Insulation needed, and thus byerb_ey, Ana Joey Zaikovich.
-

551 Recipients Should Report Changes

Democratic Committee
*Supports

Democratic Ticket

Grant Given

London Editor To

Speak On Thursday

Insulation Tips Gwen

-

SATURDAY, NOV.5,1977
at
1300
Johnson
Blvd.

PAUL WINSLOW'S

PAUL WINSLOWS

From 10 AM to 3PM
Free Refreshments
Drawing For
Door Prizes
*Portable TV
'
,Bicycle 4*
05 $50 Savings Accounts

Honor Roll
At East Is
Released

EQUI-GROUP

SECURITY
FEDERAL

SAVINGS & LOAN ASSOCIATION,
MURRAY BRANCH
,

1300 Johnson Bird.

•

.

•

-

4

Phone 753..1234
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1981. It would rise gradually to
$2,263 by 1986.
An employer's maximi)
would rise to $3,068 in 1979 arid
Security taxes. The ceiling to. $5,625 in 1986.
which taxes are applied will
The House bill contains a
climb from the current $16,500 maximum tax on employer
to at least $17,700 in 1978. And, and employee of $1,945 in.1981.
the. maximum tax would rise rising to $2,854 by ,1986.
from the $965 now to $1,071
The bills would have about
next year and $1,896 by 1986.
equal impact on the $10,000-a'The Senate bill, combined -year worker. The $585 he now
with increases already in the pays annually would rise to
law, would set the maximum $655 under the House version-tax on employees at $1,525 in in 1981 add go to MO by VA&

GOP Charges "Soak The Businessmanlnlocial Security Tax Legislation
ns
oil
tat
out
Mk 'Or

WASHINGTON (AP) — tradition of employers • and-- Week would retain the equal
Legislation :to raise Social employees paying an equal tax burden.
Security taxes for workers share of payroll taxes to , Sen. Carl T. Curtis of
and their employers is before support the system.
Nebraska,
ranking
the -- "%tit— - -Senate, .- -wit44----Employers- .---eventu 111--Republican --on----the--11nance
RepuBlleans challenging what, would pay almost double what committee, says the GOP has
they call a "soak the their workers contribute to the a good chance to win retention
businessman" approach.
system under the committee's of equal payroll taxes. He said
The GOP objected to the bill, which the, Senate could the .American people would
Senate Finance . Committee's start considering as early as reject the anti-business slant
uote Tuecrlay..
end—the today. A liouse.bill passed last --of the
--" -

Curtis said Republicans also
want to keep a House
would
provision
that
gradually eliminate the
earnings ceiling, which
restricts the amount a
recipient__ may earn without
losing some benefits.
Both versions of the bill
would raise taxes for workers.
Under the Senate measure,

the tax for the lowest-paid
workers would rise about 20
percent in the next decade,
and the levy for the highestpaid would more than double.
The purpose of both, bills is
to save the Social Security
fund from running out of
money. Social.Security now is
paying out more in benefits
than it takes in through taxes,

and the situation is expected
to worsen unless remedial.
action is taken.
Taxes
already
are
scheduled to go up under
existing law, but not enough to
support the system.
Under - existing .11o/4s-the
average worker earning
$11,000 annually will pay $22
more next year in Social

he
ed
de
113-op
id,
his
on
be
an-

Ford
Motor
Oil

Ford Motor Oil

ins
we

Reg 2.89

on,
the
led

act

as

ic turea

We have more hunting items thationy other area store., all at discount prices

II

With Side-Handle
Reg. 28.99 Special
Black & Decker
Model 7114

_ Circular
-Saw

litArfe
7-PEE SYNiD

3/8" Variable
Speed Drill

$24"

Black & Decker •
Model 7308-71/4"
Reg. 21.97

Double IimoolotoI
• •Lew Adige, 7 Shot, Toltolor

speal$21®

HOUSEWARE SPECIALS

-Micro-Groove Barrel,
Popular 30-30 Caliber_

Model M24
Speed-

List 144.95
RegA 14.95

Spectat

Superior Electric
2 Burner

Sale

ertric Mixer

-

Table Stove
Harvest Gold
& Stainless
Steel

In Harvest Gold
Avocado or White

List 54.95

Just Received New Shipment

Mirror Matic

G.E. Model F-92
Instant Spray Steam
& Dry

Deer Lure
Buck Bagger - Acorn
Buck Bagger - Apple
Buck Bagger - Honeysuckle

tf

Rg.l3.57

2

Be Ready With Our
Red HotSpecials!
MARLIN HIGH POWER MODEL 336C CARBINE

Black & Decker
Model 7004

HARDWARE SPECIALS

Black & Decker
Model 7204

STATEWIDE DEER SEASON
OPENS NOV.1

.

Model 0122-06
10 AMP

- Windshield
__Vhisher
Antifreeze
Solvent

Drip Coffee Maker

Special
30-30

$199
ea.

G-96- Special $149
Davy Bracken - Special $229
Mate-Triks - Special $395
Deei-Coy - Special $199

Model
M0193
4 to 10 Cup

$249 Box

S&W Shells
(10 Pack(

Denim
Jumpsuits
Long Sleeve

$2" Box
30-06

Reach Tooth Brush
By Johnson L Johnson
Unique softlirm bristle system. Short
bristles scrub teeth clean.

firmer

Style
Hair Spray

& Short Sleeve
Asst. Styles

11111

113

Choice of Regular, Super, Ultra
Hold, Unscented, Color Treated
Giant 1601.

Ladies

Slacks
By Rumble Seats
1000o Polyester
Betted & Unbelted
8, Elastic Waist
Taff S. Holiday Colors

Off

Sizes 3-14

Sizes 5.15

1
Men's
Numbered

Sweat
Shirts
50°. Cotton

Norelco
Gotcha Gun

500.Acrylic

Mixed Nuts
English
Walnuts
$159

Compact pistol grip dryer, full 1000 wcrtts. Extra
light, easy to handle. Model HB1707

.$1295

Sale Tour Choice

Machine Wash
Sizes S-Mt XL

Sizes 8-18

Insulated

Underwear

Sweet'N Low

Sale69
4

Comfortable,
Light Weight,
Superior Warmth
Sizes S M Xl.

Arrid

Granulated Sugar
Substitute
100 Packets

Extra Dry
Rolf-On Deodorant
Trial Size 0.5 Oz.

Sole2 29

Remington
XtR100
C,Greasless Medicated
6 or Jar

Electric Razor

Washible
Non Allergic
Luxuriously Soft
Reg.'1.99

With triple cutting system Twin ultra-thin
flexible shaving screens, shave wh,lwr, 1,7,1"
• •lose. "Thin-ljne"
Travel Case

for

Revlon
Flex Seism 3, Protein
Hair Conditioner
Regular or Extra Body
1601.

Breck
Shampoo
Ner:14 Dr./ 01/11
1500. Settle

Boys Western

Girls Denim
Hooded

Polident

Pullovees

Denture Cleanser
Tablets
60 12 Free
Box of 72 Tablets

Children Sizes V'? to •
Boys Size 6
Use Our
Convenient lay Away Plan

Oil of Olay
Beauty Lotion
'•

6 07

$239

Sole

$599

Elastic Waist
it Cuffs

Sizes,7 14

Foam
Bed
Pillows
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Plant immunization?---UK
Scientist Works On Concept

I Deaths and Funerals 1
Funeral Thursday

Services Are Today

For Lloyd W. Horn

For Carmon Gordon

The funeral for Lloyd W.
+lent of 1719-CallowarAvenue,
Murray, will be held Thursday
at eleven a.m. at the Alamo
Baptist Church near Sharon,.
Tn., with the Rev. Dr. Bill
Whittaker of Murray officiating. Burial will follow in
the Alamo Cemetery.
Friends may call at the
Sharon Funeral Home,
Sharon, Tn., until the funeral
—hotar.
BIalckt-Coleman
Funeral Home had charge of
the Murray arrangements.
Mr. Horn, age 52, died
Monday at four p.m. at the
Baptist Memorial Hospital,
Memphis, Ta. He is survived
by his wife, Mrs. Mildred
,Horn, _ Murray; two
daughters, Mrs. Joe I 68131
Crass and- Mt* Galt Horn,
Murray; oneson, Sgt. Kenneth Horn, U.S. Army, Germany; three grandchildren,
Joshua and Courtney Horn
and Kevin Crass.

Final Rites Held
For Miss England
The final rites for Miss
Hettie Wilson England, age
100, were held Tuesday at one
p.m. at the chapel Of the Byrn
Ftmeral Home, Mayfield, with
the Rev. Harry Nail• and the
Rev. Bob Dodson officiating.
Pallbearers were Sam
Bagwell, Charles Jordan, Sam
Motheral, Ben King, Fred
Canter, and Jeffrey Howard.
Burial was in the Martin's
Chapel Cemetery, -Murray.
Miss England died. Monday.
morning at the Community
Hospital, Mayfield. She
resided at Tni City and is
survived by two nieces, Mrs.
Bun Swann of Murray and
Mrs. Joe Adams of Erin, Tn.,
sixteen great nieces and
nePhews, and seeral great
vg:
great nieeer and nt1151) ,

Mrs. Frazier Dies
At Martin, Tn.
- - Mrs. Georgia Lee Frazier,
sister of Joseph W. Emery of
Murray, died Monday at the
Volunteer General Hospital,
Martin, Tn. She was 32 years
of age and an employee of
Hall's Printing Company,
Dresden, Tn.
Survivors include one
daughter, Michele Frazier,
and her stepfather and
mother, Mr. and Mrs. Charles
McNatt, all of Martin; Tp„..;
two brothers, Lawrence Earl
Emery of Hudson, N..11., And.
Joseph W. Emery of Murray.
The funeral will be held,
Thursday at eleven a. m. at St.
John's Episcopal Church,
Martin, Tn..Burial wilyollow
in the East Side Cemetery
there with the Murphy
-Funeral Horne of Martin in
charge of the arrangements.

able to buy some immunizing
universities.
m two. to five
compounds
greenhouse
He has treated
-causing years, ,
disease
with
plants
.
Funeral services for Car
The process has..been used
organisms • to - trigger the
fur
mon Gordon of Murray Route
defenses. only on plants started in
natural
own
plants'
Six are being held today at
including greenhouses thus far. But Kuc
plants,
The
1:30 p.m. at the chapel of the
watermelons_ and said his current techniqwe
cucumbers,
Mai Churchill Funeral Home
muskmelons, have become shotild work will tobacco,
The concept involves plant
with the Rev. Julian Warren
resistant and have remained which is started in outdoor
the
much
using
Immunization,
officiating.
same technique as that used
so after being transplanted in seedbeds.
Serving as pallbearers are
One of his major goal is to
against,
people
immunizing
for
the field, Kuc said.
Glen and Cleo Colson, Wayne
the "chemical signals"
isolate
companies
diseases.
many
Sonie chemical
Clark, Tom Ed Travis, Pat
' that __activatai-:irt
UK
a
Kuc,
Joseph
interest
an
shown
Dr.
-have—
Ross, and Thomas Roberts.
an attacking
biochemist; has Spent Mueh of
plant immunization, Kuc said, resistanceBurial will...Julio:1w „in_ the
causing
_
—micro.
disease.
-the'llast 21yearsteveloping a - =titIlre cost turnsoutto-be !books Chapel Cemetery.
organism.
be
might
have
farmers
_plants
that
reasonable,
theory
Mr. Gordon, age 78, died
qualities
disease-resistant
Monday at 7:30 p.m. at the
that can be enhanced by
Murray-Callow-ay - County
scientists.
Hospital. He is survived by
His work, which has shown
one aunt, Mrs.- Lydia Murrel
promise in laboratory and
Overby, Dexter; two uncles,
experiments, has
field
Hudson Smith, Murray Route
.recently -gained iitt"ntiml in
Three,-andlial &filth,Dexter;
-scientific • circles and has
. .
several cousins.
generalry created biliteS- in
the plant-immunization idea,
according to Dr. Stephen
-Diachun, chairman of the
plant pathology department in
the UK College of Agriculture.
During the television interview on Oct. 31, my opKuc has reported his finoutlined his program for reorganizing the city
ponent
in
meetings
dings at scientific
Mrs.. Bertha Peoples died
and placing council members in parge of
departments
Japan, England, Italy, Russia
Tuesday at the Murraywith a group of council Members to
department
a
well
.and West Germany,as
Calloway -County -Hospital:
decisions aboutthose departments.
/hake
*Collectively
at a number of AmericanShe was 77 years of age and
There are several things wrong with such actions as
the widow of Willie Marshall
he states would be done as Mayor. One major objection
Peoples.
is that the Mayor is the executive officer of the city and
Survivors include one
charged with the responsibility of making the
daughter, Mrs. Willie Mae
decisions. The council members are legislative, have
Barber *oT:Sedalia, and two
no exectitive power and interference by council memsons, Harold Peoples of
in the departmentsisthe basic rra'qon of division
bers
Sedalia and Dudley Peoples of
within the city today. Another important consideration
Mayfield.
— are the council members willing to accept the
Funeral services Will be
responsibilities with which the Mayor is charged under
held 'Thursday at two p. m. at
Kentucky Statutes. If they will read the Kentucky
the Rhodes Baptist Church
A benefit program for Tim
Statues regarding their duties, some would probably
— A Murray Fire Department firefighter is extinguishing a blaze that
BLAZE
MAIN
near Sedalia with burial in the
Walls who was injured in a
object to taking on responsibilities contrary to Kenfuesday partially burned this unoccupied structure owned by Howard Steely and
cchurch cemetery. the Bowlin
motorcycle accident during,
Statutes. Others of course would welcome the optucky
1202
locatedat
Main.
is
Cause
blaze
the
of
unknown, a fire.departmecl spokesman
Funeral Home of Dresden";
the 'summer will be hell
but it is'a Most dangerous prdposal for the
portunity
n seven yoluntetrs rtspOncled
0!etuliatrernen,seven off flow firetnen ad
.
-Tn., is-in charge of the . t'said. Some)
Sattwday,Novenbes-i, at 7:00—
city find for city employees.-------- •the
to
4:35
m.
p.
alarm.
arrangements.
p.m. at the old Faxon School
The proposal to consolidate several departments unStan Photo by Gene McCutcheon
building just off Highway 94
der one head has many pitfalls. Our present departEast.
ment heads appear to have the greatest potential overThe event will be a program
all in a long time but most of them are in the learning
of country and gospel music
stages and it is most unfair to load them with several
featuring the Fire Mountain
responsibilities until they learn their own departments
Band,the Neighbor's Quarter, •
well.Ihave m*It confidence in all of them but I have
Mac McCuiston and_ the
spentmany years.in4eye1opingwA9nnel and the city
Tappan Hew-Raw quartet.
cannot afford to run the risk of losing them -before
Refreshments
will
be
they have gained the proper experience and-skills.
available.
Each department needs careful attention,each depart__ "We want to move forward to talks on
By SETH MYDANS
WASHINGTON (AP) — President
merit head needs proper supervision and that is_the•_
,
All donations will- be apthese questions and to take them to a
Aiseelated Press Writer
responsibility — not a council member. The
Carter, in a new move to solicit public
Mayor's
preciated and will go to Tim
successful conclusion," he said.
MOSCOWJ AP) — President Leonid
support for his energy program, plans
mayor must be on the job to supervise and counsel with
Walls for .help with his
"We are ready to come to an
sired the Soviet celebration
Brezhn
•
-to make his first television-radio
the departmentheads.
letpettaes---He ia.
-Audit*
agreement
to
theBolshevils..
the
'verseppof
_ettectthatvalatiS
of the'
with. addi•ess-to the-414401r in morrthaii the to-devote to each departihenfarid to'Piare,thillitte
I
years of age and is the son of
banning for a definite period all tests of
Revolu n with a proposal for a
months..
make sire that the personnel is directed and supported
and Mrs. Harold Walls of
Mr.
nuclear weapons, a moratorium would
moratorium on all nuclealosions,
Rex Granum, the president's deputy
by the Mayor. Of course a part-time Mayor would not.
Murray Route Three. he was
be announced on nuclear blasts for
peaceful as well as military.
press secretary, said the timing has not
(Continued Tomorrow)
weeks
in the hospital for eight
peaceful purposes."
Opening a joint "celebration
been firmly fixed but can be expected
Elect — Ed Chrisman, Mayor
at the time of- his accident.
_meeting" of the Communist Party • • It was the most far-reaching nuclear
"fairly soon," perhaps later this week.
Please dip
bari,proposed so far. Soriet Foreign
The public is urged to atcentral committee, the Soviet
- There was - speculation that Carter
More Issues to Follow
Ministtr Andrei A. Gromyko in a
to a
tend, according
parliament and the parliament of the
might take the occasion to discuss
Paid for by Chinaman Campaign Fund For Mayor, Forrest Priddy,
United Nations Sept. 27
speech to
Treasurer
spokesman for the program
Russian Federation, the chief of the
cancellation or postponement or his
proposed a m.Qratorium on uncommittee.
Soviet Communist party also:
nine-nation tour scheduled to begin
sting, and the
derground weapon
—Reported a disappointing 1977 grain
Nov. 22.
nuclear powers opened tals Oct. 3 in
harvest of 194 million tons, 19 million
He has said several times he would
Geneva on proposals to ban allmiclear
-tons below the target and 29.8 million
change his travel plans if they
tests, including those for peaceful
tons below last year's record crop.
threatened to
interfere
with
purposes. But this latter proposal did
—Sharply criticized China but
c.ongressiOnal—Jiction .. on. energy
not extend to explosions for Sikh
warned communism's foes that the
legislation.
peaceful purposes as,opening mines or
.Soviet-Chinese split may not be perCaAer_has not broadcast a speech to
diverting rivers.
manent.
the nation'since last April 18, when he
The United States and the Soviet
Brezhnev said the Soviet Union is
declared that'ssitergy shortages conUnion agreed in 1974 to limit unready to negotiate an agreement to stop
front Americans 'with "the moral
derground nuclear weapon tests to 150
all underground nuclear explosions-as
•
equivalent of war."
kilotons. This limit was extended in
well as those already banned in the
Two days later he unveil-did energy
May - 1976 to nuclear explosions -for -*proposals - -no* tiearin'g 'float
atmosphere,outer space and under the
peaceful purposes.
oceans.
congressional action.
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) —
A University of Kentucky
scientist is working on a
process that might help far'•mers fight crop diseases
without using dangerous

•

Issues In
Chrisman
Campaign Rift
Mayor

Mrs. Peoples Dies

At Local Hospital _

Country And Gospel
Musical Benefit

Planned Saturday

Soviet Leader Calls
F
or-Nuclear Delay

Carter To Hold
Another Radio
Address Soon

FREE WALLPAPER
CLINIC
*How To Hang Wallpaper

*How To Choose Wallpaper
*Questions You Might Have About
Walltovering Will Be Answered

STOCK MARKET

G

reenhouse.• •,Continued From Page 1

sider the food production component,"
explatned.
'This project may show that it is , Dunn said.
more cost effective to add to a house
"The beauty part of this is the design,
than it would be to spend one half that
practically anyone with any skill at all
with hand tools can construct one
amount on insulation when you conthemselves," Dunn said. Dunn said the center _worked closely
with Allan Blaustein, coordinator of
Murray-Calloway . County Senior
Co9tinued From Page.1
Citizens and TWO III head, plus Bonnie
—Faxon, Fairbn Elementary School
Ashby with the Kentucky Bureau'for
_
building, 1,030;
Social Services in selecting Mrs.
—Harris
Grove,
Southwest
Hodges' home for the demonstration
Elementary on Wiswell Road,744;
project.
Murray-Calloway County Hospital
—Hazel, Hazel City Hall,971;
"We wanted to select a home where
a
personnel treated and released
—Jackson, Cunningham Grocery in
the person would utilize it from a food
Florida woman late Tuesday afternoon
Kirksey,334;
produdion standpoint. Plus this is
following a car-truck mishap on U.S.
—Kirksey, Woodmen of the World
highly visible to a lot of people and it is
,641 north of Murray at the Poor Farm
building,429;
fairly close to the university," Dunn
Road intersection.
— Lynn Grove, Lynn Grove
said.
According to.Kentucky State Police,
Elementary School building,744;
Mrs. Hodges told newsmen Tuesday'
21-year-old
were
wreck
the
_involved'in
—New Concord, McClures Garage,
the heating potential will help cut
Linda Moody, Orlando, Fla., and Don
\
1,074;
heating costs. She indicated she had to
Paul Nesbit, Route 1, Almo. Nesbit was
—Providence, Herndon Seed Mill on
off her living room during last
close
unhurt in the 4 p.m. accident but Ms.
Providence Road,462.
winter's frigid cold.
•
Moody was taken to the city-county
Plus Mrs. Hodges said
id the
hospital.
greenhouse will enable her t.o get
A hospital spokesman said Ms.
seedlings ready for spring planting a
Moody received a contusion and
little earlier.
(Continued From Page 1
abrasions in the accident, and was'
On Thursday, the Yandas, Dunn and
years.
to
after
prices
gas
deregulate
released.
others will be in Clinton, at Hickman
.This issUe Apses a major probler for
- State Police said• the.accidsit
County High for' risidkits of. Hickman,
conferees. Carter has vowed to veto any
.. cured when Ms. Moody apparently
Carlisle and Fulton COunties, to give a
bill that lifts price controls on naturalproceeded from Poor Farm Road onto
presentation on the solar greenhouse.
likely
will
controls
keeping
But
the
gas.
Wiggins
a
with
colliding
641,
U.S.
Also the Ya9da will be at Carman
negotiators.
Senate
by
resisted
be
Furniture Truck Nesbit was driving.
Pavilion today with a portable Model in
A-possible compromise expected to
KSP said Ms. Moody explained that she
•
a demonstration project.
be offered is one which could keep
"hit the clutch instead of the brakes"
needing further information
decades...
Anyone
next
the
for
least
at
—
controls
which
truck,
Wiggins
the
struck
and
•
about details for locating building sites
- — but which would set a price ceiling
was going north.
or the subject Matter of the workshops
for newly discovered natural gas.much
State Police said the truck sustained
may call the Center for Regional
by
advocated
$1.75
the
than
higher
Ms.
while
front
the
solne damage to
; pasihr-itt tire Whiny or just''"SerineeS-on'the -WU Vinnlina'' 1%2:
der,
MOody'S car, a VolksWagen,áa
6464.
• over $2fier 1,0difirbic feet.
damaged on the left side.
4
angle of the sun, you have to have a sky
light to allow additional sunlight. If you
have a porch area that faces you can
glaze that with glass, plexiglas or
greenhouse quality fiberglass,"., he

Florida Woman
Injured Mishap

•

Voters...

Energy...

Prices of stocks of local intemst at
noon today furnished to the Ledger &
Times by I. M. Simon Co. of Murray are
as follows: .
Indus. Av.
Airco
Air Products
Am. Motors
Ashland Oil
A.T.& T.
Co.e.
Ford
cs
Gen.
Gen.114
Gen. 71re

•

IBM —
Pennwah
Quaker Oats
TlIPPan
Western Union
Zenith Radio

-2.06

,

29% -34
4
/
25% +3
4
1
371 -/
4
/
29% +3
4
1
59 +/
42% -1'4
4
/
4574 +1
4
/
66% +1
4 Inc
1
23/
. J9% +4,
• 2Tulic
252% -1
3274 me
22 unc
4 we
1
7/
4 -4.
1
17/
4
1
13% -/

Prices of stock of local interest at noon
EDT. today, furnished to the Ledger &
nme,by First of Michigan. Corp.. of
Murray,are as follows:
Hecublein Inc orp
M Donalds C
Ponderosa Systems

Kimberly
drbidek
W.R. Grace
Tess
Geneicll Elec.

46 +ks
13% 4-4.
3774
4
/
40% -3

26% line
49% - 44 -4.
1
9/
GAF co
26ot %
GeorgiaTacific
Pfizer• 24'. -4-3
4
/
ri% tine
rim waiters '

172,4

K!"chy •
Franklin Wit

35'.
4
/
7% -1

Hog Market
Federal State Market News Service.
November 2. 1,77.
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market
Report Intiudes B Buying Stations
Receipts: Act 500, Est. 400, Barrows
and gilts .25 to .50 lower Sows steady to
• •
50lower.
$31 50-38 75
US I -2 axon lbs.
lbs
13800-3850
500-240
US 14
13700-3800
US 24 240-2001bs
• 5000-3700
US 3-4 11104SD lbs. .

230-350
n
us la 10155001bs. ..

32.00-33.00
131.50-32.00
us ai1114501B1r: iiiibitS0/67311.30- :" 31.00-31.50 .
US 2-3 300-500 Bat.
_Roars 20.00400.
the.

THURSDAY, NOV. 3 - 2 O'Clock
BEL-AIR DECOR STORE
S. 12th St.

.

753-3642

Murray, Kentucky

oronamatie
2200
Electric
Typewriter

Portable

••••••••OOOOOOOOOOOO••
OOOOOOOOOOOOO.........
:
12500
i
This Coupon is Worth $25.00
12500.
.
.
.
.
on the Purchase of a Coronamotic 2200 .
.
.
.
.
•
Electric Portable Typewriter From
Twin Lakes Office Products
'is 12500
Thru the Month Of November 1979 12500

TWIN LAKES OFFICE PRODUCTS, INC.
3)4..Main Street
Murray, Kentucky 42071
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COOKING CORNE

Greek Cuisine Finds Home In Murray
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justment, but Joan reports
By ANN UDDBERG
The most important things'
PASTICHIG
with the cheese sauce. Bake at oven without a cover for 5-10
Greek cooking is more of an that there was very- little 'she leathed ie-ra organization
350 deg, for about 45 minutes, minutes more. Let set before
attitude than anything else, obesity among the people.
and interest in creating good Meat Sauce
until mixture is cooked cutting and serving.
Both Joan and Phillip would looking as well as tasty meals. 3 onions, chopped
according to Joan NifW'
through and the cheese sauce GREEK VEGETABLE SOUP
- -wiled.
fenegger. Where everthere like to travel -e'rtensively She -alsa-dat•overeA-lhat good I1 41 lb. ground meat ibeef or his_ htly-tio
----4-244ilbi":42buck roast
are Greeks there is an throughout Europe in the cooking_ equipment is not a lamb)
Any kind of vegetable the
abundance of good food. Joan future. Phillip is in his third luxury, but a necessity for 2 ribs celery, chopped
family likes, including celery
3 onions,Mc°hoUpSSAICAped
should know, having grown up year of teaching Marketing serious cooks. She would not fib, can whole _tomatoes
lk7iilbb). ground meat (beef or onions, carrots, potatoes
lai
in a Greek family in Pittsbiirg, Research' at Murray State. be without her garlic week 1-8 oz. can tomato paste
8 oz. tomatoes
_chers knife, pastryAdander.._.-.2. cloves garlic, min
minced ___-_- "ribs
.
celery, chopped
J_ogtO !
)
.- . AoodleS
4,1ETttlf, SO°,7,4".ic.
..:_.„ , ailY size .or tYPe .
..sY.P.11
14
.
Teak_ iorldrig on nea QT wooden spoons.
rillet meat in a large sauce
win, pepper and oregano to nh_can_ whok,,tornatoos :
gPQ,0
writ.311-.
.
nourishment for the body. _
master_ in early . childhood Joan also quizes tier mother taste
_Pan or kettle. Cover with
-canga-trirc,amtoinpasteede
-Eating is iform and style of -development:-'Formerly she and sister on the how-to's and dash sugar
water and bring to a boil.
.-7, 121cloves.
living, not something to hurry taught headstart for four the why's of the dishes she 1 lb. bag large noodles ,... tasteof
1
2 hour.
pe.psp
uo
errand oregano to Simmer covered for /
through and get over as years. She enjoys young remembers from home. She
' Skim off foam and add the
quickly as possible. Joan and children very much.
relies heavily on THE ART OF
tomatoes and vegetables.
dash
Together, Joan and Eric are GREEK COOKERY from the
her husband, Phillip, found
White Sauce with Cheese-- 1 medium eggplant, sliced but Cook 11
/
2 hours longer over
out even more about the learning to garder. This year Women of St. Paul's Greek /
1
2 c. butter or margerine, not peeled
medium heat. Return to a boil
relationship of the Greek they planted plum tomatoes, Orthodox Church cookbook to 5mT
el,ted
3 large potatoes, peeled and and add noodles, reduce the
__ ,. _ ___ slied
flour_
lifestyle of Greek dining corn, cucumbers, zuchini, supplement the, information
1
2
. heat to low .and cook for /
&Ming -a month's visit to reftuce and7P-eppers,
she has collected (Tom home. _ 4.6
4 cups
milk
ngeL. Season with salt
urpleoppe
hot.
Mak
ne
zillion,
. .pm3
effefgoig-Tas
cifi
the
or_ea_set
t sau:
oz.,_pannesati_
Greece in the summer of39X2.-- very.good at tie/ping to_thin.
•
There Joan discovered that the vegetables, keeping the cholesterol content as well as grated
IAMB PILAF
.
'
. plant slices and place. on a
her fluent Greek was slang 'dr-- garden wateYed, and picking the expense of good olive- oil, salt and liet*Iero- 'rage
/
2 lb. lamb Ste* meat'
cookie sheet that has been- 11
Village Greek rather that*,the the ripe produce. In this:way° - Joan has rigstrieted its use in 4 eggs
- rubbed wftli oil. Broil until :1 large onion, chopped . __
he is also learning about how her home. She still uses it for Boil noodles for 20 minures brown and turn slices over 8 oz. can whole tomatoeS
formal
-Athenian
or
food reaches the family table, company or special occasions and drain. Brown the meat, broiling the other side until 2 c. water
Achedemic Greek.
'
The way in which the resulting in a better eater.
because it has a smell and a celery, onion, and garlic brown. Repeat process with
Cut meat into small pieces.
Joan faithfully reads the taste
Greeks live complements
that
cannot
be Drain off extra fat. Add the potatoes. In a large baking Brown gently adding salt. Add
articles
in duplicated in any other way. .tomatoes, tomatzi. paste, and Pan, layer the potatoes, meat the onions to the meat cooking
their dining habits. This took a gardening
for
bit of adjustment, even for "Southern Living" magazine Her sister uses a bit of Olive oil seasonings.' Simmer saw",
sauce eggplant,_ in that order until soft. Add the tomatoes
American-Greeks. The Nit; each month. She:is expanding mixed witfl'a light oil for her hour: For the white
,. endink with - the Meat sauce. and 2 cups water. Cook for 42
fenegger's noticed that the her talents in the kitchen to family to get some of the melt the _bigger In ..a la*-Add 1%-e. water and bake at' hour on low heat. Pepper to
people worked very hard. include canning as well as essence of real Greek cooking. sauce pan. Add the Thai 300 deg. 1 hour, covered. taste.
_
They generally ate a light freezing her garden surplus.
When the Niffenegger's making a rioux. Slowly-add Meanwhile beat 3 eggs, 1 T.
time.
She
also
adds
the
ash from entertain, Joan likes to have a the milk, one cup at, a
breakfast, worked all morflour and a little Parmesan For Rice:
ning, rested several hours in their fireplace to the garden few couples over lor dinner stirring constantly. When the cheese together. After the
To the lamb add 2 c. water,
the afternoon, only to resume plot on a regular basis. Joan and do a modified Greek sauce is thick add the salt and Moutssaka has baked one hour bring to a boil. Add 1 cup rice
pepper to taste and the cheese. remove from oven and add the •and cook for 25 minutes.
working until far into the- has been interested in cooking menu.------ --evening. After work they since her marriage. Before
She would recommend Stir until cheese is melted. egg mixture. Return to the Finish with butter to taste.
gathered together in large that her mother, who is an Moussaka, with a large Green Remove the sauce from the
groups to eat a hugh dinner excellent cook, prepared Salad, broccoli, garlic bread, heat, cool. Add 4 eggs one at a
with as many as three Star- meals and the children were and coffee with a light dessert time beating in with a wooden
ches, always bread, a couple on clean up detail. Joan's such as ice cream. Another spoon.
To assemble:
of meat and vegetable dishes. father, who as a youth spent idea would be Pastichio,
Place noodles in a layer on
The number of dishes served some time at sea in a galley, broiled chicken, a salad, and
the bottom of adlitge baking
Were alinisit impossible to likes to cook whenever he gets,'three,
the chance. After a short time= •-Today we have some of 'dish. Top with World meat
•
Then they visit and socialize of eating grilled steaks and Joan's favorite Greek dishes sauce, then cheese sauce.
until very late. This routine is salads, Joan decided to learn and she hopes that you enjoy Repeat several times to make
Section B — Page One
many layers. Be sure to finish
then repeated the following to cook. She took an eight them many times.
day. It takes some ad- week course for beginners,

Mierray

loan Neffeneggir sits With her son Eric
GREEK COOK
it the Neffenegger's Murray home. loan and her husband
Phillip enjoy Greek cooking. When the Neffeneggers enierlain, they like4o-hiva.al•ivi-ioupLeslor crthaiiiiiid
a rtio0iffed-C-reik menu.'
Stall Photo by Lowell Atchley
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Making Drinking Water
Free From Chemicals
:Quite-A Job, DHR Says
-FRANKFORT—Making
bacteria alone. More ,than
-drinking:water is
25,000 'bacteria test's', are
from harmful chemicals and performed each year, acbacteria is like-trying to find a cording to Dr. George Kilgore
few grains of salt in 10 tons of who is in charge of bacsugar, according to laboratory teriology in the DHR labs.
Kilgore said that a town
analysts in the state Department for Human Resources with as few as 15 water
hookups or 25 persons using a
(DHR).
Cecil Webb in the DHR community water supply must
laboratory services division test, for bacteria and
said in a recent interview that chemicals.
some chemicals in drinking _ A community water supply
water cannot exceed two- serving as many as 26,000
tenths of one part per billion. people'is Analyzed about- 30
"This is equivalent to looking times each month kid a city
for an extremely small needle like - Lexington must sample
in two tons of hay," said its water 140 times each
month. Louisville which has
Webb.
But the laboratory scientists its own laboratory, tests its
in DHR regularly test drinking water 250 times
drinking water from across every 30 days, according to
the state for a long list of sta.te requirements.
possible contamindnts in- - "This water testing was
eluding more than 40 elements originally set up to prevent
and compounds measured in infectious diseases,related to
parts per million andliarts per bacteria," said Kilgore. -But
there is a growing idea that
billion. Dr. B. F. Brown, laboratory chemicals may also be
services division director, causing cancer and other
said the number of chemicals health problems,- he said.
Responsibility for enforcing
to be tested will soon increase
federal the federal Safe Drinking
new
when
requirements are issued Water Act is in the Departunder the Safe Drinking Water ment for Natural Resources.
That department's Division of
Act of 1974.
-Any day now .we -expect Sanitary Engineering con, with . DHR's
regulations which will require tracts
testing for volatile chlorinated laboratories for water testing.
According to Nick Johnson,
hydrocarbons which result
from chlorine combining with 'sanitary-engineering director
organic materials in water," in Natural Resources, the
said Brown. He said these intent of the Safe Drinking
compounds have recently Water Act was for the water
been linked to cancer in companies to pay for water
humans. "Scientists have testing. However, he said the
recently expressed concern state "has picked up the tab"
that these cancer causing for all laboratory services
compounds are increasing in required by the water utility
numbers and varieties," plants in Kentucky.
The cost of the lab services
Brown said.
New safe water regulations is about $190,000 per year,
are expected to require limits' according to Johnson. But he
on the number of parts per said that figure would be
billion of various volatile much bigger if water plants
chlorinated compounds in had to do their own lab tests.
Johnson said his office is.
community water supplies
and also provide a schedule developirfg a plan to charge
for the number of tests per- water companies for the •
formed each year to locate the service, primarily because of
increasing numbers of imcompounds.
According to Webb, chlorine,,,purities to be tested. "The fee
treatment is required in the would be nominal," said
community water supplies to Johnson. "It might be about a
control bacteria. It is this dollar per day per plant," he
chlorine treatment which salt
Some 22 Kentucky water
experts say combines with
organic matter forming systems have their own
certified labs to test their
chlorinated hydrocarbons.
Laboratories on the ground water for bacteria and tests
floor of the Health Services for radioactive materialsare
Frankfort under clntract witP p_privatc
Building
in
currently-z-arialyze etroul- 200. - laboratory' in- .-Pathrelt,.
water samples .each day for Johnson said.

"Hello
Mellow Roast.
Good-by.bitter taste!'
--

With new MELLOW ROAST-you get a
delicious full-flavored coffee taste Rich
body without the bitterness. MELLOW ROAST
Coffee and Grain Beverage starts wIth
three kinds of rich, roasted caftees; tDen
blends in roasted grain to take away
the bitter edge so you enjOr a delicious,
full-flavored coffee taste. MEL1X7: ROAST IS
so smooth you can enjoy it cup after
141Ne
cup all day long. New MELLOW RQAST
Instant.
New from GeneralVoods.
0/ M.1 kaft MOOS

STORE COUPON

Save500

11") 1,,F RI ,•It ER

When you buy

cr_

CO}me:AND
GRAIN BEVERAGE.

IPALL- OW- COUPON PER
- -•
PURCHASE Qi F ER EXPIRES
MARCH 3L 197$,
•
•

•

e Gene-n2 ro«18 co,porauerlisr, merioi:ikcik'is

11NERAL FOODS CORPO
0

^ ^

•
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He Likes Mixed Nuts, Talks
Of Amy,Grits, Rosalyn And More

hall and knocked on bright-eyed and bushy•tailed.
.",Well, _Mary likes but- down the
said;
"Ober'
" There kre-ho--reporia -01
'the
ouied
.
P
.
termilk too, so she
, it's 6 o'clock' - presidential snoring.
President
little
a
got
I
glass.
a
each
them
I used to call my hired 'He told Elizabeth Cooper he
fruit yogurt out of the just like
didn't want breakfast. But
men."
refrigerator. We leaned there
stopped
thought
a
when he got to the table he
But
cowiter
kitchen
_against the
his
tracks.
turn down fresh
in
Diehl
Woody
couldn't
and visited for another 10 or 2Q
the peaches and cream and
through
added
He
your
was
be
like
minutes just
_ _bedmn doer: "The cold in homemade tomato juice
neighbor drownAlzkroad. _
where the hot should be and brought by a neighbor.
by
up
usually
'I'm
"I said,
hot is where the cold
the
At the Diehls, he asked for
6.' He said, 'Six will be fine.
be."
should
coffee.
just
won't
I
and
6,
at
me
call
You
To a family, Carter's hosts- The Tlxpripsons cooked a
bother to set my alarm.' breakfast breakfast of scrambled eggs,
"At 6 in the morning,I went say• he comes to

bacon, sausages, scones and
coffee. Caster cleaned his
plate.
Before he left the Diehls,
Woody asked him if he could
take 30 seconds and meet the
hired hands."Why,sure," the
president said.
"Please excuse Jane for
being late." bt wile* tor KaY
Thompson's 14-year-oil
daughter, tardy at schooL
"She Nei vest in her
house." -

Woody Diehl.
happen courtesy ofitd ad --Carter- ---hugged-- - - KayKay • Thompson of Clinton, Thompson and kissed her op
Mass.; Owen and Elizabeth the cheek..
Cooper of Yazoo City, Miss.,
At the Coopers, • theand Woody and Mary Diehl of president shucked his coat;
Indianola, Iowa. They have rolled up his sleeves and took
_given Jimmy Carter bed and . off his tie. IL was Naked with
board, and they kiiiiw-What
PEANUTS
sweat.
I THINK
like.APPARENTLY ITS AI,1• Elizabeth Cooper forgot-and
IT'S TERRIBLE! ilkY
H*4'01J EVER BEE4
FEELING
THAT'S
IN
If you're picked, you'll get called him Jimmy. She
BELIEVE
TO
RI6NT
'PEPROGRAMMED, SIR ? FAMILY HA5 BEEN qELLING
LITTLE
N7
A
"PUMPkI
the word a few days ahead of apologized.
AT ME ALL NIGNT... - SANTA CLAUS, BUT IT'S
time. But the White House
"Oh, call me Jimmy," he
'
IN
WRONG TO BELIEVE
staff will ask you to keep the said.
"GREAT GRAPE"
TNE
Press
until
secket•
•visit
But she couldn't. The whole
Secretary Jody Powell an- family called him Mr.
nounces it.
President.
The Secret Service will seal
He sat at one end of Mary
off your block.
Diehl's sofa. She shuddered.
-2
Agents will put lights and It's the worst seat in her living
detectors in your yard to stop room,
intruders. They will put
"He was a lot more at ea-se
blackout blinds- on your than I was,"she says.rliehas
eliminate so many interests, he makes
to
windows
silhouettes. If you've got a you feel_ at home. Our oldest
•Ar
RaVberry
Y•
6 flitter vetch
II41 • Wit'
ACROSS
•
home, the agents will granddaughter has a record
motor
7 Negative
1 farm
make it their headquarters-.
Answer to Tuesday Puzzle
8 Supercilious
collection. He liked that. Our
ARTS & CRAFTS THAT 4RE
•
_ •andriala
person
If your laluidry tobni- is youngest granddaughter is the
r•
ULM
IMMO
MG
isa
.5 Writing
tray
.Uade.
HAND PIC-f-D-FOR YOU
Mal
tt
011M04
' ittiplethin
handy, like Woody Mehra same age as Amy.-I'm
•
10 Son of Adam. WEL
i ..
r
111ti
Sit'-'1
t fltirdig
9 Deface
11 Communists GLIM= MAMMAL'
House
White
the
r
of
some
was,
artifacts.
Indian
in
"
I 2 Absence by 16 Chart
terested
t
_
OR2RM
AMR
soldrer
staff will take it over. You can So's he."
18 Documents OMMR MR ORAJM
labbr
.?0 Girl
on the Secret Service • The Coopers invited their
MUM
depend
MMOU
13 Metal
2 Incline
.10 MUUMUU
14 Man's
to pick the least likely_
to spend • thegrandchil
road ay
WM ORR' 23N
nickname
'd of
2
bedroom as the safest. forthe night.
0011M
MN
15 Blossom
MUMRM
sorrow
president.
17 Halted
=ORM MO
Carter lifted one grandson
25 Intertwined
19 Hard of
UMMIAMW 0100A0
"It was a room upstairs that • into his arms. The 11-monthSuited
26
hearing .
29'Tolerate
UUM OU0112 MWM
hadn't had anything done With old boy looked at him Sleepily.
21 Spheroids
31 Greek letter NNW MULIUd
(Good Thurs., Fri., Sat,and Sun. Nov. 3, 4,5 & 6)
22 Male sheep 32 Indian
2.
it for years," mutters Then he perched a 4-year-old
24 Wealth
horse
42 At present
people
Elizabeth Cooper. "The granddaughter in his lap and
27 Hebrew
51 Period of
44 Javanese
33.A
letter
time
tree
carpet was worn. It was where fed her some of his ice cream.
manipulator
28 Word of
53 Ocean
35 Fiji Islands 45 Fuel
the girls had stayed when they
sorrow
Mary Diehl learned he likes
46 Tattered..
54 Attempt
(abbr.) •
30 A state
were little."
of
57
Title
cloths
mixed nuts. So she had some
36 Vaguer
32 Symbol tar
r.espect
"Jumbo Heather Braid"
48 Final
40 Musical
At the Diehls, Carter got the for him. But he's easy to
cuprum
(abbr 1
50 Command to
drama
34 Makers
master bedroom. Woody and please. Kay Thompson Put out'
37 Postscript
moved out "a few cheese dip and crackers.
10 1) .Mary
(abbr./
4: 5
4 '
4:2
6
7
2
8 . '. 9
3
1
Chestnut Street
personal things." Woody took "I feel at home," Carter
38 pintatn:iNtleobi.
(While
39
Special Price
closet
the
of
out
. ,•,o13
clothes
12
some
said.
ao Preposition
new
Last)
put
Supply
Macy
17 Colors To
to make room.
41 Paradise
18
16 .7.-.. 17
15
Elizabeth Cooper promised
43 Through
linen on the bed.
From
Choose
White House aides "we would
44 Higher
21..
Aides put a special phone by make it easy for him to•be.in
47 Stupid
t
...
i..
person
the president's bed. It was his room by ,11.11.m. At five
25 26
.
" 1
-_ I'v'..ste.s.'.;
•
A 7
44Noe4nlyn 23- `
Connected to the-White House. minutes after 11 p.m., We went
.52 Blouse
32
3.3
• ;;
19 ..,.- 30
28
..... 55 Swiss river
Two other suet phones were to bed."
...:.:
56 Microbe
36
35
34
installed for his staff. Expect
58 Prophet
But the Thompsons couldn't
_59 Music as
about 400 calls, says Elizabeth resilt staying up without him.
'
38
37
written
Cooper.
'
,o
to watch his arrival on
60 Scorch
w..
-42 .• ,43
'•
You'll see the president television.
61 Server
. .
45 Yards
DOWN
arrive at the head of a "Before- we went to bed,"
46 ..•
48
44 45
•.-. 47
...
Public
' -motorcade. Hes. likely to says Woody Diehl, "Mary
•
For Only
53 54
52
.50 51
49
carry his suitbag into the asked him if be.'_d_likP enmw
11.1 "Milt:
30111
-A.
•
,
—
• kolioq.) •
57 ..• 58
house over his shoulder.
55 2 Night bird
a.m.to 5:005p.m.- Sun.1-4 p.m.
milk, buttermilk or fruit.
-:::::156
7:00
Sat.
&
Fri.
Thurs.,
3 Forest
"Once we got inside, he
IC.:07.463
"He said, 'I'd just like a
59
'.•.',61
officer
:,••..•,
carried it down the hall by glass of buttermilk.'
-:.::'!
4 Wild plum
Arted Festure 5yrIchca e. Inc
isir_
5 Greek letter
hitaself.and_put it away. _says
By RICHARD E. MEYER
Associated Press Writer
Get some mixed nuts. He
likes them for a snack:- And
some buttermilk. He likes a
glass before bedtime.
Wake up.at 6.a.m..He does.
And he makes his Own bed.
Be prepared to hear a lot
about Amy. Like any other
father; the president of the
United States dotes on his
blonde, 10-year-old daughter.
He'll tell yoh all about her tree
house andher dOg,Grits.
And his wife. You'll hear
about Rosalynn and her trip to
South America.
Don't panic. He'll only stay
a night.
_ Andafterward you'll be able

to organise tours for theneighbors and point to the
sheets on your bed and say,
• "The president-slept here."
Jimmy Carter has a pen,chant for visiting.
On three.triPs sO far,to New
England, to the South and to
the Midwest, he has scorned
hotels and motels, where
presidents usually stay.
Instead; he bunked with
People he corlaicfers plain
folks:
If they were, they aren't
now.
They're celebrities. That's
one of the things that happens
when the president spends the
qight.
Here are other things that

I
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Chestnut Street
Re-Opening Specials

ass

214111111111retto

Mountains of Cords

$399

, . . .e.•.•
i, ,t,7

"Twistex"4 Ply

111111111111 11
• 11111111111111111P
. 11111 1111
IFS IS'

'

Jute

50each

I•

STOP
MERE
FOR
CIMISTIAAS

Lay-Away Now
For-Christmans.
New Star War Toys
and Star War Comics

Perfect For Christmas
New F71Rc;dinter

Merchandise
We Have

Jeans

25%-

F 2

Super Star

Up To
Size
20

Barbie

$588
• designed for you
Taste-Wise Price-Wise

We are all stocked up and ready for Christmas. Bring your list
and let us fill it.
Thurs., Fri. & Sat. Only
Dacron & Cotton

GatInto Our Now Earthy Boots.

.,w country patterns so kg
Tervik voidt al b,
'manners The -Columbia- overehe-koee or turnheet in Port -Strapper
stadled
back-cvd boot.
thisk•-strap-up boot on a crepe tote and beet WI Red
Cedar. -Grarnbrone nrith basketweave daenowds,
new not leather.
*

293

Corduroy Shirts
Green, Blue, Brown
Reg 18.00

$10"
Burkingilamiaag,
Kth.
each

Due To The Fact
We Appreciate Our Customers
. There Is
CuttVs of All Sizes, All
Shapos for your Holiday
Baking
Your Headquarters
For the Holidays

Baking Sheets .jhat won't
buckle,- rolling pins and
canisters to put the finished
cookies in for air tight
storage

10%
At

OFF

Scarves

JitZone
Bag & Beads
Dixieland Cir. — 753-7598

293 •L.

THE STORE
IS FULL
,OF GREAT
CHRISTMAS
GIFTS

MANY NEW
SHIPMENTS
HAVE ARRIVED
FOR CHRISTMAS
Nair the green door' Nar'

All

Bedspreads 10%

OFF

Only 13 Left to Sell
Thurs., Fri. 8 Sat. Only-:

Wild
Raspberry
To Help With Your
Christmas Gifts
4

•

Free Instruction Books
Sale Good
Thurs., Fri.
Sat.

To the First 50 Customers That
Purchase Our Alacram# Cqrd
_
On4e6aL

15.95 Value

Phone

ihireatty4irandreallro •
defection devicefor your home. •
•Warnsof a developing fire in your home.
•Gives your family precious extra seconds
to escape.
. .
•Battery operated—no wiring or external
powersource needed. -

SmokeAlarm

Bel Air Shopping 9-9 Daily
Center 1-6 Sunday

Prices Good Thru Nov. 5,1977

MARSHALL
NOME

GIVE A GIFT...
FROM THE HEART
For your friend or relative with
blood pressure, there IS
more thoughtful gift then a home blood- pressure unit.

BLOOD
PRESSURE
KIT

Health authorities recommend
home monitoring aids the phy--sician in getting an.eccurate, -realistic picture of The patient's progress. Convenient
seff-jelting model includes pro
tesslonat quality- MARSHALL
instrument and illustrated instruction booklet.

PROFESSION A L
QUALITY

Di maw

MARSHALL

HOME
000
PRESSURE
KIT

SmokeAlarm
by Water Pik'
liecause you've got a lot to lose.

First
in
Price

LOW PRICE
The WaterPig
Oral Hygiene Center.
• Combines the Water Pik® Oral Irrigator
,>

and Rechargeable Automatic Toothbrush.
•The Water Pile AfTliance powers
---awav-fooclioilebris from beneath Thegum line
to help prevent gum disease.
• The Toothbrush features recommended
circular brushing. Just touch against teeth
to start the automatic brushing action.
Model BJ-75

INSTANT HEAT
- MAKES THE DIFFERENCE

This New Portable Sam Lino
Heater ls a real space saveronly 151
/
4" tong, 10' high and 8"
deep Including the legs If him!'
out a high-volume of circulated
heat with Instant heat elements
and forced circulation, for those
areas where extra heal is
needed The heater features a
wide range automatic thermostat ,
to maintain the temperature
lected Finger-proof grille Built-0
tip-over safely switch and a foldaeay carrying handle The heater '
finish is buckskin and black

Edison
RADIANT
HEATER

1320
Watts

The Water Pike
Chat Hygiene Appliance.

e

REG.

sitr

Edison-

SAY-RITE'S
,
LOW PRICE.

E NEW
COMFORT SENSOR
PORTABLE HEATER

Model37

Heats a room fast—with fanforced hot air—then maintains that temperature automatically.

Recommended by 4 out of5 dentists
for healthier gums and cleaner teeth.

DELUXE NO.49
Model 324029

Deluxe hand-heM
-and stationasy.
model SM-3

MASSAGE
THE SHOWER
byWaterPiP
Get a massage
with everyshower.

truerto-Iightf III

- •Lets you make up in the light
.you II be seen in
•Four-way light selection day, home.,
evening. office-• Mirror swivels from regular to
magnifyirt9
Model LM-20

by Clairol

•'-ets you make 00 in the light
you'll be Seen in
•Four-way light selection: day.home.
evening, office
• Adjustable mirors permit panoramic
view of your face
•Center mirror swivels from regular to
magnifying
Model LM-3-

REG. 27.99

SAV-RITE'S
LOW -PRICE

KINDNESS3-WAY HAIRSE1TER
by Clairol
The 3 in 1 Hairsetter that gives a deep
Conditioning mist set. water mist set, or

long-lasting regular set
•Includes 20 exclusive Kindess• rollers
to help prevent tangling
•Includes 6 oz. bottle of Custom Care
Conditioner
•For aukk setting, lasting curls
Model K-420

87

KINDNESS DELUXE 3-WAY HA1RSE1TE

REG. 34.99

by Clairol
The 3 in 1 Rairsetter that gives a
deep conditioning mist set, water
mistset, or longriasting regular set
•includes 20 exc▪ 7usive Kindness* rollers
to helaarevent tangling
•Built-on storage compartment for cord
and clips
•Convenient on/off swiCh and Ready
•- Light
•Includes6 oz bottle ct 2ustom Care!
- • Conditioner
•For quick setting,'as-^g cuffs
0
Model K-400

carmen

By Clairol .
Electric hairsetter with revoluconditioning spray system
-bibn4ry
.., . ,- •
(.: . .' •RevolutIonary conditioning spray ..•
station. emits a precise amount of .
til
l1Iit
.

I
41

cuigot t......„

--- ----'---"..---Illia
ller•

lotion on each roller Removable foi
,
.
, easy cleaning
design
•Three setting options: dry, conditioning,
water mist
"•Include's
- Stiticiarifortfitilifiisatdri-- -- ---- - ---`"""-ditionerisetting lotion
•

Model K-500

49
DISCOINT DIM CENTERS,
4P,41.041.#4100=11
,
151rAir

-' -

3

SAY-RITE'S ..$
LOW PRICE
/!./ -

/•

At

-1/7
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IT'S

VICKS

NYQUIL
COLD MEDICINE

100 TABLETS

200 TABLETS

OUR EVERYDAY
LOW PRICE
99c

OUR EVERYDAY
LOW PRICE
1.76

6 oz.
OUR EVERYDAY
LOW PRICE
1.66

c\CLIt111

048

NOW

NOW$1 1158
+4.

32
16
Sominex
TABLETS
Tablets
..
R.
E69
.
REG.
9 .SOMINEX
"
$il 28P Am1
$
TABLETS

DECONGESTANT NASAL SPRAY

88

REG.

PLAYTEX PLUS

2.09

RE

DEODORANT TAMPONS
16's
REG. 1.19

28's
REG. 2.45

PHISODERN

DENOREX

98c

Denorex
•
--4MINEMILPFP-- -1E15131Witor-PSORIASIS

MEDICATED
SHAMPOO

LISTERINE
REG,AP

SKIN CLEANSER
5 oz
REG.1.99

4oz.
--REG2.29-

LISTERINE.
•nt,sep.‘
,
1,11,
10AT LOZINGES

24's

$138

REGULAR — LEMON REG. 1.50

•

SHAVE CREAM

VO5

6Rairee4°°

7 oz.

ALBERTO y05

HAIR SPRAY
New
T4Droved
Nold

ANTISEPTIC
THROAT LOZENGES

7 Oz.
*REGULAR
• *HARD-TO-HOLD
*UNSCENTED
HARD-TO-HOLD

*REGULAR
*MENTHOL
• *LEMON
*SENSITIVE

HAIR DRESSING
1.5 oz.

98c

MONSTER
VITAMINS

60's

n
Allk

MIIF OF
MAGNESIA

REGULAR

w/IRON

3.04

3.36

VALUE

VALUE

$188 $198

PHILLIPS

F S
III

DEODORANT
SPRAY

12 oz.

"3 oz.
REG. 113

*REGULAR
•FLOVORED
1111111
.
5 - REG. 1.39

78c

FDS
:

EFFERDENT

I ,
O

MILK OF
MAGNESIA

"1

BEN GAY

MEDICATED RUB
1.25 oz.
*ORIGINAL
*GREASELESS
*GEL
REG. 1.49

98c

DENTURE CLEANSER
96's REG. 3.41
,efferdent

COMPARE

Your Phar
Specialist,
Carefully
Prescriptio
'Advice Yc
Needs.

... because we care
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VITALiS
HAIR GROOM

7 oz.
REG.
1.79

4 oz.
REG. 1.45

I

SAY-RITE'S
LOW PRICE
YffALIS
NON-AEROSOL
SPRAY
I I HAIR501.
*REGULAR
ftms
*SUPER NOW,

84
.-a 5ki.olift.

Excedrin PM.
THE NIGHT TNIE RUN RELIE VER

EXCEDRIN

P.M.TABLETS

1'

9

REG. 1.99

FACE CLEANSER

ANTI-PERSPIRANT
I1,5
o?,
4,,,,-,
II rii, 1
4:flo.ban

T'

I.
31:6 99C
1.51

NE0SYNEPHRINE
NASAL
SPRAY
1/
2% FOR ADULTS

$1 28

Ml.

REG. 1.99

- SKIN
MOISTURIZER

.63 oz.
REG.
3.00

SCORE

188.

imm
GROOM

4.5 oz.
REG.
.1.80

GELATIN
CAPSULES
50's
REG.
1.39
78C

NIP

NASAL
SPRAY
.5 oz
.
REG.1.3578

98C
BUFFERIN
TABLETS
100's
REG.
2.38

,E-PRICES! !

CHILDREN'S C)4EWARLE VITA/ANS

iit
1411%
ellielbt;
dv:sper
-.wow
ewoopirw
:
11
:
;F
46,1
as L..d
.:41

.
•
0Ur .
se oe
We 41.
•NI
1/'
el101
.
Vf011e''
erloWO
El Mils

:
'11;.
.,elPIP 111.1:1711.-.
)
aqui

0/

Iur Pharmacist at SAV-rite is a
lecialist, Experienced and
irefully Trained to Fill Your
escriptions Effedively and to
!vice You About Your Health
;eds.
ye care.

FREE SERVICES OF SAV-RITE DISCOUNT PHARMACY
(Home of everyday low prices and a Special
(10% Discount to Senior Citizens60 & over
FREE: Family Prescription Records
-FREE: Tax Records
free; itemized Insurance Receipts and Statements
FREE: Location of Misplaced Refill Prescriptions
FREE: Public Assistance Prescriptions
FREE: Prompt,courteous, personal service
COMPARE AND SAVE AT SAV-RITE DISCOUNT
PHARMACY GROWING BIGGER TO SERVE YOU
BETTER..

Om'
*V
welly
I.,
w

•
w
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wn the

Your Individual
Horoscope

arden Path

Frances Drake---FOR THURSDAY NOVEMBER 3, 1977

.
•,
•4
What kind of- day will SCORPIO
•
,411! ."7 'ai•
w/A
.
tomorrow be? To find out what ( Oct. 24 to Nov 221 ""hr
Mars, highly auspicious,
the stars say, read the forecast
WILLIAMS
P.
W.
By MRS.
places you in line for success in
given for your birth Sign.
enterprises. A
substantial
in my'yard otherwise. It will benefit any
out
looked
I
As
ARIES
• certain amount of --tiring4 Mar. 21 to-Apr..204 • I
- - this -morning. I thought. Of a at them even big shrubs and
noe.
Our-dhtwoodi.
Much competition indicated. 'favored
little poem written by George small trees
It is like putting a coverlet
'Don't wait too long before SAGITTARIUS
this
like
goes
that
Cooper
Nov. 23 to Dec. 21) 3e4rjr.)
over a sleeping child. The
taking due.action, but neither
October gave a party
Protect assets. Don't let
forge ahead impulsively. •
The leaves by A hundreds deep freeze just can't.. get
money slip through heedless
through.
TAURUS
fingers; nor let talents be
came;
Don't --forget to have- a
Apr. 21 to-May 21i ,tirsa."/, limited' en fruitless ventures.
The ashes, oaks, and maples,
• Do not get caught up in a CAPRICORN
_ container of liquid fertilizer toAnd those of every name.
.dilemma_ of _ ips1e clsion o
Use011 YOUr
JA,14M.
scatter efforts in so-Midi
Day - should-- bri g you - - Well, giving a party ts-ftne„ winter. A- few drops in thel
hadn't
October
but I do wish
directions that you accomplish strengthened purpose and
watering will bring new life
nothing. Use that good stepped-up ambitions. You can
given her party in my yard. Or and energy to the potted
judgment of yours.
achieve much, both "on your
at least I wish she had told ber plants during a time when
own" and with backing.
guests to go home after the they can't get sunshine. A
GEMINI
party was over. That isn't small hand sprayer will be of
May 22 to June 21) nsa9- AQI4ARRS
. .4
intn- Jan: 21 to Feb. 19) 11""*"....-A11
quite true either, for I don't help also. It sends out
ceBpetinuenf.iceynetur Mercuryity in
Good Uranus influences
fluences _heighten
mind the leaves. Pretty soon moisture_ in_ a mist,
rather:
-stiiiiilTate your skitis - and
the bag attiChed to the lawn than a spray and in the dry
feel
should
You
capabilities.
handling a tricky job situation
work
at
be
will
mower
atmosphere of the house, it is
will win laurels from superiors, .enthusiastic about thee way
gathering them up for the most refreshing.
things- go 'how.
i
•
CANCER
....compost pit. It is fascinating
PISCES
rather dreaded bringing in!
Ct•1'
0 (Feb. 20 to Mar. 20)
i June 22 to July 23) 49
-to watch them coming down. all my hanging baskets atndi
Your receptive mind should
but,
Competition may be keen
Maybe one or two, then a
plants,-but 1-am beginning to!
be stimulated now, so don't let where you have the know-how, •
puff of wind
dozen, then
enjoy them. I think when
down in ritu-poseful, vigorous • don't be afraid to enter the race.
horde.
a
down
brings
everything outside is brown
action. A good day in which to ESpecially favored: maritime
are and dead looking, I will really
design measures for increasing pursuits and educational
Chrysanthemums
productivity.
matters.
looking so lovely now, from treasure the lush green Inside.
the big ones on down to the The very air itself is cleaner.
LEO
YOUR BORN TODAY are
(July 24 to Aug. 231
little clusters. October is their A good smell of greenery is
Don't put anything into endowed with a fine intellect, a
month. The colors seem to enjoyable. So let's get things operation without knowing if lively imagination and a
and the foliage takes all settled for winter and enjoy'
deepen
you can follow through. Your dynamic personality. Your
look. When the first - it.
fresh
a
on
fervent desire to attain must be ability to drive through, over.
killing frost gets them, trim
Two wonderful days are.
is
obstacles
beyond
and
directed.
thoughtfully
off the dead branches and as coming up soon, Thanksgiving
for fifty per cent of
responsible
uk.
VIRGO
soon as it freezes, mulch them and Christmas, what more
your suCceek You arra Careful
,f
( Aug. 24 to Sept. 23) fil
and meticulolos researcher, and
lightly.
delightful days could we have!
- -This day -.progress will 'Science is yritir grtafforte. Ydu
plans -for
won't be long now, until Begin ' your
It
depend largely on your mental may choose chemistry or
and
mulching will, be the order of decorations
attitude. Do not be disappointed medicine as a career,and would
the day. For many plants can arrangements for these
if all your objectives are not make a fine diagnostician. You
go through our winters with holidays. Be ready to
gained immediately. Take _can also write brilliantly and,
good-muching that could not celebrate.
lays hi stride,
when your mystical side is to
the fore, may express yourself
LIBRA
Sept. 2,4tto Oct. 23) Arl beautifully in poetry or music.
Ask questions, but listen well Paradoxigally, with all these
to tie answer, andese care iz. artistic gifts,'yeti-have a sharp.,
interpreting relevant facts. You business sense. Birthdate Of:
will encounter both high caliber William Cullen Bryant, Amer.
author, editor.
motives and dubious ones.

General Electric

-

Mist Styling/Dryer

riki

••••••co•••••••••••••
Security Federal
Savings & Loan Assoc.

will soon
Open Their Doors
at Johnson & Whitnell Ave.
•00410•••••0000000.

J0-25-77
Adults 128
Nursery 7
NO NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
DISMISSALS
MrS. Deborah G. Burkeen
and Baby Girl, Rt. 1, Dexter,
Mrs. B. Youlonda Grooms, Rt.
1, Hazel, Matthew D. Owans,
517 Shady Lane, Murray, Mrs.
Mavis Streeter, Rt. 2,
Mayfield, Mrs, Goldie A.
Smith, Rt. 5, Murray, 'Mrs.
Verna L.Sholar, Rt. 1, Hardin,

18-0Z. SCOPE

MOUTHWASH

OUR RE(..,.

OUR REG. 99C

ANTIPERSPIRANT

2.5-0Z.
SURE

ROLL-ON

1 37
OUP PEG. 1.77

11-0Z.
HEAD &
SHOULDERS

7-0Z.
HEAD &
SHOULDERS

SHAMPOO

SHAMPOO

LOTION

77
fl[ JR Pr). 2.37

Bel Air Center
9-9 Mon.-Sat.
1-6 Sun.

ht2
95 Value

9-9 Daily
1-6 Sunday
Phone
153-8304

•

Limited Quantities
On Some Items

10-26-77
Adults 118
Nursery 7

KING OF VALUES

12-0Z. SURE

Mrs. Velma L. Chadwick, 1819
College Fm. Rd., Murray,
Mrs. Julia M. Garland, 507
Chestnut, Murray, Mrs. Judy
L. Moore, Rt. 1, Benton, Mrs.
Rebecca R. Henson, McClatrui
Tr. Ct. Nd 12, Parts,`Tfr., Mrs-.
Mary V. Majors, Rt.
Murray, Ralph W. Wilcox, 300
N. 12th., Murray, Gerald C.
Donnan,Rt.6, Murray, Coy E.
Moore, Sr., P.O. Box. 182,
Hwiingdon,Tn., Mrs.,Sula M.
-Dodd, Rt. 4, Murray, Mrs.Juliet C. Hart, 804 Main,
Murray, Mrs. Mary E.
Matthews, Rt.8, Murray, Allie
L. Potts, Rt. 2, Kirksey,
,..tames.• C. Ezell, Box 203;
Cadiz, Henry A. Farris (expired), Westview Nursing
Hm., Murray.

ItocleISD4

- ADMISSIONS
Mrs. Julie J. Phillips and
Baby Boy, M. 3, Benton.
DISMISSALS
Mrs. Sadie N. Carson, Rt. 1,
Kirksey, Clifton L. Jones, Rt.
7, Murray, Patti Beoryhill,
Woods Hall Box 1177 1VISU,
Murray, Lisa G. Elie, 1614
Main St., Murray, Mrs.
Dorothy M. Wyatt,fit. 2 Box
147, Murray, Debra L. Sales,
Murray Manor, Apt.F-7,
Murray, Lisa D. Tunick, 110
William
Ave., Murray,
Michael Page, 311 Ogburn,
Paris, Tn., Lester G. Nanny,
Box 182, Murray, Mrs. Donna
J. Pierce dt Baby Girl, Rt. 1
Box 2, Kirksey, Mrs. Ruth E.
Hill, Box 10, Dexter, Mrs.
Mavis Stone, Box 27, Kirksey,
Hall Wilkinson, Rt. 3, Murray,
Mrs. Georgia L. Howard, 205
Joe St., Paris, Tn., Mrs.
Bonnie R. Eldridge, Rt. 2, Box
71, Puryear, Tn., Angela K.
English, Rt. 2, Benton, Janet
L. Rowland, Rt. 1 Box 266,
Almo, Mrs. Peggy J. Parrish,
Rt. 1, Dexter, Larry G. Khosa,
1708 Holiday, Murray, Mary S.
Irvan, Rt. 1, Hardin, Curtis C.
Bouldin, Rt. -1, Kirksey,
Kenneth E. Smith, Rt. 5,
Cadiz, Mrs. Mary N. Paschall,
Rt. 2, Paris, Tn., Henry
McKenzie, 1001 Sharp St.,
Murray, Mrs. Mary V.
Shackelford, New Concord,
Mrs. Marjorie Barnett, P.O.
Box 263, Murray.

ADVERTISING
, DEADLINES

1

All clisplay ads,
classified
displays
'ond' reftedas
ru•cblizEty,
must
by 12 noon, the day
before publication.
All
reader.
classifieds FMB! be
v.41imitt..4 tty la.assa.-..the • day
tiefore
publication.

Corning Ware and
Pyrex Ware
SETS

3 OFF
REG.PRICE

Model 3150
31/t qt. with removable server

GENERALS ELECTRIC

Super Bio
Model 5151

A 41.98 Value

24.95 Valve

FOR
WATKINS
Contact
Products.
Holman Jones, 217 South
13th, phone 7534128.

'COLOR PORTRAITS,
bring us yours for ern_
copies. Made from any
size into any size.
,
Wallets low as 24 cents,8
_
Nov 8 1977
x 10 $2.40. Fast service.
Paid bv ,dikticlett
Artcraft, 118 South 12th,
___7__L3-Q0,5. Free parking_
lot, use our rear enPIAS_M4. Iff_fleeded from..
ladies having Rh-Neg. - trance.
blood with incompatible
- pregnancy. Send name,
Due to the tremendous
address, phone, - and";
the
response of
history to: P.O. Box 142
opening of The Nelson
Co.,
Shroat
Murray, Ky. 42071.
REALTORS, we are in
d of- list4ngs-4i
IlfilUMUCKLE Barber
Murray and Calloway
Shop, shaves and
Co. If you have properhaircuts. 209 Waldrop.
to sell, please consider The Nelson
Co.,
Shroat
REALTORS. We are
dedicated to serve the
public in the most
courteous and commanner
petent
HAVE
IR.
WAITING
you several
The NelsooShroai Co.,
DOLLARS
lifALTIMIS
on your Uncle Jeffs Shopping Center

-- -,
ELECT
1- JONI C. NEUBAUER
. ROMMON COUNCIL

TUV S

759-1707 or 759-1716

TV Towers
and

Antennas

EXWANTED
brick
PERIENCED
layers. Apply new
Kroger store, Central
Shopping Center.
Monday through Friday.

IV_Service Center
Wool Caw
753-51e

JESUS slot in Matthew
28:19, 20. "Go ye
therefore, and teach all
nations, baptizing them
in the name of the
Father, and of the Son,
and of the Holy Ghost:
Teaching them to observe all things whatsoever I have commande4 you: And, lo I
am with you always,
even unto the end of the
world." This directive
was to the disciples but
is also binding upon All
Christians today. Are
you observing all things
commanded you in the
pages of God's Holy
Word? If not you have no
promise of eternal- life.
For atsistance call 753- --

WEEKLY
201
stuffing
POSSIBLE
envelopes. Send a selfstamped
addressed
envelope to Fischer
Enterprises, Box 127,
Eureka, South Dakota
57437.

SECRETAWV--.. --NEEDED
Must type and take
shorthand, experience
preferred. Apply in
person only to...

Vernon's _

-MC-

over when you come see
a u,nique collection of
antiques, depression
glass and dried flower
on
arrangements
display inside the Hair
Dritsaer Beauty
201 South 6th St. Sold by
Mr. Euple Morris
through the: Month of
November. Thursdey,
Friday And Saturday
from 10 a.m.to 4:30 p.m.

WANTED
Must be 18 years-of.
age or over. Personal
interviews only. Apply
in person.
Pagliai's Pizza
..sit main Street
Murray,Kentucky

For Salo
WANTED

55 Gallon Drums

Good breakfast or
dinner cook. Apply
in person only from
8 a.m.-1.0 a.m.

Thornton Tile
& Marble
South 9th St.

Rudy's -- RestauroW?
BRICK LAYER1 ivanted,
location Murray Ky.
$9.30 stale plus benefits.
Call 753-2496.

WANT SOMEONE to help
at logging pulp wood and
firewood. Call 753-2359.
Experienced preferred.

SMALL NIGHT classes inbatiking. start
November 8th, weekly.
Call Sarah Barnett, 7532970.

STANDING TIMBER by
the acre or footage. Call .
498-8757.
Wanted
Boovor • 2 year old breeding
poir for restocking wild area.
Plows, iv* to R.S. Bollard,
01.* 7345, Loolivillo,
40207.

G.E. MICROWAVE oven
with time selector *and
cookbook. For only
$17.50 per month WAC.
For information call 7530595.
WOULD LIKE to buy
registered wire haired
Fox Terrier puppy. Cal!
753-5669.

Slightly irregular
and over runs.
Name brand
fashion lean
60% Off. All
jeans'10 each.

Calloway
Manufaduring
- CO.

BEAUTY SHOP equip..
ment: Almost new. Call
*
753-6435.

NEVER

-"DID YOU
ON, JER
EVF-R_ ES,GLEAK., -YOUR
DOGliDF CHASING CARS

JEANS SALE

"NEVER USED anything
like it," sari users -of
Blue Lustre carpet
cleaner. Rent electric
shampooer. Western
Auto, home of "Wishing
Well Gift Shop."

YEP--- HE

113-NplarSt.
Murray:Ky

11 a. m. til 2 p. m.
Saturday, November 5
PROPANE SAMCO floor
heater. Practically new.
Reasonable. Call 4362641.
FRIGIDAIRE
REFRIGERATOR
freezer combination..
Excellent chriditIon, low
price. Doris Rose, 753• .. 3690;
OVER lei BOARD feet of
cured unplaned cherry.
Whole lot, only $75.00.
Call 753-6625.
12 Cu., ft. white
refrigerator-freezer
with vegetable bins for
- only $16.50 per month
WAC. For information
call 753-0595.

CRITICIZE! CRITICIZE!
ALL YOU PO IS
YELL AT ME!

OKAY, DO IT

YOUR WAY,THEN!
HOW WOULD YOU
FIFE THIS OUN?

FORMER RETAILER
would like to sell needle
point canvas by the yard
or roll, all sizes including - rug canvas at
below wholesale prices.
Also original design kit.
Call 759-1683.
$55. Twin -Dees with
Hollywood frames. $40
each. Will deliver. Call
436-5340 after 5 p.m.

IT
L15

SCAR EP
HALF TO
DEATH... WHAT
DOE5 IT
MEAN

-1Ti-1
.-4,4
TO S

T DOWN„

iwAr... For-tniornowitor----- call 753-0595.
CUSTOM MATTRESS
mide any size for
tique beds or campers. .
Buy direct and-save en all mattresses,'
HEElt&pedic or foam.'
Also see their elegant,.,1
gallery -of furnitdre;
Bamboo, Wicker andBrass. WISES WEST
KY. MATTRESS AND
1136
FURNITURE
South 3rd, Paducah.
Phone 1-443-7323.

COMPOUND BOWS Wing Thunderbird 4540
the. Wing Chapperal
60 lb, Wing Ketchum 45.arrows. Call
60 lb. Winj
7534682.
32 CALIBER hi powered
rifle. Winchester 94.,
J.E. Vinson,Benton, Ky.
Route 5, Box 210.
BALDWIN PIANOS and
organs, used pianos.
Lonardo Piano Co.,
across from Poet Office,
Paris,-1747
'MAIM electric organ
with built-hr -stereo.
Excellent condition.
$300. Call 7834605-

FOR SALE - white 36"
electric range. Three
years old, $75. Call 7532359.

ASSORTED GIRLS
clothes, size 11-12. Boys
size 16-18, ,Some husky
sizes. Call 753-3903.

MUST
MOVING
SACRIFICE. Like new
Maytag washer and
dryer, side by side
refrigerator-freezer,
console color T.V. and
miscellaneous
household items. call
after 4, 753-6097."

25"_G-E. COISIRsonSole
with automatic color
and custom picture for
only $28 per month

lighlINGTON 12 gauge
1100 3" magnum.
Ventilated rib - $196.
Remington 20 gauge
light weight, ventillied
rib,- $175. Call 753-4061 or
753-4031.

OAK AND HICKORY
firewood for sale. $15
and up. Will deliver. Call
753-2359.

POTTED FLOWERS,
giant rubber plant, lace
fern, and asparagus
ferns. Several assorted
pot flowers. Call 436_3560.

SEARS BLACK and white
T.V. console. Working
order. $35. Ca11,75341605.

TAPPAN MICROWAVE
oven with time stlector
on sale for $249.00 or
$15.00 per month WAC.
For Information eau 753-

Kelly's Termite
& Pest Control -

USED EARLY American
couch and chair. Good
condition. Call 753-7706.

nor onsed awl ep.AANI sew IS
Tom. Is a.$ Ap err ammo
100 South 13th St
Phone 753-3914

REPOSSESSED ZENITH
console stereo with AMFM stereo, 8 track, and"
record player. Only $15
per month WAC. For
information call 753-,
0595.
G.E. 19" color T.V. with
AFC control and custom
picture.-For only $19.00
per month WAC. Foiiriformation call 7530595.

ELECTROLUX SALES
and iirM&"7"-C8ll Tony
Montgomery, 753-6760
day or night.
F1OUWE OF THOUSANDS
Neeclleart Center, South
16th Street in Fox
Meadows, now has
Paternayan Tapestry
yards in stock, also
Paterneyan , 3 ply
Persian. Materials for
counted stitch, cress
itch, crewel, and floss
a
stitch,
.e

ZEN=TV SAI.E.Trade
now and- save.
TV's bought between
now and Christmas get
free 1 year service.
Sissons Zenith Sales and
Service, 18 miles west of
Murray on Highway 94.
Call 382-2174. Open 7:305:30 or anytime by
appointment.

NO
AVAILA LE
Urethane foam. All
sizes, all densitie.s. Cut
to your specs. West Ky.
Story
Cabinet Co., 1
Avenue-

FOR SALE: 12 inch black:
and white television::
Perfect for dorm root*:
or second T.V. GoOlf;
condition. Best offere;
- Call- 787-4114

Latch hook in 28
designs, knitting and
civehet yarn. Kits and
accessories fOr'all-yoni
needlearts.

WALKING DISTANCE FROM MSU - S bedroom brick, 2
baths, carpeting, drapes, electric heal pump with air conditioning, family room with fireplace, dishwasher,
disposal, 20 x 22 concrete patio, 12 x 16 outside storage
shed, etc. Immediate possession.

SUPER A Formal'
tractor. Euin Bizzell,
753-4418.

STINSON REALTY

FOR SALE M Farmall
tractor and two row 305
carif pleter:--Call 7634936 after 7 p. m. also 600
Ford tractor.

753-3744

IMMEDIATE OPENINGS
CORRECTIONAL OFFICERS
$643 - $710
EDDYMILLE

EAwsUtl5ht ad
good shooting old gun.
Has colrectors value.
$40. Ray Wallace, 7591432. •

Responsible for custody, control and transportation of correctional facility residents. May
involve rotating shift work or weekend work.
Requires at least high school plus one year of
general work experience or additional
education,age 21.
-- •
Liberal fringe benefits. Starting salary depends
on qualifications.
Write or_call:
Gisela McLaughlin
Department of Personnel
Room 280, New Capitol Annex
Frankfort, Kentucky 40601
•
(502)564-5503

12
WESTERNFIELD
gauge double barrel.
Modified and full,
quality gun, nice wood.
$70. Ray Wallace, 7591432.
SPOKE AND PEDAL
'Bicycles has' several
good trade-ins
available. For best
selection of new bikeslay-away now for
Christmas. Dixieland
Center.

--

EQUAL-OPPORTUNITY FANN-4 WE H

Poke, Look
Under Go Behind
Put Away That Book
Of Dream Homes
Here is a brand new home to enjoy with pride This 1
bedroom-home has Great Room with fireplace for warm
winter evenings. 2 baths, heat pump and well insulated. .
irs
Move in and start Eying your dre

After HOW',
Loretta Jobs - 711-60T9
Rele Spann Bill Payne - 711-97(04

iliendalories - 711-8668
- -151errderoositiv- M.44.11,
Judy lohnston - 4r-4446

We don't think yoult.tind anything wrong with this charming 3 bedroom brick...(On living room with Franklin
fireplace, large eat-in kitchen, paved drive, garden area...
Minutes from tobin. For information, rail our office today.

After Hburs.
I oretta lobs' 7'; 3-60"9.
Helen Spann,. -51.8;79
.M pose.a3-92.94.

Brenda lone-s. 1 8668
Glenda Smit11,- "3 1499
- 4 l ,4-146.•
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27. Mobile Home Sales
12 is 65 2 bedroom all
, electric, furnished
mobile home. Call 7536204.
1.914 MOBILE HOME. 3
bedroom, 2 baths,
_ central_ heat .and _air..
. underpinning, nice front
' porch. Furnished or
unfurnished. Call 753- • 3418 after-5.
30 Business Rentals
Mini
Warehouse
Storage Space
For Rent
' 753-4758
32 Apartments Rs Rent
NEWLY DECORATED
apartments for Otis.
60.00 per month. Call
753-3685.
apartEFFICIENCY
ment, furnished. 90.00
month. Close to campus.
. Call 753-4451.

41. Public Sales
SALE,
GARAGE
Thursday, Friday and
Saturday. 12 noon to 6
p.m. Household goods
na-tloffief ofltr Ans.'
mons, Highway 641
North.
PATIO SALE,8 till 2 p.m.
Thursday Glass, iron,
tools,and things. Trailer
12A North side Fox
- Meadows Park on South
- 16th.

TWO PARTY Garage
Sala, . Friday
and
Saturday 4th and 5th
from 8-? Go through
Stella then turn Southwest at West Fork
Church on Butterworth
R4.then turn on Charlie
Thurman Rd., go to 3rd
house- on right, look for
signs. Old love seat; lots
of tools.,-African violets,
antiques, milk glass and
depression glass, few
clothes, and wat nots.
Call 435-4397.

33 Rooms for Rent
MOVING SALE - Amana
ROOMS,
SLEEPING
25" cubic ft. frost free
private entrance,
side by side refrigerator
refrigerator, Zimfreezer, Avacado. RCA,
merman Apartments.
Whirlpool washer, like
South 16th. Call 7534609. ^ new, used six months.G.E. electric dryer,
38. Pets • Supplies
Westbend whole house
humidifier,. Singer
REGISTERED RED
sewing machine, walnut
Irish Setters, 2 female,6
cabinet, , maple poster
months old. Call 753-8861
other
beds,
twin
after 6 p.m.
items.
miscellaneous
41. Public Sales
Call 753-3121, 410 South
12th.
and
GARAGE SALE,16th
Gicnditle. Friday and
Saturday. 8-6. Children
clothing,-furniture, toys,
RLALT c.• S
miscellaneous.

3=111

GARAGE SALE November 5th, 8 a.m.
until sold out. At
2010 Brookhaven,
Gateshorough.

South 12th at Sycarnor•
TELEPHONE 753-1661

WALLIS DRUG
&PRESCRIPTIONS
&HOSPITAL SUPPLIES FOR RENT AND SALE
&LEADING BRANDS OF COSMETICS
&HOLLISTER OSTOMY PRODUCTS

CHOICE NEW LISTING
Almost new 3 bedroom,2 bath home 1 mile from
Murray. Many outstariding-features including
great room with wood-burning fireplace, central
heat and air, beautiful cabinets in kitchen, large
2 car garage with workshop, outside storage
building, wooden deck in back of house. Priced to
- sell fast! 30zs: - -

KOPPERUD
REALTY

m

siit GHI4Mill
FARM PROPERTY -48
stone house and large
WHY
acre farm with aplot.
shaded
proximately 35 acres
RENT? About 6 miles
tendable. Located in
West, double garage
Kirksey eommunity.
,teith 2 -room apartment
Wilson Ins. & Real
above. LARGE LOT on
121 West has 30 x 60
Estate 753-3263 anytime.
block barn, could I*
nEDucgn is,sqo Few
used for some type of
business. YOU -FINISH
settings can rival this
and save - three 3
with the towering shade
bedroom houses under
trees and beautifully
construction. Buy when.
landscaped yard. Over
finished on outside or
2,100 sq. ft. in this -3
contractor will give
bedroom,2 bath home,2
price- finished. WEST
car garage, ample
OF MURRAY -36 acres,.
outside storage, red49 acres, 77 acres or 85
wood deck, Spanish
acres. Call 489-2110.
design exterior. Call.
today Wilson Ins. & Real
Estate 753-3263 anytime.

KOPPERUD
REALTY

"Tour Key To Happy
Hods. litattlag"
711 Main 753-1 222
HOUSE AND 4 acres Newly listed executive
home located four miles
west of 'Murray near
Southwest Elementary
School. Home features 4
bedrooms, 21.1 baths,
with
family room
fireplace, formal dining
room, fenced backyard,
outside storage building
and many extra fine
- features-.Phone Kopperud Realty,753-1222 or
come by our conveniently located office
at 711 Main, Street fa
assistance in any real
estate matter.

41 Morwcycles
1.0 YZ.
1974 YAMA
$275.
n
good
Ca
1973 175 HONDA road
bike-Good shape. $200.
Call 753-8719-after 5.
49 Used Cars & Trucks

49. Used Cars A Trucks
1970 GTO, immaculate
condition. 1973 Vega red
and white automatic.
Call 753-0405 days, after
753-0695.
.
. _
1976 CHEVROLET
Corvette, loaded. Call
527-3188 or 527-3664.

1975.PLYMOUTH- Grand
Fury. With air conSHARP 1948 Chevy
dition, power windows, - shortwheel base picknew power brakes.,.and.
up.. 327 automatic with
other extras. $1995. Call'
%OAP tires _and whePts
767-2289.
'
850.00. Call 354-6217.
1974 DODGE-4'414 47X
with topper, 1973 Dodge
Dart Swinger. Call 7535809.
1958 CORVETTE 327-375
automatic, needs paint.
Call 354-6206.

Purdom & Thruman

Insurance & Real Estate
southlicle Court Square
Murray, Kentucky

753-4451
WALKING DISTANCE
FROM MU - 5
bcdroom prick, 2 bath,
carpeting, drapes;
electric heat pump witp
air conditioning, family
room with fireplace,
dishwasher, disposal, 20
x 22 concrete patio, 12 x
16 outside storage shed,
etc. Immediate
possession. Call Stinson
Realty, 753-3744 for
appointment.

1968 VOLVO P1800S with
electric over drive and
air - condition. '1,350,00.
Call- -Palmersville, TN
822-5922. - •
1976 GRAND PRIX, low
mileage, one-bwner. Tilt
wheel, landau top, excellent buy. Call 7534331.
1975 PINTO
station
wagon, 6 cylinder, air
conditioned, clean.
2,500.00. Buddy
yigentine, 753-4981, 1704

1973 DODGE PICKUP
truck, vs ton. Power
steering and power
brakes. Air condition.
Call 753-2527.

1968 GMC Pick-up. Six
cylinder straight shiftlong wheelbase. In good
condition. 750.00. Call
3.5-6217.
1972 FORD GRAND
Torino. Loaded with
es_cVaa. Priced at $1050. _
Must sell. Call 496-2502
. or 759-1171.
"
19-73 bIONTE CARLO
Landau,new radial tires
- factory mags,steering.
brakes and air. Power
windows and door locks.
2 white top, pretty blue
1
/
finish. Black inside with
bench seats. AM-FM
46,000 actual miles.
$2350 firm. Call 753-8117.
1972 PONTIAC Catalina.
Excellent condition.
1972
Sinoi.
V.W.
Squareback, automatic,
radial tires, $950. Call
489-2595.

CHEVROLET
1964
PICTURE PERFECT pickup truck for sale.
A charming, spacious
Call 753-3280.
residence in a park-like 1971 FORD PINTO, 19,800
Waldrop Realty
setting of -2044- it...res.
actual miles. $750. Call 1973 INTERNATIONAL
in Business
This lovely, warm home
Trayelall, power and
753-0649 or 753-4547. "
Since /956"
2
1
has 4 bedrooms, 2/
air. 43,000 actual miles.
753-5646
baths, separate dining 1973 CUTLASS Supreme,
$2595. 1973 Oldsmobile
room, study, family
Cutlass Supreme, power
power steering and
room with cathedral
KOPPERUD REALTY
and air, 43,600 actual
brakes. With air. Sharp.
ceiling, recreation room
has five full-time,
miles. $2195. Four
See at 507 South 7th after
and fireplace. Many
trained
burner apartment size
sales
4 p.m.
extras include built-in
professionals to assist
stove like new, $50. Call
bookcases, excellent 1966
you in Real Estate
753-4131.
6
RAMBLER
matters.: If _you have a.. storage inside the home
cylinder, with air. Good
and two outside storage
question regarding any
condition. -Good gas FOR SALE 1975- Vega
buildings. Let us, show
phase of real estate
express.
panel
mileage-. See at 507
- activity,give us a call at - you ALL the __unique _ Sonth-Ith after 4 p.m. -Aut-comatic -trandetails that make this
753-1222, or stop by our
smission, air conhouse such a value. Call 1970 •°FAL KADET,
ditioning. Still under
conveniently located
or come by 105 N. 12th
office at 711 Main. We at
warranty. $2700. Call 163,000 miles. Good
Boyd _Majors Real
Koppasnd Realty. want
924-5421, 3'6 p.m.
second -hand -car.- -Call
Estate, 753440.
to be YOUR Real Estate
16.3-502tT after 4 p.m.
1971 BUICK Electra 225,
People.
IMMEDIATE
1963 FORD VAN, • 6 - one owner, clean4iew POSSESSION - Three
tires, full power and air.
cylinder, straight shift.
THE NELSON MOAT CO.
bedroom brick charmer
Call from 8-5 753-2472,
Good condition. Call 753REALTORS
on beautiful wooded lot
after 5, 753-5141.
8124.
near the university.
Undo Jeffs
Shopping Center
Owners transferred and
FOR tALE - Real
759-1707 or 759.1716
want quick sale. Home
eig Car - Litho Prin. 1173
1970 Delta 88 niceOldbodge Poise 4400r Sedan.
has- economic natural
smobile. $650. 1975
GO•41 tires and mechanical
gas heating, fireplace,
WANTED - Farm
Maverick Grabber, AMcondition. Doris Rom, 753fenced backyard and
Property - We have
FM stereo, $2550. Call
had request recently for .. much more. Priced to
437-4155.
sell fast! 20's. Phone
acreage from 2 acres to
50. Campers
Kopperud-Realty, 753- 1961-CAMAiii) SS, 350
including
1222.
working
are
We
acreage East of Marre7:-automatic, extra nice. B
WESTERN KY. TRAVEL
hard to provide the best
If you have land you are
Allis Chalrner 'tractor,
TRAILERS - complete
possible service to you.
interested in selling, call
plow and cultivator. Call
sales and service
us- today. Loretta Jobs
after 5 p.m. 474-2392.
department at -1-24- and137' N. Poplar-Benton
Realtors 753-1492.
_Route 68, Cadiz,
_ Call
_ Ky.
_
1976 FOUR-WHEEL--drive- 5224547.
COUNTRY FOLKSF 250. Call 759-1130.
ONE OVER THE CAB
Located 6 miles from
camper. Good condition.
Murray.
This
3
REALTY
1976 GRAND PRIX, low
One Garrett Master
2 bath home
/
bedroom, 11
mileage, one owner. Tilt
5271468 '153796-25
Hunter Metal detector,
offers easy, '
happy
. Wheel, . landau top,
like. new. Call 436-2437
fariiily living at a
excellent buy. Call 753after 4 p. m.
reasonable price. Home
45 Farms For Sale
4331.
is situated on 11
2 acres
/
50 ACRE L. C. use arm
with lots of shade trees
on Johnny Robertson
and two outside storage
Road. Beautiful wooded
buildings. Priced at
On
building sit, and good
-.32,500.00. Phone Kopfarm
Call
land.
Eddie
WNBS-WAAW
perud Realty, 753-1222,
Huie, 753-5532.
Real
Estate
6:30 p.m.-11:30 p.m.
Headquarters in
46. Homes For Sale
Wed., Nov. 2,
Nov.1
Tuesday,
Calloway County.
FOR SALE BY OWNER
Thursday, Nov.3
- 3 bedroom house.
John E.
Near University. Priced •
Neubauer
in 20's. Call 753-8726
after 5 p. m.
• Realtor

QUALITY

o.

753-1222
711 Main
George Gallagher 753-8129 Geri Andersen 753-7932
Harry Patterson 492-8302 Bill Kopperud 753-1222
Bill Rayburn 753-4474

RADIO AUCTION

FIRST
PRODUCTION SALE
of
DEER CREEK FARMS
November 9, 1977

74
'

The Get and Service of The
Following Great'Sires
Will Be Featured:
-

Perfect Victor 31
.CMR Perfect Victor 82
eRWJ Victor J3-373
eCNIR Superoltnend 18
.CMI1 Masterpiece 102
•CM14 Superol 275 ,

.(MR

Regular Polled Herefords
Selling 69 Lots
.6 Bulls
63 Females
(21 cows with calves)
Free lunck served at 11:00 a.m.

W. Keith Duncan, Owner
• Paul "tanker, Mir.
•t • Route.k.,Marion.Kentucky
Phone: 502-965-2414

o•

Phone 753-3411 to Bid
Murray Lions Club

List Your Property With Us
753-0101
505 INaks St.

'
1:30 p.m.

FOR SALE BY OWNER 8
room brick home on
quiet street close to
LANDLORD BUG you? •
schools. Dining room,
See this apartment
den, 2 full baths. Fully
duplex, and be your own
carpeted, central heat
landlord
bug
and
and air. Lots of storage
someone else. Loretta
including walk-in
Jobs Realtors, 753-1492.
closets. Double garage,
patio. Call 753-0376. If no
CAN'T find a home you
call 753-5665.
answer
like? Then buy this lot in
Canterbury and build
Motorcycles
47
your own. Beautiful
AWAY a helmet or
LAY
corner lot 1401
2x120. S.
/
any. other motorcycle
W. corner of Oxford
accessory. Now at Town
Drive and Tabard
and Country Yamaha,
Drive. Only 6,300.00. The
Murray, 'Ky. 753-807rNelson Shreat Co..
Realtors, Uncle Jeffs
LAY AWAY a Yamaha
Shopping Center, 759motorcycle now at Town
1707 office, 759-1716 after
Country *Yamaha,
and
hours.
Murray, Ky. 753-8078.
• Guy Spann Realty
v.- Pr., P.op,1•
. frR•ol Es•er•'
401 Symilbere

"way,ay.

7/3

IP X

31E11 MiellkhE

1954 HONDA 360 CEIT
with several extras,
3,700 actual miles.
Hemet; re-al- • nice
condition, hike new.
$1100. Call 753-8124.

"
•;°10.
1-

e
.
•;044:11400%

2-7 s

44-'

•

.11 .
"

arlt,

-WOODED WONDERLAND
This lovely 4 bedroom home is built on three
beautiful wooded lots in Candlelight Estates near
AlnalHeights. Has all built-ins, carpet, central
heat and air, drapes,3/
2 baths,fireplace, double
1
garage All the refinements necessary for corn,
fort and convenience. Priced in 60s.

quy Spann Realty
'YOUR KEY PEOPLE IN REAL ESTATE'
907 sycemort street none 753-7724
Member of'Alettiple Listings
Louise Reber, 753-2409
CAP( Samoa, 751-2587
Jack PeRoll, 7534961
Prentice Dunn,753-*25
CoMe 753-5122
41.1111BnInnnunium'

51 Services Offered

50 Campers

WHITE CAPRER SALES
authorized dealer for
both Starcraft and Tan.
Travel trailers and pop
-silk-Take advaatage-4
fall prices on._ new 78
models and be ready for
spring. Bank financing
available. Located 4
Miles East of Murray on
Highway 94. Call 753060k:
1970. SANDPIPER, long
truck
base
wheel
camper. Fully self
contained. Shower,
all
tank,
holding
equipped. _4800 or best
offer. 1965 Pull type
camper, self contained,
16' redecorated, $700 or
These
offer.
best

GENERAL BACKHOE
work, gravel hauling
and top soil. Call Joe
Beard, 436-2306.
LICENSED ELECTRICIAN/ and gas indo
will
stallation
plumbing, heating and
sewerP1Paning. Ca112537203.

STUDENTS WHQ need
fast, efficient typing
work done at low cost,
call 759-1767' anytime
after 4:30 p.m.

FOR YOUR septic tank
--and backhoe work
needs. Also septic tank
cleaning. Call John
Lane. Phone 753-8669 or
436-2586 or 436-5348.

WOULD LIKE part time
secretarial work.
Medical secretary
experience. Call 7591587.

PAINTING, INTERIOR,
exterior Also dry wall
finishing. 10 - years experience. Call 436-2563,
Ralph Worley.-

Chain Saw

to sell. Call 436-5853
anytirne.

GUTTERING BY Sears,
Sears continous gutters
installed per your
Call
specifications.
Doug Taylor at 753-2310
for free estimates,

Trailer
Anti-Freeze
Rees".
Now 3" gal.
Supply
753-8072

FENCE SALES at Seara
now. Call Doug- Taylor .:
at 753-2310 for free
-,estimates Jot your _
needs.

FOR BACKHOE and
bulldozing needs. Call
4374533 or after 8 p.m.
354-8161 or 3544138.

campers are_ in good
conditton:- Moving need

Murray Camper

51. Services Offered
WIRING
ELECTRIC
home and industrial, air
conditioning, and
- refrigeration, heating.
Call 474-8841.

And Lawnmower
Sales and Service
Eastsido Small
Engine Repair
• Nialrway 14 East
7S3-0400

INSULATION BLOWN in
by Sears save on these
high heat and cooling
bills. Call Doug Taylor
at 753-2310 for free
- estimates.

SHORT HAIRED black
shiny puppy. 208 North
13th. Call 753-3086.

TREES TRIMMED and
cut. Call 753_4707.

TWOS MONTHS old male
pups. Call 759-1633.

51. Services Offered
ELECTRICAL WIRIN
home or industrial. Call
Charles Cooksey after 6
p.m. 436-5896.
HA•11
WILL
DRIVEWAY gravel or
decorative rock or stock
pile lime. Call 753-6763
Roger Hudson,753-4545.
CARPET LAYED. Workguaranteed.
manship
One year. Will measure.
We install for Paschal's
Call 436-2124 or 436-2432.
PROFESSIONAL carpet
and furniture cleaning.
offersServicemaster
steam or dry foam
method. Servicemaster
,has been cleaning the
-finest limes-for °Yet. 30
years,and are Number 1
in the • professional
-cleaning busineis today.
Call Servicemaster, 7530259 today.
.HAVING TROUBLE
getting those small
plumbing jobs done?
Then call 753-6614.
LICENSED ELECTRICIAN prompt efficient service. NO job
too small. Cat-- Erirst- White, 753-0605.

54. Free Column

Save! Save!
20 Mile
Free deliveryMend, ready to on. Or bay • U-Owild and sews. Complete sad
ready te aseamble!xi apt. 24160 staadard, but will proms any sin
seeded. Sep the nit nen COW I, Casten Deb mod bay tie beet
ter less.
II BORT ettrfliati ilufaitesiism-oese

CARLOS BLACK JR,
PAINTING CO.
406 Sunbury Circle

Phone 753-0839 or 753-5287
leturrerf,tentatity
Resideryrial---Commercial
Interior--- Exterior
Spray --Brush-Roll
In Shop Spraying of Yard Furniture-Shutiers „

Parking Lot Striping ,

No Job Too Large or Too Small
We Are Fully Insured -

GLIDDEN PAINT

GENERAL HOME
remodeling, framing,
aluminum siding and
gutters. Call 14544951,or 1-362-4895.
CUSTOM CARPET care.
Steam clean one room at
8 cents per sq. ft. and we
will clean the hallway
free, limit 4x10. A 10' x
10' room would only be
$8.00. Call 753-1335.
WET BASEMENT? We
make wet basements
dry, work completely
guaranteed. Call or
write Morgan Construction Co., Route 2,
Box 409A. Paducah, Ky.
42001. Phone day or
night 442-7026.
INSULATION SAVES
An Attics' and walls
blown. Free estimates.
Call 753-3316.

Beautiful landscaped lot 225' ir 100' with fruit trees,
flowers, pine trees, and grapevines. PLUS a 12 60 mobile
home, furnished with an additional family room,
16 outside storage
screened porch and carport. 12
building. Storm doors and windows and low cost oil heat
make this ideal for the newlywed, single, or retiree. Near
East Elementary School 512,000.

Call or come by

The Nelson Shroat Co., Realtors
Uncle Jeff's Shopping Center
759-1 707 or 159-1716

MOBILE HOME ANCHORS, underpinning,
patio awnings and roofs
sealed, white of'silver.
Call Jack Glover, 7531873 after 5 or weekends.
'YOUNGBLOOD'S
ROOFING. Commercial
and residential. General
carpentry: 10 years
experience. Call 759-1524
after 5 p.m.

CAN YOU BEAT THIS??
645 N. 4th Street - Attractive and desirable country-like place in city. Aluminum siding, 2 or 3
bedroom house in peak condition. Electric heat,
wall-to-wall carpeting, draperies. Situated on 1
acre, tree-studded lot. Under $30,000

BOYD-MAJORS

euALrry stem
Company Inc. Air condition sales and service. Modern sheet
metal
department
Wise.hut,
1-tarTX
President.- Phone 753.
9290.

105 N. 12th Street

753-8080

- REAL ESTATE

THE PROFESSIONAL OFFICE WITH THE FRIENDLY TOUCH
Warrea-Ska9.bire7534771, *mire Mealy 7534036
Ilarts•ro Erwin 753-4116

%pope mpedityn.laap..
1.11.. WA* 753-1347
Meow Bigler 753-1519
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Insulation Tips Given

Rubber Plant Moving

IG
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nd
ng
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Seven-Year-Old Gets
Social Security Card

Traumatic Effect

occupied, single-family homes sheets or can be injected into
By LOUISE COOK
CLEVELAND(AP)-After guts of its operation to TenThe bill also would require
needed
Writer
more insulation, existing walls as a wet foam
AssociatedPress
LouisylijE, , Ky. (AP).-- for wse on bank accounts...VIM*
_ .
43 years in tiny Garrettsville, nessee.
'
'
s only 7-weeks-old, but funds°,savings bonds.
'
' she
that 1°'Percent °I the'lrns.11— Viiioris difuture tax break Eighteen- rfilllibrcof thehomes by a contracior.
Ohio, the Poison Rubber Co. "The effect was traurnatic," annual wages dE affected
and memories of past winter bad no insulation at all.
of Nicole Teresa Marie Persons • , Lipetz said, however, a rev/
fiberMade
Cellulose,
announced It was stopping says --Poison vice president employees be Paid br -tbe=- beabilt- blib
-have-peompted - -_Manufacturers-Ietke-$700 finely ground cellulose fs-gefting a Social SeeUrity •parents have to gef-cardbiL
production, ripping out the. Paul Eiiehl, who stayed behind_company_into a state fwid for jaunt:am _ .rif . consumers to intllion gniustry ALso warn et products such.-: as recycled
because their children work,—
card. 'equipment and shipping 'tb. to run the sales operation. "it. redeveloptherit of tht /Meted - improve their home in- tight supplies, particularly of newspaper,this insulation can
Her parents are following a 'and earn money.
put a lot of people out of work community.
sulation. They have also fiberglass. The Federal Trade lie poured or blown in Place.
trend which Social Security - One youngster who falls in
and wreaked havoc on 0t1r tax Legislation intrnd
____
,
tteed - in caused concern about shor- Conunisaion- is investigating .'The type of insulation you - officials think may eventually that category is 8-year-old
base."
Congress by Rep. William tages and shady busing& eOMPelition.-in _the.industry. Aikeeele- ;depends 'in part. on-_.:71ead to the routine issuing of Alicia Yeates of Louisville.
would require practices.
and the Consumer Product where yeti are installing it. cards at birth.
Garrettsville lost about 40 Ford,- D-Mich.,
•
She get her Social Security
t
,
per cent of its tax base when two years notice beforePresident Carter'speopoa - Safety Commission has held Mineral wool batts are . They said-Flicole is among, card two years ago When she
the 400 workers lost their jobs. relocating a plant. In that _ to provide up to $400 in tax bearings on safety aspects of generally easiest to install hundreds
Kentucky Started ,earning money
of
-I've got no idea of the time, company etecutives credits for homeowners who insulation,
during construction or in an • youngsters whose parents will modeling and doing television
destiny of our workforce," would work with government install insulation, storm Meameptle-,ilk Me-igen,- urifinis
- lied attic. U you afe
-- --hasten this year to establish --commercials.
Diehl said. "I'm sure some of officials to determine if there windows and other energy- cies have some advice for adding insulation to existing 'Social Security accounts for
Lipetz said the Social
them found jobs, and some of is actually_IL._ need for Ute saving devices is sue pending consumers__ who -ari WO.- walls -or --a- finished attic,- them during the first few -Security---office sponsors a
DETROIT (AP) - All them are still looking."
relocation and , whether as Congress grapples with the sidering hiring a contractor or however, you -might prefer months of early life,
-drive before school is out each
Plymouth Volares, Dodge
Faced with incidents such federal help to the company administration's energy Installing their oern insulation. loose fill or a plasticfoam.
Some parents even obtain year to get cards for high
Aspens, Chrysler Lebarons. as Poison and the nearby might make such a move package.
There are three basic types
The governmenthas several and partially fill out the ap- school students.
and Dodge Diplomats built closing. of the Youngstown unnecessary.
Most local banks keep Social
But the Department of of insulation;
booklets available to help plication before the child is
before Sept. 23 - some 1.2 Sheet & Tube Co. in Struthers, If a company refused to give Cominerce says the use of -Mineral woe!. This In- consumers."Making the Most born.
Security applications handy
million earif----•"= are - being - l_DhB--,ithere is a campaign hr-noticei-or -Tefused -to follow-rnsrinititaLlivar- increasett,el_Dsles. Liock_ wool- and atYour Energy-. Dollars" - -'11 --garents-:explain -that•T:because'of the ,wide use of the
recalled by Chrysler Corp. to Congress and among some. through on efforts to seek an _aireerlf-- y.,. The department said fiberglass and accounts for 80 provides detailed information _Letting the cards early for number:on-tank doCtuswits.
--carrect Petenrial brake - local officials to regulate plant alternative,' the - legislatinti-- three- -million- homes wete--30 *5' per- cent' of residential - on bow to figure out hew much their chibiren means they will ''It-takesfrom-One montarth:
relocation to cushion the would_ cut the firm off from a reintedatedia the first hail ck. insulation. It can be blown in insulating yoiLneed ,tuwhat, _hayedridbaggig,idgatirigition six weeks to process an apdetects.
largest impact en workers The- -Italics-; up- - firm only 250,41W Place or purchasedin blankets -it- Will- rest jou:The booklet other than their family names-. plication andissue &card.
and tiler:variety of federalassistanei,' -tpr)
such as job-training aid at the homes in the,same _period af or "batts' with a vapor costa 70 cents."hi thaBank or But the biggest advantage, One bank manager said
auto maker said Monday there community. _
wire no injuries Or accident-1i
barrier to prevent moisture Up the Chimney" has according to some parents, is "Social Security numbers
Proponents of regulation new site wid-cerlai lederal year earlier.
in • 20 reported incidents in hope to minimize the damage tax breaks.
The department estimates. inside a building from passing illustrated, how-to instruc- that it provides for more provide very useful iden'
will be enough insulation through walls and ceilings and lions on weatherstripping, perrhanent identification of tification of people for banks,
which cars lost their front to. a community and its Consideration of the bill is there
so we encourage getting them
brakes.
workers when a company likely next year,Ford says.
caulking and insulation. It the child,
this year for 1.9 million new condensing on the insulation,
Chfykler -Said one defect movei production'
Irving Lipeti; operations for the youngsters early.
- - David -Shapiro -of -the U.S. homes, 3.4 million existing- -Plastic foam. Made of costs $1-3M-Seth are available
involves acid leaking from the
In Ohio, the Conference of Chamber of Commerce, says homes and 300,000 mobile polystyrene, polyurethane or froth the Consumer Infor- _supervisor of the Louisville They're going to have to get
t battery and eating through the
Alternative State and Local business leaders oppose homes. But the ultimate, urea formaldehyde, it can be mation Center, Pueblo, Colo., office, said most parents file the number, you know,sooner
brake tubes, causing a loss of Public Policies, a group of proposals to regulate plant market Wallach bigger: - for cards for their youngsters or later."
purchased in pre-formed -111009-.
---brake fluid.
public officials, is calling for relocation, explaining,
A National Bureau of
The company said its state legislation-that-would !-Sfforts Ike,. this Amply in' Standards study in 1974—thedealers will reigace the brake require companies to pay terfere with management's latest year for which figures
tubes if necessary and install severance benefits for ability to make business are available - showed that
a protective shield between workers idled by a plant judgments.
some 40 million, owner-1
-the tubes and the battery movement.
cover at no charge. •
A bill introduced in the Ohio
In a second. -problem, General Assembly last
Chrysler saki front brake summer would require
Wednesday, November 2,1977
Section C --- Page One
hoses which 'run from the benefits equal to one week's
tubes to the front-wheel brakes pay for every year an emmay become britUeanderaek ployee has worked for the
company.
in prolongedcold weather:
---------

Chysler

Recalls
1.2 Autos

the
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Dairy Farmers Okay
Promotion Donations

NW

Nillaifttlota."%1•1404

he

est

SPECIAL
fr4 NOVEMBER FEATURE
1/2 Order

-CATFISH FILLET
Includes Salad Bar, Choice of Potato,
and Hush Puppies.
Regular Menu Price $3.25

Special Price Good Sunday thru Friday

e
tre
tt

Op& - •
it,p.rn,daft _

tit/3

R este drattt

Closed-Monday

113-4141

For The Best of
The Catch

marketing cooperative, will
not be affected by the
referendum. Those farmers
will continue • to make
promotional contributions of 8
cents for every J00 pounds of
rnilk they sell: - - But about 1,400 independent
producers have been donating
4 cents Per hundredweight
The effect of the referendute
incréIsëthose con-'
tributions to 8 cents per
FRANKFORT A program
hundredweight.
to determine theinformation
•
and library needs of Kentucky
citizens has been initiated in •
the state. The goal of the
program is to prepare for the
Governor's Pre-White House
Conference on Library and
IniorMation Services.

- -moo - watt Neater
Save
sees

(7armamiramtu
MOLUNN
(=NM MIMI=MR ICMMO IMINIIMMO

1588

MINI MIMI MIND MEW RIME
WE
CAMI1I11LEMIINOUIR
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ONERIM
CNN REIM INIEN IMO
MOM MUM IRMO 110110111111.1
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=MD EIRIER MX=
CNN MOM tittE IMIERI
MUNI MEM
CNN
MIRA REIM
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=MNIMP
MEINR1110101114IMMI
UM JEEP OEM
RIM
IIIMB
MOO n
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-

'

Pan forced hot car §-ATT, on
- T:liiTthwtmot-at
Safety tip-over switch. se 3002

_
USE OTASCO CREDIT

Entl

Program Started

RADIO
AUCTION
Tues., Nov. 1
Wed., Nov. 2
Thurs., Nov. 3

r-

BEGINNING AT
6:30 P.M. EACH EVENING
ITEMS FOR SALE -THIS YEAR INCLUDE:
LADIES' WEAN_-MEN'S WEAR - CHILDREN'S WEAR
HAIRDRESSING ITEMS L SERVICES
SPORTING GOODS - OFFICE SUPPLIESFOOD - AUTOMOTIVE SUPPLIES & SERVICES
HOUSEHOLD ITEMS - TOOLS - AND MANY, MANY MORE

"BARGAINS GALORE"
It 7
- 1

1-1;:flifi

RmiCETI]
CI=1

Library Needs

ANNUAL
MURRAY LIONS CLUB

•

•

II

1320-1500 Watt Heater

Save sr*

In Kentucky

Notlil.

•:•••••

FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP)- The extra funds will be
-Kentucky's Grade-A dairy deducted from farmers' sales
'farmers have voted to in- receipts beginning today, said
erease thedonatkons made by-Glen Goebel, president of the
independent producers to milk American Dairy Association
114It1,1
of Kenteeky
The state Departthent of
The money will be used for
Agriculture. Said Mdliday the- advertisements and others'
increase was approved by 72 promotions sponsored by ADA
per cent of the dairy of Kentucky and the Southeast
producers who teak-part in Tr-United Dairy Industry,
_referendum conditeted Associetioe, beeed in Atlanta.
zecently by mail. '
Grade A dairy farmers have
' The department_ Mortal been contributing $1.2
,
--that-i-1,
185-_4armeesi--4eilaUttr.-aa,
Pefn. notiont.7
-and other producers voted-in 'More than- $100,000 will be
favor Of the increase while 935 added as the result of the
were against it for a total vote referendum,Goebel said. •
t
r r#
of 3,320. The state has about The
deductions
ere
3,400 Grade A dairy farmers. automatic, but there is a
Most producers, including refunciprocedire for farmers
members of Dairymen, Inc., who want to get their money •

-.1411410NINI"......A.mmunripoo
-sat

Appointed committee
members will be planning a
hearing for citizens...of the
First Congressional District at
a dinner meeting scheduled at
7 p.m., Thursay; November
3, at Murray State University
in Murray. The hearing preliminary to the Governor's
Pre-White House Conference
- will be held early in 1978 to
give Citizens an opportunity to
make their needs known and
make recommendations,
concerning those needs.
The purpose of the White
House Conference on Library
and -Information Services"is to
determine how library and,
information services can
better serve the needs of the
public. The conference
committees need to know
from the citizens what information needs are totally
lacking lir-need- to be improved.
Attending the meeting in the
congressional district will be
Mrs. Barbara M. Williams,
state librarian; Barbara
Pospicil, Kentucky's White
House Conference coordinator, and Daniel Kreutzer,
state conference chairman
and astsistitnt state libratian.
The -meeting is being hosted
by Murray State University
and the-Uhlfersity's 'library
community.
•

117

:
A. FIREPLACE TONGS—Block metal fintiE- 58-605
11. FIREPLACE SCREEN—Black finish. Metal frame
with black mesh. Antique brass color center pull.
- 58-602 Reg. $27.88

3•44
19•88

12211MIIMINE
=MUM
•MO MEIMOM
1111111111
174...........
m...
OEM
UMW MIN

...

Automatic thermostot •
Safety tip-over switch •
Fan-forced hot air • Reg
$25.97 58-300-4

fl

C. FIREPLACE TOOL SET-4 pc. Black finish stand,
po'ker, broom.8 'tweet with brawcator itandles 7 77
58-600
pull
Fireplace Scriern—Antique brass finish with hood screen
35.97
.
..chrein type closure. 58-603
7-pc.fireplace Ea-seeable. 4 pc tool set, screen and ohditons in
se 77
.
black finish with brass accents, 58-604
20.97
Fireplace Tool Set-4 pc. Antique Bross Finish. 58-601

Flex-Gas
Connectors
AS LOW AS
12", 18", 24",48".
For safe easy instolIation of gas heaters, etc.
40-254/-3
441
Teflon Piper Joint Talie (40-199 6)

cirostant
Energy Saver Kits vcAcIfe•
4 STORM
IMMO --

Sale
Price

Irtw4ILL

plastic
with stripping and °oils 40-194-2

.eackese of 4; clear

Storm Door Kit (40194.6)

•

994

z.77,

cirot3ng

177

Fiberglass Pipe
Insulation

ea

mrprnm
er r3
"Ast300 Foam/Foil

Reg.
$1.19

Pipe Insulation

144

.N

t.."-gli7.-tIf

Fiberglass;
25
roll, Protects logoinst
freezing. 40-176-

Energy Saver

Vinyl foam with aluminum backing
stops heat loss, sweating. 2" X 15'
roll 40-196-3

Aluminum/Vinyl Door Bottom
40.195 6)
1.88

Ellergy Saver

lAreatberstrip
. cirii-4o Tape
As Low
As

ROLL

'Weft
,

Heat
Deflector
144

-Sponge rubber; self-sticking.
40-197-1/-5

tiTAS-Ctil Bel-Air Center

94Min.-11101:
Fri'a Sat'
Sun.

5:30

Rireets forced Oil heat
koway from drapes,
•ocross floor for more
even heat 40-195-9
US,

753-8391

Et• h•Pot ri,C•er•

C.
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REELFOOT
NORTHSIDE
SHOPPING
CENTER

WIEN
Npi,ER
EGRS
S

AM-10 PM
DAILY
CLOSED SUNDAY

j
I

JIM ADAMS is celebrating 14
yeart;- of busineis With
savings, free gifts, and fun &
excitement on three BIG
ni hts!

59°

10-SOUTHSIDE•10 NORTHSIDE
1. BRING YOUR BANKROLL PUNCH CARD
IN TO JIM ADAMS IGA. WRITE YOUR
-ADDRESS & PHONE NO-.-ON THE CARD
-"TURKEY-DRUM.'
7:-OUR CASHIER
A
- 'NEW BANKROLL PUNCH-CARD?

wittissuEY00

U.S. CHOICE•SHOULDER CUT

91 c

SWISS STEAK
U.S. CHOICE•BONE *44
CHUCK ROAST

Lb.
Lb

$1"

FRESH

.. .. Lb.00

WATERCATFISH

U.S. CHOICE

CHUCK ROAST
BLADE CUT

REELFOOT

EXTRA LEAN

DINNER
FRANKS

IN THE PIECE

GROUND
CHUCK

BRAUNSCHWEIGER

$1.(19

Lb69'

1 Lb. PKG.

99'

Lb.

DATE SPECIFIED BELOW!
THURSDAY
NOV.3
6P.m - 10pm

"BUTTERBALL"
TURKEY mrse 10 Lb & UP
CHECK OVER OUR SELECTION OF
TURKEYS,U.S. CHOICE"GRAIN FED"
BEEF,DELICIOUS PORK & WEEK LONG
SAVINGS AT JIM ADAMS IGA.

• TABIERITE

FRIDAY
N31/.4
6p.m - lop.m.

LIMIT
ONE
$10°° ADDITIONAL PtRCHASE REQ
ITEMS EACH-NIGHT;

ExctumNe.

Feej

Lb.

101A1 ASAJjAhti

IGA•GRADE

THURSDAY -FRIDAY -SATURDAY 6 P.M. - 10 P.M.
EXTRA SAVINGS el-US-BUGGY- BINGO! EACH NIGHT. TWO SUPER VALUES WILLBE ON SALE WITH A
$10.00 ADDITIONAL PURCHASE. ONLY ONE $10.00 PURCHASE IS NEEDED TO PURCHASE BOTH ITEMS. PLUS,
SAVE ALLWEEK ON_THEOTHER_ITEMS 114_ THIS AIS.. A$ 0° ADDMO
NAL PURCHASE1S REQUIRED TO PURCHASE
BOTH THE 6 13.m.-10 P.M. SPECIALS AND THE WEEK LONG
TIDE & SUGAR SPECIALS.

COLD CAPSULE

pNTACT$129

SAVE ON
JIM ADAMS

IVIRY,VAY tOVV PRICE

NEW FRITOS

IODIZED SALT

NATURAL STYLE
"LIGHTS"

HEALTH &
"EVERY DAY LOW PRICE"
BEAUTY AIDS! DISH LIQUID

-2-6'o;154

494

PINK 32 oz.

IGA •PAPER

79'
AIM TOOTHPASTE 19F%Asa 99'
MELLO MIST

13 oz. CAN

HAIR SPRAY

TOWELS
JUMBO ROLL

69'

PKG.

IGA•CUT

2FOR

BUNNY

69'

NUT ROLLS

PKG.

"EVERY DAY LOW PRICE"

SLICED PEACHES

WE WELCOME
FOOD STAMP
SHOPPERS!

"EVERY DAY LOW PRICE"

DOG
CHOW

6 PM-10 PM ONLY! 6 PM-10 PM

GREEN
BEAN
S
303 CAN

4

FOR

No. 21 can

49

/
2 oz. CAN
IGA•101

VEGETABLE

SOUP

4. $
FOR

1

IGA•READY
TO BAKE

IGA
„•SALTINE

CRACKERS
1 Lb. PKG.

2

FOR89c

TEXAS•SWEET & JUICY

BISCUITS

6 PACK•8 oz. CANS

79'
IGA• FRO2

ORANGES
NO. 125 SIZE
sEE DETAILS IN OUR STORE - FROM
THE MAKERS OF LYSOL BRAND PRODUCTS.

2/39' DEODORIZING CLEANER
LYSOL•28 oz.

LYSOrIFIrol.-

BASIN-TUB-TILE CLEANER
BEACON

MOP&GLO320z

$129

6 ox. CAN!

99'
$159

LYSOL

SPRAY DISINFECTANT 14 es.

ORAN1
JUICI

149

ITS-THE TOTAL ON THE TAPE THAT COUNTS!

FOR
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CORNET

lElit

SOUTHSIDE
7 A.M.
to
10 P.M.

ANA

Anntversar

PRICES GOOD THRU
TUESDAY,NOV.8, 1977.
unless noted in this ad.
quantity rights reserved.

BATHROOM
TISSUE
4 ROLL
PKG.

69'

10-NORTHSIDE•10-SOUTHSIDE
3. DRAWINGS AT 6 P.M.
FRIDAY - SATURDAY - SUNDAY
4. YOU DO NOT HAyE TO BE
PRESENT TO VVIN ALL TURKEYS_
WILL BE GIVEN AWAY!

PM-10P ONLY ON THE
ONLY ONE ;10.00 PURCHASE NEEDED PER NIGHT
V!
TO RECEIVE BOTH ITEMS LISTED FOR THAT NIGHT!

THR0014 TISSUE

BIG NO.2 CAN

1 Lb CAN

$1 7
IGA• HALVES or SLICES

49

LIMIT
ONE

SE REQUIRED TO PURCHASE ONE OR BOTH
LUDINC TOBACCOA -DAIRY PRODUCTS!.

BUNNY

IGA

DRESSING

SIZE BOX
SAVE: 464

BEM CROCKER•CAKE
STIR & FROST —

13 oz.
PKG.

SILVER DOLLARS• HOT DOGS• BREAD • BATHROOM TISSUE • PANTY HOSE•
IGA • FROZEN

SHOESTRING POTATOES
2001.
BAG

PETER PAN

MUSHROOM

PEANUT
BUTTER 11G.
iI irEWHET PICKLES

4

FOR

1

3for'1

16 oz

SUGAR
79< 5Lb.
AG

SALTINE .
CRACKERS

BANKROLL
After soliciting comments and reactions from our customers, we have
decided To discontinue Bankroll.
In the best interest of our customers,
we will draw until we get a card that Is
punched,on Saturday, Nov. 5th,1977.
Bankroll will then be.discontinued.
•

1 Lb. Box

"EVERY DAY LOW PRICE"

CHILI WITH
BEANS

13 oz. can

'EVERYDAY LOW PRICE"

494

CATSUP 20 oz
LIMIT
ONE

MACNERAL

Tall Can494

ONLY ONE '10.00
PURCHASE REQUIRED
TO PURCHASE BOTH
TIDE & SUGAR.

1•11.

LUNCHEON MEAT
MACARONI &
CHEESE DINNER
REG. PRICE: 931
Last
Week's
Winners

PLAY & WIN:FREE CASH

ANGE
UICE

FOR

59

"EVERY DAY LOW PRICE"

WITH '10.00 ADDITIONAL PURCHASE
EXCLUDING TOBACCO & DAIRY PRODUCTS

$189

• FROZEN

BIG
48 oz.

SANI-FLUSH

•
FOR

33'
89'

QUART

PUREX-GRANULATED

VIENNAWIREi
SALMON
SAUSAGE
S

oz CANS

BLEACH

99t

NS

NOTHING TO BUY . . . JUST DROP BY JIM ADAMS AND

GRAB A GROCERY CART. 1F WE CALL YOUR BUGGY NUMBER THEN YOU WIN! A PRIZE
WILL-BE GIVEN AWAY EVERY 3 MINUTES!

2 oz. CAN
/
IGA•101

SOUP

EXCLUDING TOBACCO
& DAIRY PRODUCTS.
NLY ONE S10.00 PURCHASE
REQUIRED TO PURCHASE
BOTH TIDE 8, SUGAR!

FREE PRIZES 6 PM -JO P.M. -NOV. 3, 4, 5_ THURSDAY,-; FRIDAY - SATARDAY ONLY!

.,60z. _ 79C
89c
PKG.

TIDE

GIANT

I-10 PM ONLY! 6 PM-10 PM ONLY!

i9t ONION RINGS

12 oz
PKG

QUARTJAR

.

LIMIT
ONE

IGA•FROZEN .

53'
99'
5-5C
WITH
S10.00
ADDITIONAL
PURCHASE

'BUGGY BINGO!
LIMIT
ONE

LIMIT

-IGA

SWEET
„ROLLS

BMA

LAUNDRY
DETERGENT

59

PEACHES
BIG NO.2% CAN -

LIMIT
ONE -

MARGARINE
IGA•AMERICAN
CHEESE SINGLES

for

COFFEE

ROLL PKG.

PINEAPPLE

1 Lb.
QUARTERS

2 OL CAN
/
IGA•91

FOLGER'S

IARMIN
4

BLUE BONNET

IGA

LAWN &
LEAF
10 BAGS/BOX

SOUP

SATURDAY
NOV.5
6p.m. - 10p m.

FRIDAY
NOV.4
Avi -

_

IGA

IGA•101
2 CAN
/
CHICKEN NOODLE

NORTHSIDE

$400.00

Duleah Dill
-

NORTHSIDE
200

SOUTHSIDE
'200

790

7 oz .234

A•Ci()1 DI!',

CORN
(REAM STYLE OR WHOIE KERNEI
303 CAN

WON

!1%."2 SOUTHSIDE
Robert Burk
SANK ROLL

12 oz. can

Murray

$201r

ITS THE TOTAL ON THE TAPE THAT COUNTS!

(

$100
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Let's Stay Well

R;FJJBgame-. M D

MurrayHome &Auto

When To Begin Feeding
Solid Foods To An Infant

Chestnut Street

0. Mrs. C. I. writes to
the major source for the
.ask how early should an
second six months.
.infant ,be started on solid .- Since cow's milk is low it
foods in, additon to milk. _Aron, it has to be added
. She wants to know if start- from 'other sources, usuing a child late on solid ---ally-in an iron-fortified for.foods encourages the
mula. Egg yolks, meats,
overuse of milk and a poor
and vegetables are sources
•- appetite for vegetables.
of adequate iron. It is more
•. A. Opinions among pedireadily absorbed when-vi:atricians and nutritionists tamin C is present
in the
:-vary regarding the appro- diet.
priate time to begin solid.
Many nutritionists feel
foods in an infant's diet. In •that starting solid
foods in
genera17the trend is shift- the first few week of life
ing toward starting vegetamay increase the risk of
bles and cereals at a later
developing allergies to certime than was advised one
tain foods as compared to
or two decades ago. No the risk of introducin
g
:.research has been carried
them later.
out in infant feeding that
Another common prob- -proves conclusively when
lem is overfeeding infants.
solid foods should be introIt has long been considered
-:dueed intean infant's diet.
thata fat baby ts-a healthy
Breast,feeding is.laecom- -baby. But 'infancy and
- Ing increasingly popular. childhood obesity have
•---t is clean, often cOnVail- tome under criticism
in --.1erit, and usually econornirecent years and are resal. -Human milk has adgarded as likely causes of
-vantages over cow's milk
chronic obesity in adult
and can serve as the only
life. A well-nourished lean
• - source of food for an infant
baby is regarded as being
for the first six months and
more
normal and poten..
p.

PHOTO
SPECIALS
.10.4 CVO:

'.1141111/: CR1

BIG

PHOTO BONUS
- COUPONS

17"n vmmrierszi

On Any 20 Exposure

Li„,Tr7VE

VFLOPILD & PRINTED

BIG 1.1+

40;
0

51,
4 Or* Wow"

b.` sets. O'* tiR1
Woh Tiv.Csrpo.

COLOR
ROLL

ROLL PER CoLPUN

BIG
CZ

"X'11-44:tt.•

"1..0'0- '

5x7COLOR,a
Eniargcrhent 69c
F RON ANY SLIDI
.OR COLOR NEGATIVE
E%1ARGhsikri PLR
pav BIG 41
4
-0

,,wir

CI;

-04kur*At

Slick &Movie
Processing
:V EXPOSURE SLIDLS
Sup.I

Reiplar

16' se4

ei -3(-1 r
1.J7

NI) 36 F XPOSI. RE

1.4evoro

ma 4:}
Any 12

Exposure
r7/6

$1 99
BIG

ISDEZ9M9213

Bel-Air Shopping Center
9-9 Mon.-Sat.
1-6 Sun.

,

Phone 753 2571

tially healthier than a fat
infant. Solids, .added to
milk, especially if started
early in .life, can lad to
overfeeding and excess
weight.
Evidence .is lacking that
starting solids at six
months discourages a child
from eating vegetables
and encourages the use of
too much milk.
If you'have riot already
done so, I suggest that you
seek the •advict of your
physician with regard to
feedings for the first 12
months. Take 'care not to
overfeed.

HARDWARE STORE

DONUT Machine
Makes 2 large donuts at
once, in minutes. Recipe
book included. 200

38th Consecutive
Metropolitan

BARGAIN
of the MONTB

II

'Broadcast Set

MURRAY—A radio industry record 38th season of
Metropolitan Opera broadcasts sponsored by Texaco,
Inc., will- be carried live on
Saturdays during 1977-78 by
WKMS-FM radio at Murray
State University beginning
Dec. 3.
The broadcast of Verdi'
"Regoletto"- on that date will
mark the start of the longest
continual commercial tin4arwriling of the _same
program by the same sompany in the history of radio.
Each program during the
20-week Texaco-Metropolitan
season will begin at noon at
91.3 on the FM dial, the public
radioyoice of Murray State.
Broadcasts will continue
through April 15 when the
double bill of Mascagni's
"Cavalleria Rusticana" and
Leoncavallo's
"Pagliacci"
will be heard.
Radio listeners will enjoy
two operas never „ before
broadcast by the Metropolitan
Opert--Massenet's "Thais"
on Jan. 28, 1978, and
Donizetti's "La Favorita" on
March:11, 19.78.
-Other operas scheduled in
1977 include Benjamin Brit-ten's "Peter Grimes" Dec. 10,
Puccini's "Madam Butterfly"
Dec 17, Puccini's -La
Boheme" Dec. 24, and Verdi's
"La Traviata" Dec.31.
January operas include
Strauss' "Der Rosenkavalier"
Jan. 7, Verdi's
Trovatore"
Jan.- 14, Wagner's -"Tannhaeuser" Jan. 21, and
Massenet's "Thais" Jan. 28.
In February, _listeners will
hear Verdi's "Otello" Feb. 4.
Cilea's and Mussorgsky's
"Boris Godunov" Feb 25-March will bring "Pelleas et
Melisande" by Debussy
March 4, Donizetti's "La
Favorita"
March
11,
Donizetti's
D'-Amore" March 18, and
Mozart's "Don Giovanni"
March 25.
Besides the double bill April
15 to end the season, other
April broadcasts will be
Strauss' "Die Frau Ohne
Schatten" April 1, and Puccini's "Tosca" April 8.

Paps 4 quarts and butters
corn automatically. Flip
cover and use as bowl 18-90

GOLD
VINTAGE

LIMITED QUANTMES

22-DRAWER
SMALL PARTS Cabinet

QUANTITIES LIMITED

Welded-steel cabinet has 28 compartments in 2 sizes.
Clear-plastic drawers let you locate items at a glance. Removable plastic dividers help keep small parts separated, handy
stops keep drawers from being pulled out too far. Overall size:
-13"Fix12"Wzg-3/4-D.
C28

Tray table set consists of four folding tables that store
neatly on caster-mounted rack. Great for serving guests whecd
space-is a problem, or
CfloCrair
.the deluxe woodtone-look or gold "look of leatherette"
with a brown'border.
•

TRAY TABLE SET
Cooks frozen and prepackaged pizzas, Ty canners, hors
,d'oeuvres, etc. M0368-35

taLSCCO
. BINOCULARS

Stop Throwing Money
Out Your Window!
In-Sider Storm Window

A 26 95

a3&95

(A) 7 s 3511M. Powerful 7-trewer Kama type eye tens.
Fully coatelloptics. 358'field of view at 1000 yds. Feropsen
styling. Fold-down rubber eye cups. Fast center fecal. r
high. 21 or. With case 64/304
2LI5
(8) 1 x 381111t. 8-power arida-angle binocular for indoor
sport events or outdoor viewing. Fully coated optics with
Kellner type, 3-element eye lenses. European style. 414
high. 17 oz. With case. 64/320
3415
10 it 50 M10.10-power, tug, ceated)spUes. Slim American
styling. r high. 32.5 oz. With case. 64/219
43.05

cuts heat loss through
your window by up to 88%!

Ls.

That s what homeowners found out
during last winter's icy blast. And that's
the fact that was proven by Architectural Testing Laboratories. York, Pa.
The In-Sider is a do-it-yourself storm
window that installs easily on the inside
of your house And, if you already have
storm windows, add the In-Sider to them
and you'll increase their insulating
efficiency by up to 26°.'
The In-Sider outperforms outs,de storm
windows. It saves energy in your home
And it saves you money on your fuel bills.
That's why over one million have
already been sold.

-e

0

The In-Sider Storm Window is available whereever you shop for home improvement products.
A product of

plaskolite,

Installs easily in minutes!
From the inside!

Use Our

Poi-Iona MANY
Time-Savifflp TASNS

349.95
SANTO 19" COLOR Tv

6
1.

Lay-A-Way
Or
We Accept
Master
Charge
And VISA

Genuine quality at a iiri special price. New in-litie gee,
slotted mask, black matrix picture tube for sharp centred,
detail and brighter color. WIF aid UHF click teeing;
AFC.
Loop and dipole antenna. Wood-tone cabled. F/91048

Ilk

Old Oak • Tree
Restaurant

aim ulna OMB MEM MI NMI MN 19

-----

40)..

WITH

Pea I I IP COUPON I
waver
7.32

-_Overlooking Beautiful Kentucky Lake
Located at Buchanan Retail
Close to Paris Landing
Ph. 642-8810

P
:r nt

Frosted ELECTRIC Bello I

Choose SOW. 75W or 100W. 24/04352/820/5033

17..11n

Come°
,
aspires: NOV.
LIMIT: ONE KR ADULT CUSTOMER

Electric FOOD PROCESSOR
Shreds, Slices, Grates, Grinds,
Minces, Chops, Mines, Purees, Etc.
Versatile for a wide variety of foods. Reduces preparation time. Stainless steel
knife blade; 2 control buttons; removable
parts for cleaning. 48/FP1

For Your Dining Pleasure
Live Entertainment

VISA*

Scotty Bell
Sun.-Thursday
7:00 a.m. til 10:00 p.m.
Friday & Saturday
7:00 a.m. til •
11:00 p.m.

Sings& Plays The Organ

Every Fri. &Sat. Night
from 7 toll

REMINGTON "Wingmaster."
PUMP SHOTGUN

HOME
ENTERTAINMENT

CENTER
18.88

Vent. Rib
2% Chamber
21A123

12 or 201a.

Model 870

Special
Sale Good

1159195

Through Sat

Nov on Gun Only

